A mixture of Facebook posts and comments on Arthur's Facebook wall between April
2019 and 26th Nov 2019: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Arthur Cristian
Spoon feeding an audience that has been spoon fed all their lives does nothing to
diminish the reliance on being spoon fed.
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
This MAN has produced an average of 521.4 million (521,395,200) breaths across 62
years or 22,630 sunrises and sunsets. They say we each produce a cup of water per
day that is 250ml. If we live for 62 years we are each roughly creating 5658 litres of
water that never existed pre our existence. Just think of all the water produced by all
our ancestors.
Regardless of deaths, genocide and childlessness going back through all the
generations, say 1000 years, and adding the breath of our ancestors, if we postulate
that 1000 years was 30 generations ago then the number of our ancestors is two to the
30th, or just over a billion: 1,073,741,824, and when we multiply 5658 litres of water by
1 billion and 73 million, 741,824 thousand ancestors = 6.0752312e+12 litres of water,
and for arguments sake, lets say the average life of an ancestor is 40 years so we get
5.4868207e+15 litres of water produced over 1000 years.
Disregarding all other water creating life-forms of nature, are not those who claim to
"control" water through law, bureaucracy and administration stealing from those who
produced the water for free?
Why are we paying for FREE water and why were all our FREE ancestors and us
removed from FREE natural water supplies and brought into cities, suburbs and towns,
etc, where a meter is used to clock all the FREE natural water we all created for FREE
that has since been severely corrupted with chlorine, fluoride, toxins, pollution,
excrement, urine, etc, to make us all sick, weak and sedated?
And are you aware that all your dreams that are thoughts and all the feelings of your
intentions and your ancestors are encoded in every breath out?
As all the dreams of all our ancestors still remain in the water, the atmosphere, the air,
celestial space, etc, the corruption to all the water was designed by those who want
complete power, control and subjugation over all of us so that we would no longer
sense the truth of our original ancestors' freedom, pre invasion, instead being confused
and distracted living as commercial slaves in "The System" of deeply corrupted water.

How can anyone claim to have authority over water?
-----Ishmahin Micella Bøhn
Great point!
They probably find (or create) commercial laws of ownership based on the ownership
of our birth-certifications... where we get under commercial law (the law of the Sea)
when we come out of our mothers water....
Hence the $lavery-$ystem we live under... that is on all levels of society...
-----Arthur Cristian
No one "owns" anything as it is impossible to do or back up with evidence. What can
be done and through bluff, claim administrative rights over "intellectual property" that
sails as commercial vessels on the SEA of fantasy ("The System" = all the alphabets
and all the definitions derived from this make believe matrix) that you SEE. It's only
here where fantasy is being imagined as reality where reality is being traded as
commercial (indentured/bonded) vessels in the stock market, equity and all, of
copyrighted (right of copy) "intellectual property".
It is the "intellectual property" that is being administered BUT very few deeply
brainwashed brothers and sisters can SEE (SENSE) this fact. They really believe that
the "intellectual property" UNDER "NAME" is reality, is who they really are and what
they are really part of. When we really wake up, when we are creating a bridge to get
out of "The System" back to Kindom in this life, using "The System" to get out of "The
System"/Matrix in this life, it is always best to be in their make believe world BUT not of
their make believe world.
Through belief in fantasy being reality, what you SEE of "intellectual property, UNDER
"NAME" (definitions forms the fantasies of perceived realities) is what you are
illuminating as your reality on the SEA of "The System" where all commercial vessels
are trading reality and in doing so, completely destroying reality until nothing remains
to remind the deep asleep of reality, of their deep sleep.
The Jordan Maxwell scam of registered (birth certificate) vessels coming out of the
waters of the womb and given birth on the seas of admiralty law, is a huge lie, a
massive con. It only has some truth when you can SENSE/SEE the big picture of

reality and what is really going on. The "NAME" is the mark of the beast/best, the beast
who ploughs his/her slave masters fields of endeavour. The "NAME IS NOT WHO WE
REALLY ARE AND NEVER WILL BE. All definitions are fake, illusory and pure fantasy.
More on all this here: http://loveforlife.com.au - explore all the Love For Life articles,
posts, videos, discussions, debates, etc, going back to 2005.
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Seeking what is undefined to meet the defined reality one seeks will always leave them
with nothing. We can't satiate what is insatiable. What exists already exists and to
directly experience what exists requires walking away from what does not exist so that
what exists is present amongst what exists (the living).
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
To really get out of "The System" is to stop supporting the magic carpet ride and to
completely walk away from being part of this unnatural machine in this life. While the
relentless grind of the machine of the (red - knights templars etc) magic carpet ride
continues for all the slaves, the slaves are also watching TV, current affairs, soap
operas, going to the movies, talking on the mobile phones, browsing the internet and
social media, reading about conspiracies, going to rallys, listening to David Icke,
Deepak Chopra, Oprah Winfrey, Donald Trump, Dalai Lama, dreaming for freedom
with others, shopping at bunnings, coles, woolies, aldi and looking for the latest look at
Myers, going to the polls, getting caught up in the latest controversies and disclosures,
pointing the finger at who to blame for the bush fires, global warming, the lies behind
9/11, dinosaurs, bali bombings, port arthur massacre and martin bryant, federal
reserve banking and fractional reserve banking, the recession and inflation of the
economy, home renovations, getting a mortgage, loan or lease, etc, etc, etc, etc, but
the slave machine running the magic carpet ride continues for everyone and NOTHING
has really changed.
To be caught up with politics, government, rule of law, religions, etc, is to be caught up
in the cults of the ocCULTS. All caught up as judges, lawyers, barristers, politicians,
priests and all their throngs of cult followers is to ONLY be caught up with men and
women holding and playing with their Ken and Barbie dolls while they sit and act as
Judge, Lawyer, Barrister in Caught, as Politician in parliament, as Priest during
confession, etc. While they dress and brush Barbie and Ken, they are actually playing
Ken and Barbie doll games with all the cult followers trapped inside their particular Ken
and Barbie cult.

Sanitised wrote
Bro does 144 ring a bell to you?
---------------------------Hi Sanitised.
It's only in the bubbles of acceptable harm and not acceptable harm, the matrix ("The
System"), that fantasies such as alphabets containing numbers (definitions) appear as
part of the commercial value and rate programming driving the slaves along = quantity,
weight, length, dimension, time, quality, age, status, regulation, ritual, procedure,
condition, contract, etc, etc, etc.
Only to the occultists, their lackeys and all their multi-millions of deeply brainwashed
drones, do the apparitions of numbers have meanings attached to their perceptions
(dreams) of reality.
Only inside the bubbles of these man-made lunatic asylums do you witness the
fantasies of astrology, astrotheology, numerology, uni-verse, gregorian and mayan
calendars, tooth fairies, santa clause, easter bunny, carbon dating, evolution, solar
systems, galaxies, light years, prophesies (self-fulfilling), etc, etc, being played out by
adults deeply lost inside fairytales/pantomimes.
They all re-present (act on behalf of/perform/come-forward-on-behalf-of) alphabets,
numbers, astrology, etc, etc, but can never bring forward astrology, numbers, etc, so
that the living can hear all the associated storytelling attributed to numbers, alphabets,
uni-verse, carbon dating, calendars, etc, directly from the tongues of alphabets,
galaxies, astrotheology, etc, because they do not exist and are imaginary pictures of
pure fantasy, illusion and delusion being illuminated/animated by men, women and
children believing they are true/real, part of reality.
To this MAN, 144 has no meaning whatsoever, no importance.
Just because MAN can call out numbers and have them play out in the imagination of
their fantasies, no different to a girl playing with a Barbie doll, does not mean that the
numbers are true and have meaning.
"The System" is made up of occultists playing with their Barbie dolls of definitions that
make up the fantasy of their world and, just because they have persuaded multimillions of us to play with their Barbie dolls does not make them true.
This is the basis of the cult of the ocCULTS and just because they believe in the power
of their Barbie doll fantasies does not make them true.

The child is at the effect of its own dreaming and learns to place all the e-motions of
the child with the Barbie doll fantasies, just as the occultists are at the effect of the emotions of their own dreaming (bubbles), lost inside it and performing their own
dreaming of their Ken and Barbie fantasies of being gods in their own galaxies and
power and control over all of MAN.
They are accepting the power of this dreaming over their lives (vessels) and no matter
how many generations this dreaming (dream-time) has been going on (calling out calling out - calling out to Barbie to play with them), with all of them placing their belief
in it (Barbie), does not make it (Barbie / 144) true.
144 will never ring a bell (calling out to e-motions to play with this MAN'S imagination)
with this MAN.
-----------------------------------------------The above was in response to this post
Arthur Cristian
Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220643646269158
22nd-25th November 2019
To really get out of "The System" is to stop supporting the magic carpet ride and to
completely walk away from being part of this unnatural machine in this life.
While the relentless grind of the machine of the (red - knights templars etc) magic
carpet ride continues for all the slaves, the slaves are also watching TV, current affairs,
soap operas, going to the movies, talking on the mobile phones, browsing the internet
and social media, reading about conspiracies, going to rallys, listening to David Icke,
Deepak Chopra, Oprah Winfrey, Donald Trump, Dalai Lama, dreaming for freedom
with others, shopping at Bunnings, Coles, Woolies, Aldi and looking for the latest look
at Myers, going to the polls, getting caught up in the latest controversies and
disclosures, pointing the finger at who to blame for the bush fires, global warming, the
lies behind 9/11, dinosaurs, bali bombings, port arthur massacre and martin bryant,
federal reserve banking and fractional reserve banking, the recession and inflation of
the economy, home renovations, getting a mortgage, loan or lease, etc, etc, etc, etc,
and the slave machine running the magic carpet ride continues for everyone and
NOTHING has really changed.
MAGIC CARPET RIDE
Machine transport holidays are a magic carpet ride where the fantasy of the magic
carpet floating on air is just an illusion of freedom from the everyday, humdrum

existence, provided by multi-millions of men, women and children who have been
kidnapped from the womb and turned into the commercial cogs of the wheels of "The
System" slave machine that turns and turns its variable, commercial values and rates
all across earth to provide the magic carpet ride illusion of a holiday.
With hands held high, every slave is trained to hold aloft the magic carpet and pass it
along from slave to slave to slave to slave to slave and it is the slaves commercially
driven values and rates of their fruits of labour performing as the cogs of the unnatural
machine turning and turning the fantasy and illusion of the magical carpet ride.
And the fantasy goes even deeper because the multi millions of hijacked children were
never given full disclosure of what would become of the commercial values and rates
placed on their grown-up lives, how their adult lives will really look (show up), but we
like to ignore this fact. It's magical how we do this.
As there are so many different parts that make up the earth-wide beast of this slave
machine, men, women and children all across earth are censored and discriminated
against as the commercial value and rate of their fruits of labour is deemed higher or
lower than that of another.
This commercial value and rate changes throughout their lives from the womb to the
grave and those that control the intellectual copyright of commerce manipulate the
commercial values and rates of the money supply thus causing extreme stress and
insecurity amongst all the slaves whose fruits of labour are the money supply that is
their hands holding the magic carpet aloft and passing it along because this is the only
way they and their families can survive in “The System”.
Inflation, recession and depression are intentionally fabricated to shape the outcomes
of the mediocre lives of scarcity of the slaves according to the wishes of their slave
masters to keep them tightly bonded to the machine of passing along the magic carpet
from slave to slave, given temporary relief here and there when it’s time for their short
turn on the magic carpet ride, if they’re lucky.
The magic carpet ride is so exciting for those riding on the magic carpet that they turn
a blind eye to the harm being caused to the multi-millions of slaves holding the magic
carpet aloft and even justify it as "acceptable" harm as opposed to "not acceptable"
harm, but no one can bring forward all the natural life forms of reality/earth, inanimate
or not, tiny or giant, including all the hijacked children across earth, to confirm directly
from their tongues that the immense and intense harm being caused to them through
commercial means is acceptable, is natural, and that all the life forms and all the
innocent children have given clear, conscious permission for their real lives to be
changed from their natural purpose into something dead that is essential for the slave
machine of "The System" to operate.

The reason everything is dead is because the multi-millions on the magic carpet ride
are NOT sensing the BIG PICTURE REALITY of all the lives of everyone being used,
abused, raped, pillaged and plundered for them to have their magic carpet ride. They
don't want to look at the big picture of the harm being caused for them to have their
magic carpet ride, borne aloft on the hands of the men, women and children passing it
along.
We are not holding the bigger picture of that consciousness and we justify the harm
through our fantasies of what is acceptable and what is not, all the while thinking we
are conscious! We are drawing a line to delineate between "acceptable" harm and
"unacceptable" harm, making the "acceptable" harm "normal" and justifiable.
Everyone is making complaints about what is wrong as they sit in their suburban
bubbles of denial or their city or country bubbles, watching TV, surfing social media,
lost in their hobbies, comfortable in their acceptable harm and pointing the finger of
blame at those they hold responsible for the harm they consider unacceptable but still
not looking at the slave system they are part of that brings about all the harm because
they don't want to see that it is all intrinsically connected to their suburban bubble.
To fantasise that having a magic carpet ride is not doing harm is to ignore the multi
millions of people who are heavy consumers of Big Pharma, counselling, psychology
and the medical system as a result of having been kidnapped from so young and
turned into soulless cogs in the machine of "The System" so that they can provide you
with your magic carpet ride. They are all directly or indirectly involved from either far
away or from up close for you to have your magic carpet ride.
We are all intrinsically connected but we come together for all the wrong reasons. We
should be co-creating together without any of the harm rather than being forced to be
the commercial links in the chains of "The System" economy.
To go on a magic carpet ride is to say that the Tsunami of harm rising towards
complete annihilation for all men, women, children across earth is acceptable.
So many people who are waking up to "The System" ask us how to get out of "The
System" and we always say to them that, unless they can grasp the big picture of the
harm and see it for what it really is, they will never get out because it is all the
commercially driven consumers of reality, the men and women trapped in the
"acceptable" harm who are all, directly or indirectly, causing all the "unacceptable"
harm such as bush fires and other "natural" disasters, terrorist attacks, poverty,
homelessness, refugee camps, cruelty, unhappiness, emptiness and loneliness.
One week to the next we focus on the next environmental, economic or political
disaster, all gathering like a rolling stone heading towards the earth-wide, end times
obliteration of our creation (dreaming), oblivious to our complicity.

The only way to get out of "The System" is to see it for what it really is and to
completely walk away from all of it gradually in this life until we are no longer stuck in
the magic carpet rides of "acceptable" harm that include using money as "an exchange
of our fruits of labour", going to the bank, continuing to "own" property under the
protection of the law of "The System", using mobile phones, going to the supermarket,
using computers and TVs, driving cars, filling our homes with cheap, throw-away
consumables, eating dead animals and enjoying the entertainment of "The System".
There are tens of thousands sitting inside bubbles of acceptable harm all with differing
views about what harm is acceptable but all in refusing to look at the harm we find
acceptable.
How many animals have been killed for us to have our magic carpet rides?
How much of earth has been destroyed for the self-obsession of our addiction to
magic?
How many more men, women and children have to suffer for us to get relief from our
empty, soulless lives?
It is because we don't want to stop the magic carpet rides that "The System" and, with
it, the harm, never goes away.
How many people would continue wanting the magic carpet rides, if they met and
experienced the lives of all those who are the commercial cogs in the machine of their
magic carpet ride? And all those who have been put through the grinder of the law and
of bureaucracy and raped of everything they worked hard for? How many would
continue eating meat, if they experienced the suffering of the animals they are eating?
We like to keep our "acceptable" harm out of sight and out of brain and the magic
carpet rides of our desensitisation from reality must continue because we have already
bought our tickets and are waiting in line. There are so many different system rides to
choose from and our blindness to the harm keeps the magic going.
To have a real conscience is to hold the bigger picture of reality so that you do not
want to remain stuck inside the fantasy bubbles of "acceptable" harm and continue to
support all the good things that come from the magic carpet rides to go against the
conscience of a much bigger picture of reality.
Money is also this passing along the hands of down trodden men, women and children;
there is no equity, no equal exchange of labour because money is the life blood of "The
System" of slavery and to justify the use of money is to justify "The System" where

there can never be enough money to go around because "The System" is designed for
scarcity for the many and abundance for the very, very few.
We don't see the lives of everyone trapped serving this money machine, holding aloft
the magic carpets just for us to use these tokens of our enslavement. This only
happens inside the "acceptable" harm.
Those who fight for their acceptable bubbles don't want to have them burst because
they don't have a dream big enough to walk away to. This is what the Love For Life
work is all about and we will never stop bursting bubbles where we find them, not to tell
people how to live their lives but to show them the blind spots that are stopping them
from realising their good heart felt dreams.
However, most don't want to leave their bubbles, hence the rolling stone of annihilation
we are creating and much of the vast population across earth will be gone because
they are dreaming fantasy and won't look at how much they rely on slavery for them to
have their bubbles. They will realise the fantasy they are dreaming.
The bubbles are all the lies of the blind spots where we hide from reality in fantasy,
getting run down and exhausted from the grind of maintaining a dead dream. When we
are holding the big picture of all of reality, there is nowhere for the bubbles of our blind
spots to exist.
If we don't see the big picture of true freedom for all, we don't have a destination of true
freedom for all because we are bringing everything of "The System" that deprives us of
freedom for all. .
The attachment to the bubble of fantasy is the attachment to the e-go and this is the
addiction to pure fantasy that becomes the follow through of harm so nothing changes
and we just keep repeating the same old, same old routines of "acceptable harm",
wondering why we are so severely stuck.
If you want to create a community without harm, you have to be aware of the big
picture so that you can create a community where there is no acceptable harm being
brought in and nothing passed on to allow it in ever again.
We have to be aware of the big picture of how the community will look so that we know
where we are heading and we can see our compromised state clearly, not to weaken
our stance but just to look with clear eyes so we know exactly what we have to give up
to get to our big picture dream of community (true freedom for all).
If you don't want the destination of your dream to be true freedom for your brothers and
sisters and you want money, law, system entertainment, ownership, etc, you are
saying that you hate your brothers and sisters and want them as slaves and this hatred

is what leads to "acceptable" harm where we accept while living amongst the homeless
on the streets, poverty, injustice, police bashings, rape, torture, malnutrition, famine,
displacement from land, the devastation of earth, the rape and abuse of children and,
behind it all, the reign of a tiny few who think they have the right to be supreme
landlords and masters of us all as they hoard all the wealth and gobble up all the land.
Just what are you dreaming?
Arthur Cristian
continued here: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220595457704474

-----------------Arthur Cristian
Sanitised wrote
Bro does 144 ring a bell to you?
---------------------------Arthur Cristian
Hi Sanitised.
It's only in the bubbles of acceptable harm and not acceptable harm, the matrix ("The
System"), that fantasies such as alphabets containing numbers (definitions) appear as
part of the commercial value and rate programming driving the slaves along = quantity,
weight, length, dimension, time, quality, age, status, regulation, ritual, procedure,
condition, contract, etc, etc, etc.
Only to the occultists, their lackeys and all their multi-millions of deeply brainwashed
drones, do the apparitions of numbers have meanings attached to their perceptions
(dreams) of reality.
Only inside the bubbles of these man-made lunatic asylums do you witness the
fantasies of astrology, astrotheology, numerology, uni-verse, gregorian and mayan
calendars, tooth fairies, santa clause, easter bunny, carbon dating, evolution, solar
systems, galaxies, light years, prophesies (self-fulfilling), etc, etc, being played out by
adults deeply lost inside fairytales/pantomimes.

They all re-present (act on behalf of/perform/come-forward-on-behalf-of) alphabets,
numbers, astrology, etc, etc, but can never bring forward astrology, numbers, etc, so
that the living can hear all the associated storytelling attributed to numbers, alphabets,
uni-verse, carbon dating, calendars, etc, directly from the tongues of alphabets,
galaxies, astrotheology, etc, because they do not exist and are imaginary pictures of
pure fantasy, illusion and delusion being illuminated/animated by men, women and
children believing they are true/real, part of reality.
To this MAN, 144 has no meaning whatsoever, no importance.
Just because MAN can call out numbers and have them play out in the imagination of
their fantasies, no different to a girl playing with a Barbie doll, does not mean that the
numbers are true and have meaning.
"The System" is made up of occultists playing with their Barbie dolls of definitions that
make up the fantasy of their world and, just because they have persuaded multimillions of us to play with their Barbie dolls does not make them true.
This is the basis of the cult of the ocCULTS and just because they believe in the power
of their Barbie doll fantasies does not make them true.
The child is at the effect of its own dreaming and learns to place all the e-motions of
the child with the Barbie doll fantasies, just as the occultists are at the effect of the emotions of their own dreaming (bubbles), lost inside it and performing their own
dreaming of their Ken and Barbie fantasies of being gods in their own galaxies and
power and control over all of MAN.
They are accepting the power of this dreaming over their lives (vessels) and no matter
how many generations this dreaming (dream-time) has been going on (calling out calling out - calling out to Barbie to play with them), with all of them placing their belief
in it (Barbie), does not make it (Barbie / 144) true.
144 will never ring a bell (calling out to e-motions to play with this MAN'S imagination)
with this MAN.
To be caught up with politics, government, rule of law, religions, etc, is to be caught up
in the cults of the ocCULTS. All caught up as judges, lawyers, barristers, politicians,
priests and all their throngs of cult followers is to ONLY be caught up with men and
women holding and playing with their Ken and Barbie dolls while they sit and act as
Judge, Lawyer, Barrister in Caught, as Politician in parliament, as Priest during
confession, etc. While they dress and brush Barbie and Ken, they are actually playing
Ken and Barbie doll games with all the cult followers trapped inside their particular Ken
and Barbie cult.

---------------------------The above was in response to this post
Arthur Cristian
20 November at 08:35
They broke our legs and then they kick us because we can’t stand up.
Caleb Poulter, Facebook Friend.posted this comment on Arthur's Facebook wall in
reply to Arthur's post copied below.
----------------We can watch all the best documentaries and current affairs, study under all the great
minds covering all fields of endeavour, sit by the side of all the great intellectuals, pore
over all the great books of literature and divine inspirations, follow messiahs and
saviours and yet, with all the brilliant collective minds that have brought forth the
progress of civilization with all its inventions, JUST LOOK AT THE MESS WE ARE ALL
IN RIGHT NOW ALL ACROSS EARTH.
Very few are willing to see the obvious common denominator that is glaring at all of us
in plain sight, always, everywhere, which is how each of us is thinking, feeling and
living, instant by instant by instant, that is causing this destruction.
Everything of nature/reality/earth has a purpose and we are all now paying the price for
messing with the natural purpose of all of life, both minuscule and giant, generation
after generation after generation. We were never meant to interfere with ANYTHING,
including each other, and corrupt, distort and confuse its natural purpose. The whole of
"The System" is the result of interference with the natural purpose of life.
Interfere with the innocence of a child and that child can grow to harm millions of men,
women and children. Harm the air and many breathing the air will be deeply affected.
Harm the water and uncountable lifeforms will suffer. Tamper with a forest and vast
arrays of species will die in that forest, many becoming extinct. Damage the earth and
the whole of earth will eventually be destroyed.
What we do wherever we are that supports and causes harm to life is affecting men,
women and children all across earth no matter where they may be. We are all
intrinsically connected but we have all been so severely interfered with for so long
since childhood that we have lost connection with the big picture of reality and the full
responsibility that comes with doing no harm to what we are all naturally part of.

All children from the womb should be raised by the force of nature without anyone
inside their heads defining them and therefore disconnecting them from the force of
nature. In "The System", children are being defined before they are even conceived
and in the womb and then they are bombarded with system knowledge from the womb
to the grave.
We now live in the end times of this massive fall from reality and in the coming few
years we will witness the escalation of children dying before the age of 6, 2/10 then
4/10 then 6/10 then 8/10 and then earth wide extinction to civilisation, again.
Arthur
25th July 2019
------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
PROgreß* of CIviLIsaTION(zion) ... GRESsi (latin) CONspiRACY & CIvil=ad'justEd'
NORMed' DEpenDENT serv'ing SLAVE
That" CLEARly me-ans IS-RA-EL - the COVERT System of" SLAVERY in ZION
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Covert slavery comes out of the occults which is all about getting inside other men &
womens heads to control and have power over them.
Overt slavery also comes out of the occults which is all about physical and
psychological power and control (domination) over other men and women.
These occultic practices were happening well before the scriptwriting of zion/sion
(highest mountain of IsRaEl) came along and the great lie of its association with
IsRaEl. and the Hebrew Jews.
Occultists hide behind all types of race, culture, creed, titles, standings, etc, to perform
all their secret, sinister dirty work.
The men and women of the Jewish faith, etc, are just as deeply brainwashed as the
men and women of Christianity, Mohamedism, Buddhism, Atheism, etc, etc, all of
whom are controlled by an international network of occultists.
Occultists use everyone under their thumbs as their playing pieces on their black and
white chess board.

---------------------------------------------Small extracts copied over from the Love For Life website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Text posted January-April 2019
Arthur Cristian
The ancient ways of life where no one owned anything and lived for the greater good of
the tribe and nature and the self-obsession of surviving in "The System" do not mix and
never will, It's oil to water.
For those of us whose forebears have been enmeshed in system life for centuries, we
only have to look at what is happening to indigenous MAN across earth to see the
damage that has been done to all of us which is no different to the disturbances the
white MAN of the Western World has caused to the sensitive, fragile, eco systems of
rain forests, reefs, mountains, valleys, oceans, forests, soil, air, water, etc, etc.
There is NOTHING in or of "The System" that will fix this massive problem. We were
never meant to interfere with nature, MANS true nature, and alter the pure, sincere life
of MAN on the land.
The deep disconnection from the good heart behind the force of nature of the
indigenous tribes is the alcohol and drugs that they have turned to. We are telling them
that they have to fit into a world that is alien to them and the stories of their ancestors.
What we are seeing with indigenous people all across earth is how our ancestors
would have responded to the invasion of their natural ways of life many, many
generations ago. We have just been assimilated for a lot longer, so have adapted to
this alien world.
----"The System" is a Pax Romanus, a fake peace treaty where all of MAN, all of whom
came from invaded, decimated tribes of MAN on land in nature all across earth, have
had to survive life apart from their true nature and there will never be a happy ending
for everyone trapped in "The System" of fantasy, illusion and delusion. All the
governments, laws, statutes, rules, regulations, etc, ARE the Pax Romanus - the
dictates of the conquerors over the conquered. The Pax Romanus is actually a
continuation of a current war state where all the natural "rights" and the true autonomy
of life for every MAN have been abolished.

Being raised by nature where the true force of nature brings forth the good heart of
every MAN, there is no need for a Pax Romanus to live under. Expecting indigenous
people to fit seamlessly into system life and accept the Pax Romanus that we have all
accepted is like asking them to be beamed up to another planet, just as it was to the
tribes of MAN on land who are the ancestors of the so-called "non-indigenous" people.
The progress of civilisation that we are all caught up in today are the dying stages of
the Pax Romanus that will lead only to the annihilation of everyone trapped in "The
System" underneath this Pax Romanus, this alien world.
-----The homelessness that we are currently experiencing is not our problem; it is the
problem of everyone who supports "The System" that teaches us all to live with
homelessness, poverty, suffering, injustice, sickness, greed and selfishness because
our system lifestyles are the cause of all these problems.
We live in an area where there is a lot of wealth but, generally, the wealthy don't want
to know because they are used to donating to charities and institutions and expecting
them to solve the problems. They don't see that the fabric of their Pax Romanus
system is fraying and coming apart at the seams and that even the lives of the very
wealthy will also start collapsing.
What our homelessness shows is how good people who aren't lazy, who haven't
broken the law or the peace, stolen, cheated, killed, or abused anyone can end up in
our situation and there is no community immunity to stop it.
In doing this Love For Life work, the extent of the suffering that we have come across
is mind boggling. So many hard working men and women who have lost everything
they worked for despite having obeyed the rules and paid their dues, so many
outwardly happy men and women with the nice house, cars and lifestyle that is all built
upon crumbling foundations and could collapse at any minute, so many hiding their
anxiety and depression, their feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, in a cocktail
of prescription drugs, so many living on the bottom rungs of the Western World ladder,
supposedly benefiting from government pensions and payments but, in reality, kept
below the poverty line because all they can do is subsist from one payment to the next,
so many elderly living out their days among cheerful strangers, tended to like herds of
cattle, removed from their roles as elders and wisdom keepers, so many children
falling through the cracks, born of lust, boredom, convenience or coercion to enter a
life where they have no future.
What has happened to us unsettles people because we are a reminder that it is not a
perfect world and that not everyone enjoys the comforts that many in this area do. The
fact is, the comforts of the Western World are available for only a very few who don't
have to worry about the mountainous mortgage, the ever climbing rent, the endless

bills, the increasing cost of living, the threat of sickness and disease creeping closer
and the toll of caring for family members who are mentally ill, autistic, disabled, senile
or dying.
The horrors are all around us and, when they encompass every area of our lives, they
will appear around the sides of the blinkers and seep under the rose-coloured glasses.
Are we really going until that happens before we wake up and do something? How bad
do things have to get? Do we sit up and take notice when the monster has reached the
edge of town or does it have to appear in front of the flat screen TV with children's legs
hanging out of its mouth before we turn the TV off and realise that something has to
change?
----------------------Arthur Cristian
They broke our legs and then they kick us because we can’t stand up.
"Caleb Poulter" Facebook Friend.
----------------------Mandy Cochrane Hansson
Harsh reality...we live in hope that people will realise
----------------------Arthur Cristian
Hoping won't fix it. Each of us here and now changing the way we think and feel and
from there, act, is only what has changed. Not saying that you imply or intend this but
hoping maintains apathy, weakness, denial, confusion, etc, and most importantly
passing the buck.
A generational domino effect of living for the dreams of fantasy is what's destroying
reality and everyone still in "The System" are consumers (destroyers) of reality and
collectively they are all Nero watching Rome Burn until the world ("The System" - the
great lie) has ended and all believers in fantasy vanished from reality forevermore - as
creators/co-creators, it's what they all dreamt for. All e-motion is pure fantasy. MAN is
the creator of all MANS life (experience) - bar MAN there is no one else here. The buck
stops with MAN (each of us).
-------------------------------

Wanda Oreilly
Ken and Barbi... ken = knowledge, sense, reason... so, let's just throw Ken on the
Barbi (BBQ). Spell-crafting... that's how they do.
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Very good Wanda.
LOLLLLL
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first the infant,
Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms;
And then the whining school-boy, with his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad
Made to his mistress’ eyebrow. Then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon’s mouth. And then the justice,
In fair round belly with good capon lin’d,
With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances;
And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper’d pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side;
His youthful hose, well sav’d, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank; and his big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,

Is second childishness and mere oblivion;
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.
33rd degree Freemason Francis Bacon alias William Shakespear
Says Everything (if you can bring everything down, line by line, to an everyday
practical sense - how does it really work/apply in our everyday lives in "The System").
Arthur
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
It is impossible to create your "own" reality when the dreams (thoughts are dreams and
dreams are thoughts) are not yours and instead, are borrowed, copied, rented,
mimicked, etc, dreams that you never created uniquely and will never be original to
you, dreams that you live your whole life out of from the womb to the grave, and who
you really are is not there and never will be = soullessness.
From the womb, all children were meant to be brought up by nature with no one inside
their heads defining anything of reality/life/nature/earth to them, EVER = Definitions
Form The Fantasies (The Prisons) Of Perceived Realities.
No freedom remedy will ever be found during the time of MANS fall from reality (MAN
turned into predetermined machines/slaves).
The freedom remedy can only ever be found before MAN (men, women children) fell
into "The System" of another MAN'S predetermination = covert and overt slavery.
Defining consciousness, freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance, life, etc, to another,
will never be their true consciousness, freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance, life, etc,
EVER.
The receiver of the definitions can only ever imagine, and therefore fantasise about
consciousness, freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance, life, etc, and they will NEVER
be that living (live in the dream of) consciousness, freedom, truth, peace, joy,
abundance, life, etc, because they are NOT the living dreams of their/MANS life (soul).
They/We never created them.
We can only ever imagine the daffodil is yellow because the life form was defined to us
by another MAN and therefore, be under the IMAGE POWER of another MAN
(subjugation and domination).
The sensory life form NEVER told us directly that it is a yellow daffodil and never will.

We (MAN) were all meant to be undefined and never defined.
We can all stand together observing the sensory life form but each of us is always
having a unique sensory experience (touch, taste, feel, smell hear, see), and no matter
how much we try to define (communicate) the sensory experience we are having with
others, the definitions will NEVER be the experience we are each having.
What you smell will never be their experience and what they each smell will never be
your experience.
They/We can ONLY imagine (FANTASISE) what they/we are each experiencing.
Basically, everything we directly sense of reality/uncorrupted nature, earth, life, etc, is
true but everything explained to us about what we see/sense of reality, for example,
"the celestial bodies in the night sky", is not true and never will be.
"The System" and EVERYTHING of "The System" is this MAN made intention to
predetermine another MANS life so that they (victims) will fall into this imaginary matrix
and be their willing slaves for the whole of their lives without ever really waking up as
to what is going on. They remain completely lost in (hijacked/kidnapped into) a fake
dreamworld of pure fantasy all-the-while imagining (beLIEving) is their reality.
There is so much more to all of this.
http://loveforlife.com.au
The above was in response to reading this on sanitised website today.
"I was excited and scared in equal measure about diving deeply into the paradigm of “I
Create The Whole Of My Own Reality”."
It’s Not Called A Process For Nothing
When I began my journey of conscious self-awareness and actualisation in 1982 few
people in my orbit knew anything about this extraordinary way of viewing the world.
I was excited and scared in equal measure about diving deeply into the paradigm of “I
Create The Whole Of My Own Reality”.
I thought I knew what it meant, what was required and how to go about living as cause
of everything I experienced.

I was excited and scared in equal measure about diving deeply into the paradigm of “I
Create The Whole Of My Own Reality”.
More than thirty years down the track I have an inkling of what this paradigm really
means in terms of living as source for all I am and all I do and all I experience … and I
do mean ALL, everything, nothing left out, nothing rejected or discarded or abandoned
… all of it."
-----------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Link:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/permalink/2264274620530870
Troy Dun
"the celestial bodies in the night sky", is not true and never will be. . . wtf is a celestial
body ?? dick shon ary invented by deaf phonecians insert their intention in there,
hijacking ur thots. whats night sky mean ? whatever they said, insert here. so ur direct
experience with reality is now hijacked by deafonicians of those words.
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
This MANS sensory experience of the "celestial bodies" are ancestors, tribes, families,
souls of MANS living dreams of life still shining (holding) the dreams of life they created
(lived for) and shared freely and eternally as that good undefined heart - the pure
essence of creation (MANS consciousness).
------------------------------Peter Villager
i like a lot of what you say but i think you are taking "do no harm" to a religious fervor.
The native Americans and many tribal societies including aboriginals were as close to
do no harm as possible, but were destroyed by other cultures that were physically
more forceful and had developed the science of warfare and violence to a higher
degree. To say they deserved that because they were meat-eaters is the biggest cop
out and belies a fundamental lack of understanding of hunter gathering. The stronger
eats the weaker, so weakness is the underlying problem
Delete or hide this

------------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Peter Villager, refer to the extensively updated "Magic Carpet Ride" posted above
and on all the FB walls we use.
No creature ever gave their permission to be killed and eaten by MAN.
We suspect that before the fall, MAN was a "breatharian" because MAN is not part of
nature's food chain.
Nothing of nature needs to eat MAN for MAN to exist and this fact clearly shows that
MAN is not required to eat flesh and blood creatures to exist/survive too.
Everything of nature maintains the optimum purity and sincerity of the dream of MANS
life, the strength of nature or the force of nature, so that the dream of life does not fall
apart and vanish and therefore, MAN can enter the experience of the dream of MANS
life again and again and again........ forevermore.
MAN is not part of the "survival of the fittest" food chain which all of nature participates
in.
In our current "fallen "state"", we just need to eat all the raw/uncooked greens, fruits,
herbs, veges, etc, etc, to live strong healthy lives. Animal proteins are extremely
harmful and toxic to our bodies and we do not have carnivore teeth either.
In and of the true synergy of life where the total is greater than the individual parts, all
the essential minerals, vitamins, etc, etc, our bodies need, come from the uncooked
food forest. We do not need to get to and kill green food eaters, sheep, cow, goat, etc,
so that we can access the greens they are eating - we can go to the food forest and
eat directly from it, thus bypassing all the tortured, traumatic meat that is so harmful to
our bodies.
We don't see creatures cooking food and eating it or watching animals harvesting and
drying dope, making buddha sticks and hash blocks, etc, rolling up joints or making
bongs and smoking it. We just see creatures eating the marijuana plants (greens) raw.
------------------------------Peter Villager
im seeing the evidence of the harms of animal proteins with science based evidence
like dr gregers nutrition facts podcast. but to say we fell and were dominated by

resource hungry consumerist societies i cant link the two. every animal needs to the
means of self defense otherwise whole species will be wiped out. the mistake tribal
societies made is that they didnt develop technology, and were conquered by those
that did. thats a plain fact.
------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The fall is just a lie, the lie being fantasy. MAN fell into the lie believing this fantasy to
be truth/reality.
All lies are curses and all liars are processing curses that are the lies that do harm to
MAN and MAN'S true nature.
The processing of the curse is the determination to continue directing life-force-energy
into dreams/thoughts of fantasy that cause a peeling away from reality until nothing
remains of our true consciousness (nature) so the vessel/MAN is soulless and
committed to eternal spiritual suicide (so to speak). The constant peeling away from
reality is the fall into the definitions where the MAN is believing that fantasy is MAN'S
reality and the WHOLE of "The System" is this Satanic ritual sacrifice of their real lives
in practice.
They have not been using their senses to create their consciousness, their unique,
original soul. Instead, they have been imagining dreams of reality through the
definitions, dreams that they never created that are not unique and original to them,
dreams that stop them from creating the real MAN.
We were never meant to interfere with nature, especially children/MAN, EVER.
Everything going wrong ever since has come out of it, including MAN'S
"survival of the fittest",
"technology",
Definitions Form The Fantasies Of (the illusory windows the brainwashed look
through/into) Perceived Realities = His-Story/Her-Story = Recorded Alphabet
History/Ancient-History, etc, etc.
------------------------------Arthur Cristian

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220479849414339
8th November 2019
There is no "natural law" either as it is also defined. This "natural law" that Mark
Passio, another Pied Piper, is peddling, is just part of the building blocks of the feel
good, feel right, divine, all is one, eco-green-sustainable-etc, etc, NWO.
JeZeus Christ is a one world government Land Lord. Zeus is One World Government.
The second coming of Jesus/JeZeus Christ is the 2nd attempt by the
occultists/freemasons to create a One World Government with a one world alphabet
language, law, military, education, cashless economy, etc, etc.
The NWO is just "The System" under another guise, a localised cashless economy
based on quota (Manorialism & Feudalism) where almost all of MAN will continue to be
serfs/commoners/renters answerable to (be underneath) another MAN acting as
LandLord, (A "Good Guy White Knight"), etc.
The New World Order will look just like an earth wide Star Trek Federation that
operates no different to the Star Trek Borg Collective with a Queen/King at the top
overseeing hundreds of Borg Cubes, that being modern day landlords, land barons,
etc, etc, who all together oversee all their free-conscious-natural-law dreaming
(assimilated, deeply brainwashed) drones/slaves living locally underneath them.
"The "Bad Guys" causing all the current chaos, destruction, injustice, harm, etc, etc, all
come from the same Freemasonic/Occultic/Satanic orders, societies, fraternities,
brotherhoods, sisterhoods, cabals, sects, cults, etc, etc, as the "Good Guys".
The "Good Guys" are the Pied Pipers manipulating (MASSAGING) the deeply
brainwashed and traumatised slaves/drones/rats, thanks to all the "Bad Guys", so that
the rats are holding dreams that will pave the pathways they walk upon for the
whole/rest of their lives.
Note: Thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts.
If they can get you to think/dream what they want you to dream and get you to set into
motion what you are thinking, they will cause you to create what they want you to
create.
"Slaves willingly create a world in their masters image without realising."
You can't go anywhere in nature/reality/eartl/etc to learn about natural law from a tree,
bird, insect, rain, sunlight, river, etc, etc, EVER.

You can only go to a MAN already deeply brainwashed to learn all about "natural law"
from them.
When you peel away all the onion rings to get at the very black heart behind the
church, synagogue, temple, mosque, auditorium, holy books, etc, etc, and by default
and proxy
YOU CAN ONLY FIND/SEE "THE SYSTEM" OF PRIVILEGED MEN AND WOMEN
OPERATING (ACTING) AS POPE, ARCHBISHOP, MONK, PRIEST, NEW(C)AGE
FRUIT CAKE, KOHEN, KING, QUEEN, DUKE, DUCHESS, PRESIDENT, PRIME
MINISTER, CHAIRMAN, PRIMARY-STOCK-HOLDER, ADMINISTRATOR, etc, etc,
etc, etc...... on behalf of "God", "Jesus/JeZeus", "Allah", "Buddha", "Abraham",
"Channeled Higher Beings", "Government", "Economy", "Rule Of Law", "NATURAL
LAW" , AND NOTHING ELSE. IS REALLY GOING ON.
By default and proxy, Mark Passio's "Natural Law" also comes with "The System",
another man-made system.
What NATURAL LAW Is All About (RIGHT vs. WRONG) | Mark Passio:
https://youtu.be/Isb83V89iFA
You can't have (keep) anything good of "The System" without also bringing all the bad
with it. They both come together ALWAYS = (their) order out of (their) chaos and "we
will lead every revolution against us".
This DEFINED "NATURAL LAW" is just another version of "their" engineered order out
of "their" engineered chaos.
The remedy is NO SYSTEM - NO MAN-MADE SYSTEM.
We (MAN) were all meant to be UNDEFINED and never defined.
There is a lot more to all of this, so if you really want to wake up and get out of
continuing to pass the buck (give up who you really are), go here
http://loveforlife.com.au and or explore this FB wall back to 2007/2008
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian or watch Love For Life videos here
http:youtube.com/arthurloveforlife/videos
-----------------------------Matt Brooksbank
I have consumed a lot of Marks material and you have jolted me! Thank you. So we
wake from one Matrix and fall into another?

-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Notice how "The System" is always in the background UNTOUCHED.
No matter what is talked about and what changes occur, everyone still defaults to "The
System", and no matter what is brought forth, it still has its roots deeply ensconced in
the soil of "The System" and NOTHING REALLY HAS CHANGED.
This is the greatest occultists psyop of them all.
So yes, the confused and misled are falling from one version of the matrix into another.
Deep in the background behind all fairytales, holy books, movies, documentaries,
philosophies, disclosures, libraries, careers, economies, rules of law and statutes,
chanellings, reptilian shapeshifters, Gods, messiahs, saviours, prophets, Deepak
Chopra, David Icke, Mark Passio, Mary Croft, Jordan Maxwell, Michael Tellinger,
Ubuntu, Nostradamus, Science, education, man-made knowledge, definitions, New
Age, Old Age, history, Ancient Civilisations, alphabets, mathematics, geometry,
Anthony Robbins, "The Secret", TV, rtadio, internet, technology, engineering,
motorised transport, shopping centers, cities, suburbs, countries, race, culture, creed,
title, standing, aristocracy, illuminati, 13 bloodline families, kings, queens, revolutions,
etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc......IS "THE SYSTEM".
Regardless if you are conscious or not, when you buy into "Natural Law" you also bring
the whole of "The System" with you, which turns "natural law" into another version of
government (govern men te = govern the mind of man = governmente),
governing/administering over the whole of your life and over all of the lives of your
family, etc.
Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220479849414339
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
YES but Even READing this" does NOT change the New(c)age FALl-Low-ers mind.
They are stuck in the NWOownNOWwon-NonSENse as it was deSIGNED
It SEems to ME like THEY realLY NEed the" System of" FANtasy (destrucZION) and"
Are Not ready to take" FULl 'reSpons'able-ity 4their* lives Ever.
THUS they WILl ALso' PERrish with THE new AEON of the WATERmelon'

-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
If we don't create the light there will be no light for those lost deep in the darkness to
return to.
It is not our problem what others do but it becomes our problem when we stop
radiating the light of our love for life because then all is darkness all around and we are
part of it.
It is always best not to sit in judgement of others because, the moment we do, our light
has already dimmed down in spite of the good intentions of our heartfelt sentiments
and whatever protestations arise along the way.
If all around us are not free, then we live deep in the darkness of a slave system, even
if we believe we are not slaves.
If all around us are free, then we live in the glorious light of paradise.
So unless we are living and being the FREE radiant light of the living (live in the)
dream of MAN'S life shared all around, we continue to remain deep in the darkness of
slavery, of our doing, and there is no one out there to blame for the darkness that has
become us.
If the light isn't there to experience (SENSE) then where is it?
Imagining it's already there is pure fantasy which is what defining freeDUMB is all
about.
It is always best to live and be the light of truth (not judgement) so that those lost in the
darkness can experience what it really is like to be free and from there, be inspired to
break the shackles of covert and overt slavery IN THIS LIFE by turning away from no
longer being under the standing of their slave masters.
-----------------------------David Whowall
Does the warning not to eat the fruit from the tree knowledge of good and evil describe
something similar?
Knowledge is of the mind, would that be where defining occurs?

Isn't that how we begin to make language, defining extremes of what sense and
naming these?
Like day and night, good and evil, past and future etc.
Is it our made up lines that separate these definitions where we make a mistake?
Is it when we mistake these to be real rather than fiction that we lose our connection to
nature as it is, or in other words cast out?
If its our describing, fantasizing, evaluating etc. - the mind, is the mind the problem?
Would the idea that there's a mind, a soul, a body, or thinking, feeling / sensing, doing
also be defining what's already undefined?
Would defining a problem be doing the same as what made it a problem?
Defining that is.
What is making sense?
Does sense get made by us?
Is sense man made?
Or is what we make not sense / nonsense? I honestly don't know.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Life exists all around us. It is undefined and what we each sense of life only comes
from the magnificence of undefined life all around us. Without undefined life all around
us there is nothing to sense of reality/undefined-life.
When we fall into definitions, we have already fallen deep into the matrix of a defined
dream world of pure darkness that is chaos, harm, destruction, disease, etc.
It is there between the ears, completely lost in fantasy, that we end up surviving the
constant attacks of scarcity and mediocrity until the grave, chronically calling out for
mediocrity and scarcity to be the experience of our dreams of life here and now in
present-sense instead of creating magnificence, abundance, joy, peace and truth in
our lives and the lives of those around us in present sense.

It is just like going to an ant colony and saying to all the ants
"you don't have to live like this anymore"
"you can all be free of being ants"
"all you need to do is take on this new program I have for you called
IN---DIVIDE--YOU-All (individual)
and you can each become an "individual""
"You can become a teacher"
"You can become a scientist"
"You can become rich and wealthy"
"You can become a rock star and actor"
"You can become a novelist or movie maker"
"You can become a lawyer, priest or a chairman"
"You can become gendered into whatever you want to be"
"You can travel to the moon and to the stars"
etc, etc, etc, etc, etc,
And all the ants cried, "YES, we all now want to be in-divide-u-alls."
So the programming to change the ants into individuals begins and gradually, over
many generations the ants forget who they really are and what they are really part of;
the elderly are no longer cared for, the children are ignored and no one is maintaining
and cleaning the ant world colony. In spite of all their great individual success, wealth,
fame and careers, the whole ant colony collapsed, and no matter where they were,
THEY ALL DIED.
This terrible sickness of self-obsession is just like the sun suddenly gaining a defined
personality when it never had any need for it.

The more the sun focuses on the fake "self" (person/ego/mind/intellect/strawman/agent in commerce/etc), the more the sun becomes
immersed in the e-motions of
"what's in it for me",
"have to take time out for precious me",
etc,
etc,
and this expanding self-obsession becomes the "my money", "my land", "my home",
"my intellectual property", "my my my my mine mine mine mine mine i i i i own own
own own, etc, etc, etc.
The sun becomes fixated with "my freedom", "my consciousness", "my truth", "my
abundance", "my precious life", etc, etc, etc.... AND ALL THE OUTGOING RAYS OF
THE SUN'S REAL UNDEFINED LIFE HAVE NOW ALL TURNED BACK ON "SELF"
AND WHERE ONCE THERE WAS A MAGNIFICENT LIGHT OF LIFE RADIATING
OUT WITHOUT RESTRICTION, THERE IS NOW A PURE BLACK HOLE, A VOID OF
DARKNESS. THE SUN HAS DIED FOREVERMORE.
This self-obsession is also just like the glorious sun receiving a postcard from a group
of suns located in galaxy 4762351, 40 thousand light years away, inviting the sun to
come over for a weekend party in celebration of a birthday.
The sun is so excited that it turns to all of life and says, "Guys, I'm going away for a few
days to celebrate a friend's birthday and I'll be back next week. Love you all very
much... BYEEEE".
Off it goes and everything of life in relationship to the sun just DIES there and then.
The sun has nothing of life/reality to turn to and so it dies too.
THIS IS WHAT SELF-OBSESSION (E-GO) DOES TO US.
Basically, you nailed it bro
Now live and be that radiant, undefined living (live in the) consciousness, truth, peace,
joy, abundance, etc, of the undefined dream of MAN'S life you hold and live for and
watch out for all forms of self-obsession including the obsession over security,
certainty, etc, with life all around.

Falling into definitions and believing they are true will cause us to commit suicide
because we replace life with self obsession and we end up in a "state" of eternal death
(soullessness) forevermore, lost to fantasy. We have given up undefined
reality/life/nature/earth.
When we live for the freedom of those around us, we already have it. When we are
creating a magnificent Kindom for the generations to come, we already have it. It is
when we are trying to create "my" freedom, "my" consciousness and "my" food forest
that we never seem to "get there". This is because we still doubt the magnificence of
life and the dreams we are creating. We are allowing other dreams to corrupt the
dreams we hold.
https://media.swncdn.com/cms/BST/31500-1369351073_adam_and_eve300x225.jpg?fbclid=IwAR17TNGF23pAaEdhzMhEoDmwtOght6H9SXmsM7e5uORX6d
RuLw7zJoYgGIc
-----------------------------Troy Dun
As a artist i fantasize what i want & create a form Of it.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
All of it is still fantasy, before, during and after. And this MAN is a musician/songwriter
too.
-----------------------------Mike Paul
@ Arthur Cristian
thoughts on self-determination? another Pollyanna pie in the sky ? closest thing I've
found to an escape hatch, Arthur. So happy about your new found kinship and
amenities! Great Stewards of the land you all are! Love to the family .
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2453903501311687&set=p.245390350131
1687&type=3&theater
------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Self-determination is the e-go.
The inspiration to create paradise all around without nothing in return is e-goless and is
full responsibility for co-creating paradise.
Watch out for the what's in it for me, etc.
Refer to the post below that starts like this "Life exists all around us and it's
undefined......"
It's currently being edited/updated and will be reposted in 20 minutes or so. :)
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
It's hellish. When one thinks they've worked out ego it ends up being ego that's worked
it all out.
When imbibing the natural law concepts one is still in the vortex of burning words that
make up those concepts that separate from life.
One can not even think outside of the programmed ABCs 123s.
Seems there is nothing one can think or say that is not the system and anything one
does is still the system.
The body mind and spirit plagued with traumas and addictions of the programmed
mind.
Its fkn insane man. I'm glad you're still around. (y) !!!
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Very good Wade. Spot on mate. (Y) :) <3
-----------------------------Ivy Twomey

What do you believe and think of the other side bad dream of fires? Corp govts going
crazy destroying forests and life forms? And on rampage in continuing. How can you
stop that? ??????????
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
It is the worship of fantasy that is all the harm we are all experiencing, and the greater
the intensity in worshipping the e-go (fantasy), the more the e-go of the fallen MAN is
causing MAN to peel MAN away from reality until none remain.
There is a clear reason why the soullessness of all ancient civilisations all went down
at the same "time" (so to speak) - MAN just completely vanished as that eternal dream
of death they all set into motion (they all dreamt for).
There is a great price to pay for the living raising the dead (fantasy) - they all believed
fantasy is their reality and that is exactly what they ended up experiencing (creating).
-----------------------------Matt Brooksbank
I have consumed a lot of Marks material and you have jolted me! Thank you. So we
wake from one Matrix and fall into another?
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Notice how "The System" is always in the background UNTOUCHED. No matter what
is talked about and what changes occur, everyone still defaults to "The System", and
no matter what is brought forth, it still has its roots deeply ensconced in the soil of "The
System" and NOTHING REALLY HAS CHANGED. This is the greatest occultists
psyop of them all. So yes, the confused and misled are falling from one version of the
matrix into another.
Deep in the background behind all fairytales, holy books, movies, documentaries,
philosophies, disclosures, libraries, careers, economies, rules of law and statutes,
chanellings, reptilian shapeshifters, Gods, messiahs, saviours, prophets, Deepak
Chopra, David Icke, Mark Passio, Mary Croft, Jordan Maxwell, Michael Tellinger,
Ubuntu, Nostradamus, Science, education, man-made knowledge, definitions, New
Age, Old Age, history, Ancient Civilisations, alphabets, mathematics, geometry,
Anthony Robbins, "The Secret", TV, rtadio, internet, technology, engineering,

motorised transport, shopping centers, cities, suburbs, countries, race, culture, creed,
title, standing, aristocracy, illuminati, 13 bloodline families, kings, queens, revolutions,
etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc......IS "THE SYSTEM".
-----------------------------Matt Brooksbank
Arthur Cristian I suppose it’s all one big Matrix. I thought I had awoken from it but really
aí was just seeing another aspect of the same delusion. Anyway it’s just word play.
The way to win is not to play.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Matt Brooksbank
Now its about working with what you sense (reality) and not with what you imagine
(fantasy.
Regardless if you are conscious or not, when you buy into "Natural Law" you also bring
the whole of "The System" with you, which turns "natural law" into another version of
government (govern men te = govern the mind of man = governmente),
governing/administering over the whole of your life and over all of the lives of your
family, etc.
-----------------------------Michael Paul Mc Vey
@ Arthur Cristian
link to his stuff please
------------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
In reference to the insights shared above there is no link to his (Marks) stuff. Use
scrutiny and contemplate and keep going where the logic/sense of truth takes you.
Keep going to a much bigger picture, bigger picture, bigger picture and don't just get
lost in the smaller detail of anyone's work including ours. Mark was routed out by us
back around 2012 and he ran and ran and ran and ran from us - he can't back up all

the claims he makes about natural law, etc. Belief is NOT proof of fact. A MAN coming
forward in 3rd party acting as "natural Law" is NOT natural law and is not proof of fact.
Let's hear these claims directly from the tongue of natural law and not from the tongue
of Mark Passio acting as "natural law" because this will be committing fraud and will be
lying.if he claims natural law exists.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
*deTERMiNaZIon* the TIMing' Of th' System
*inSPI-RA/ZION...
YES but Even READing this" does NOT change the New(c)age FALl-Low-ers mind.
They are stuck in the NWOownNOWwon-NonSENse as it was deSIGNED
It SEems to ME like THEY realLY NEed the" System of" FANtasy (destrucZION) and"
Are Not ready to take" FULl 'reSpons'able-ity 4their* lives Ever.
THUS they WILl ALso' PERrish with THE new AEON of the WATERmelon'
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
If we don't create the light there will be no light for those lost deep in the darkness to
return to.
It is not our problem what others do but it becomes our problem when we stop
radiating the light of our love for life because then all is darkness all around and we are
part of it.
It is always best not to sit in judgement of others because, the moment we do, our light
has already dimmed down in spite of the good intentions of our heartfelt sentiments
and whatever protestations arise along the way.
If all around us are not free, then we live deep in the darkness of a slave system, even
if we believe we are not slaves.
If all around us are free, then we live in the glorious light of paradise.
So unless we are living and being the FREE radiant light of the living (live in the)
dream of MAN'S life shared all around, we continue to remain deep in the darkness of
slavery, of our doing, and there is no one out there to blame for the darkness that has
become us.

If the light isn't there to experience (SENSE) then where is it?
Imagining it's already there is pure fantasy which is what defining freeDUMB is all
about.
It is always best to live and be the light of truth (not judgement) so that those lost in the
darkness can experience what it really is like to be free and from there, be inspired to
break the shackles of covert and overt slavery IN THIS LIFE by turning away from no
longer being under the standing of their slave masters.
-----------------------------David Whowall
Does the warning not to eat the fruit from the tree knowledge of good and evil describe
something similar? Knowledge is of the mind, would that be where defining occurs?
Isn't that how we begin to make language, defining extremes of what sense and
naming these? Like day and night, good and evil, past and future etc. Is it our made up
lines that separate these definitions where we make a mistake? Is it when we mistake
these to be real rather than fiction that we lose our connection to nature as it is, or in
other words cast out? If its our describing, fantasizing, evaluating etc. - the mind, is the
mind the problem? Would the idea that there's a mind, a soul, a body, or thinking,
feeling / sensing, doing also be defining what's already undefined? Would defining a
problem be doing the same as what made it a problem? Defining that is. What is
making sense? Does sense get made by us? Is sense man made? Or is what we
make not sense / nonsense? I honestly don't know.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
The so CALled TREe (tri=3) of" knowLEDge' =ONLY 2Know* it FROM THE masonic
LEDge' (win-dows) FanTASY-FickZION
is' the" EN-Trance* 2th' System (ZION)
From THEre' 'it GOes *thru* THE "rabBIT-hole Of Alice in" 'wonderLAND
It is' The DEfinING 'or the" JUDge' MENT ' 2B *gud* OR *evil*
ENGlish' IS THE modern WORLD (s)lang*witch* CRAFTed OUT of" 'satAnic RITUALS
(bloOd-LETting/LIbel) of THE Masonic JUice*
"not" The* MIND "but* THE MANiPULlaZION *is' th' "problem.
SENse" can Not BE made. It is' Either THEre' OR "not"
-----------------------------Troy Dun

As a artist i fantasize what i want & create a form Of it.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
All of it is still fantasy, before, during and after. And this MAN is a musician/songwriter
too.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
ARTifIci-al' =not're'al
Words are SPELls That FORM the" worLd Of FANtaSEes* That deSTROY THE
're'al'ity!
-----------------------------Troy Dun
@ Arthur Cristian
yes i know U R alot like me. We are like brothers.
-----------------------------Troy Dun
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
who R U Arthur's shadow?
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
THE e-go.
And WHO are you?
FALl-LOWing=shadowING?
I-DOn't* THINGK *thad* He* *is' SIMilar* 2U
------------------------------

Troy Dun
i am a concious being having a human experience as a man trying to make sense of
this whirled world.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Troy Dun
this is in 3rd party = duality = fantasy..... "i am a conscious being having a human
experience as a man trying to make sense of this whirled world." -------> "conscious
being having a human experience".
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Troy Dun
I-comprehend what you mean but the words That you are using are showing That you
are deeply confused by this worLd=System and thus not Aware of Every-thing. But you
can sense That THIS Monster of the UNIverse is really a piece of shit That mus…See
more
-----------------------------Troy Dun
WTF?????
The more Words u use, the more confuzing u sound.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Troy Dun
He is spot on and the coming, free, LFL ebook will explain it all very clearly and in
great detail, full of simple illustrations.
------------------------------

Troy Dun
A picture speaks 1000 words they say the universal language.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Troy Dun
*thaz* RITE *words* R-just* NonSENse" BUT HOW can I-TELl' you" then?
IT is' not "bad" WHEN UR CONfused* *it Shows* 2U THAD *sum*thing* #ISNT#
*in"orDER "
A-PICture" is' 'n't* 4REal' 'either
uniVERse=UNIfied VERSes (SCRIPTures) of the HOLY SHIT *bux* Bible, qur'an,
BHAGaWAN etc.
(s)lang*witch*
-----------------------------Troy Dun
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
How u can tell me then? Well u can try typing ur words more readably insted of Picking
apart every sillable in weird ways like u do. Keep it simple. And instead of analyzing
every word i say with a dictionary, etymology etc & magnifying every fault u can find in
my sentences.... just sense the intended meaning of what I'm attempting to say.
-----------------------------Caleb Poulter
@ Troy Dun
and a symbol paints a thousand pictures
-----------------------------Troy Dun
@ Caleb Poulter

likewise a picture paints a thousand symbols.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Troy Dun
I-can TELl "you* Every-thing BUT It wil' ALways' be Non-SENse.
I-DOn't Try" - I-just do it.
THEse" ARE not my words.
It DOes n't MATter if I-write NORMed or not IT wil' STILl NOT be FULly underSTOod.
It's NOT *ur* FAULT but THEre' ARE 'difFERent MEANings. If you KNOW "them THEN
YOU can SEe THE BIGger PICture.
As"words' are Non-SENse THEre' 'canNot BE ANYthing SENsed - only IMAGined.
An atTempt (Try) Al'ways RElates To AtempTaZION ...
i.e. ARTist - as you DOn't know What ART (not're'al) REALly means, you asSume That
it Is' aGOod thing TO Do while It is' in"fact VERY bad! FANtasy deSTROYS REALity!
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Life exists all around us. It is undefined and what we each sense of life only comes
from the magnificence of undefined life all around us. Without undefined life all around
us there is nothing to sense of reality/undefined-life.
When we fall into definitions, we have already fallen deep into the matrix of a defined
dream world of pure darkness that is chaos, harm, destruction, disease, etc.
It is there between the ears, completely lost in fantasy, that we end up surviving the
constant attacks of scarcity and mediocrity until the grave, chronically calling out for
mediocrity and scarcity to be the experience of our dreams of life here and now in
present-sense instead of creating magnificence, abundance, joy, peace and truth in
our lives and the lives of those around us in present sense.
It is just like going to an ant colony and saying to all the ants
"you don't have to live like this anymore"
"you can all be free of being ants"
"all you need to do is take on this new program I have for you called IN---DIVIDE-YOU-All (individual) and you can each become an individual"

"You can become a teacher"
"You can become a scientist"
"You can become rich and wealthy"
"You can become a rock star and actor"
"You can become a novelist or movie maker"
"You can become a lawyer, priest or a chairman"
"You can become gendered into whatever you want to be"
"You can travel to the moon and to the stars"
etc, etc, etc, etc, etc,
And all the ants cried, "YES, we all now want to be in-divide-u-alls."
So the programming to change the ants into individuals begins and gradually, over
many generations the ants forget who they really are and what they are really part of;
the elderly are no longer cared for, the children are ignored and no one is maintaining
and cleaning the ant world colony. In spite of all their great individual success, wealth,
fame and careers, the whole ant colony collapsed, and no matter where they were,
THEY ALL DIED.
This terrible sickness of self-obsession is just like the sun suddenly gaining a defined
personality when it never had any need for it.
The more the sun focuses on the fake "self" (person/ego/mind/intellect/strawman/agent in commerce/etc), the more the sun becomes
immersed in the e-motions of "what's in it for me", "have to take time out for precious
me", etc, etc, and this expanding self-obsession becomes the "my money", "my land",
"my home", "my intellectual property", "my my my my mine mine mine mine mine i i i i
own own own own, etc, etc, etc.The sun becomes fixated with "my freedom", "my
consciousness", "my truth", "my abundance", "my precious life", etc, etc, etc....
AND ALL THE OUTGOING RAYS OF THE SUN'S REAL UNDEFINED LIFE HAVE
NOW ALL TURNED BACK ON "SELF" AND WHERE ONCE THERE WAS A
MAGNIFICENT LIGHT OF LIFE RADIATING OUT WITHOUT RESTRICTION, THERE
IS NOW A PURE BLACK HOLE, A VOID OF DARKNESS. THE SUN HAS DIED
FOREVERMORE.

This self-obsession is also just like the glorious sun receiving a postcard from a group
of suns located in galaxy 4762351, 40 thousand light years away, inviting the sun to
come over for a weekend party in celebration of a birthday.
The sun is so excited that it turns to all of life and says, "Guys, I'm going away for a few
days to celebrate a friend's birthday and I'll be back next week. Love you all very
much... BYEEEE".
Off it goes and everything of life in relationship to the sun just DIES there and then.
The sun has nothing of life/reality to turn to and so it dies.
THIS IS WHAT SELF-OBSESSION (E-GO) DOES TO US.
Basically, you nailed it bro
Now live and be that radiant, undefined living (live in the) consciousness, truth, peace,
joy, abundance, etc, of the undefined dream of MAN'S life you hold and live for and
watch out for all forms of self-obsession including the obsession over security,
certainty, etc, with life all around.
Falling into definitions and believing they are true will cause us to commit suicide
because we replace life with self obsession and we end up in a "state" of eternal death
(soullessness) forevermore, lost to fantasy. We have given up undefined
reality/life/nature/earth.
When we live for the freedom of those around us, we already have it. When we are
creating a magnificent Kindom for the generations to come, we already have it. It is
when we are trying to create "my" freedom, "my" consciousness and "my" food forest
that we never seem to "get there".
This is because we still doubt the magnificence of life and the dreams we are creating.
We are allowing other dreams to corrupt the dreams we hold.
https://media.swncdn.com/.../31500-1369351073_adam_and...
-----------------------------Matt Brooksbank
@ Arthur Cristian
Wow, this I love. I was, for the first time in a very long time, writing a journal just a few
minutes ago.
Why?

Because I wanted to reflect on what you said re Mark Passio.
My pen ran out. (Not because I had written a lot! It just ran out. The only pen I have!).
So I recorded my voice entry on my phone. I rambled for 20+ minutes. What I came up
with is on the lines you have expressed here.
Except you go farther and deeper and are much much more eloquent.
I finished my recording “confused but not unhappy”. I had decided that despite my age
I had to forget everything and start from the basics - undefined).
Then I came onto Facebook and read the comments you have written since yesterday
and am filled with gratitude for the sharing of your KNOWledge. ??.
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
It's hellish. When one thinks they've worked out ego it ends up being ego that's worked
it all out. When imbibing the natural law concepts one is still in the vortex of burning
words that make up those concepts that separate from life. One can not even think
outside of the programmed ABCs 123s.
Seems there is nothing one can think or say that is not the system and anything one
does is still the system.
The body mind and spirit plagued with traumas and addictions of the programmed
mind.
Its fkn insane man. I'm glad you're still around. (y) !!!
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Very good Wade. Spot on mate. (Y) :) <3
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
JeZeus Christ is a one world government LandLord.

Zeus is One World Government.
The second coming of Jesus/JeZeus Christ is the 2nd attempt by the
occultists/freemasons to create a One World Government with a one world alphabet
language, law, military, education, cashless economy, etc, etc.
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
That's exactly what it is.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Wade Libbis
THINGking* Is' "the" FANtasy while SENsing IS THE REALity'
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
@ Arthur Cristian
This second coming global monarchy is a very real phenomena. The freemasonic
Christian Antichrist movies lay out roughly how its going to be played out on the world
stage. This guy (Ralph Ellis) himself a freemason himself is one who is building the
narrative connecting the English monarchy to King David and Muhammad and Jesus
and to all three worlds. Jewish Muslim and Christian as the long awaited Messiah.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsb-d7jyLoD7E-MyzwxJXRw
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
My Guess is its gonna be this little Damian fella
Prince George of Cambridge. George Alexander.
------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
@ Wade Libbis
Very Possible but he is too young to be their land lord. Can't see them trying to pull this
off in another 16 to 24 years from now. Still think it's William, George's dad
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
@ Arthur Cristian
Will I AM... very real possibility man for sure.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
It really doesn't matter who the Lord of Shit will be.
It can only be a brainwashed child (well educated with the non-sense of this world)
That boy has already the Damian (demon) look.
And Again Achild can be crowned as a puppet-king as well and the advisors are doing
the business in the back-ground.
There is an invisible part of the Cheops-pyramid...
-----------------------------Matthew McLean to Arthur Cristian
6 November at 15:30
A man can't see if he is not deeply aware of his own reactions, conditioning. Being
aware of his conditioning, he must watch it choicelessly: he must look at the fact
without interference from thought. If he always has the discipline to observe his
thoughts and the thoughts which created those thoughts, he can free himself from the
shackles of his mind. The unhindered mind brings awareness; it can dispel ignorance
and not accumulate knowledge, so it remains fresh and attentive. After all, only the

innocent mind can discover that which is beyond measure, beyond the world of
thought.
-----------------------------------Arthur Cristian
We are still focused on making what we dream for happen in the Southern Highlands,
establishing a strong community growing as part of the massive food forest the
community is co-creating while demonstrating how to live deeply fulfilled lives without
"The System". Below is what we wrote today to some elderly women still connected
with SKEGGS since the late 50's, early 1960's in Moss Vale......
Just wanting to talk to someone about the land and the Moss Vale school. Our
commitment is to create massive food forests for the benefit of the wider community
with those who create them living amongst them, and to create a living example of a do
no harm sanctuary from the stresses and pressures of system life that are crippling so
many people, particularly families.
The truth behind "Let Your Light Shine" from the Great MAN was never about "The
System" - it was from the magnificence of the soul in the big picture of life where there
was a living true freedom and no MAN was master of another MAN.
There are just too many people and families becoming refugees on the land where
they were born and live, discriminated against despite the fact that they have not
committed a crime, injured anyone or broken the peace. In our research, we have
discovered that there are over 200,000 homes empty in Australia every night and yet
there are people and families who are under immense pressure with limited options,
where scarcity and mediocrity have become the norm in every area of daily life, many
of them with no where to go because they are locked within the fences of bureaucracy.
Greed and selfishness, particularly where it is aligned to bureaucracy and the etiquette
of a good citizen upholding the political arena, is running rampant resulting in this
displacement from land that should be the natural motherland of every MAN where the
true do no harm light of every soul is allowed to shine.
What concerns us the most is how the massive wave of our collective destruction is
peaking to the heights of Everest and, when it reaches breaking point shortly, it will
explode creating a nuclear mushroom vanishing effect that is no different to all the
ancient civilisations where there were no survivors and all that is left are the empty
remains of a soulless world where the people who lived there had completely lost their
way, and collectively, they all dreamt this through the power of their free will.

We were all meant to be creating a legacy of magnificence and abundance of life, of
nature and earth, for the generations to come but now the follow through of our
collective fruits of labour for the generations to come is that of scarcity and mediocrity
and the massive destruction of everything that we need to live naturally and let our light
shine.
Fiona and Arthur Cristian
A: 0418 203204
action@loveforlife.com.au
http://loveforlife.com.au
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW
From here......... https://www.redlands.nsw.edu.au/about/let-your-light-shine
"The School Motto is Luceat Lux Vestra – Let your light shine. This phrase is taken
from The Sermon on the Mount – 'Let your light shine before others, that they may see
your good deeds and praise your Father in Heaven.' Matthew 5:16 NIV."
Note: We are not religious - we are not practicing Christians, however we are strongly
aligned with the good hearted Christian virtues/sentimentalities of "Do No Harm"
through everything we think, feel and do. Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
----------------------------------------------------------------------------The Subjugation Of The Broken Knight
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
7th October 2019 (reposted)
Driven by the trauma of the e-go, the right will search out the right to fit the e-motions
that validate the right of the e-go from the wrong of the perpetrators and from there it
becomes a vicious never ending cycle of repeating what is right, usually due to deep
down low esteem issues where a MAN through childhood has been invalidated, put
down, ridiculed, abused, psychologically attacked, etc, etc, usually by insensitive
parents and/or peers from school, and the neighbourhood, etc, stronger people who
put them down and dominate them, unable to sense what they are doing to those they
abuse because they were brought up like this too.
Usually they are very sensitive and we've met enough of them that end up with severe
split personalities through the perceptions of the right and wrong of the e-go, both of
which feed the deep-trauma of the e-go and form a hard, intense intellect without true
compassion. Smoking dope and taking other social and Big Pharma drugs can greatly
contribute to this way of being.

They often create imaginary sleights where there are none intended but the sense of
being wronged is the only way they survive. Like a knight standing at the edge of the
drawbridge, they develop a hard exterior to ward off all those who seek to enter their
castle, become close to them, and their distrust and paranoia have the imagined
sleights coming from all sides so they have to defend and defend and defend the tough
shell they have developed to hide the crumbling interior of a broken will with low
esteem issues and all.
They are repeating the horrors that were practised on them through the dogma of
generationally accepted "norms" such as being cruel to "make a man out of a boy", etc.
If a child brought up in such circumstances sees their peers having much better lives, it
is easy for the split to begin as the child starts to mould the characteristics of
comparing with others, looking over the fence at what they imagine is a much better life
than the one they are leading.
This is what happens to a lot of school children as they compare their lives with those
in the community around them, beginning the stance of the great, all powerful knight on
his drawbridge because they develop shields of conflict to deal with the e-motions of
conflict and invalidation they feel as a result of the injustices they both perceive and
imagine.
We naturally need a sense of certainty about who we are but, through the e-motions,
we form the lie of the e-go that we think is who we are to provide us with a false sense
of security and certainty because the other road leads to depression, suicide, etc.
When we get caught up in the righteousness of right and wrong, we need to perceive
the wrong in everything everywhere so that we can uphold and feel justified in the right
because that is all we have as our sense of "self", that is the e-go.
Either way, the e-go is being fed by the egregore of the real uncertainty and doubt that
pervades everything of "The System", hence the confusion that leads to our
subjugation where we are sent to school to be told how to think and feel about
everything to continue the corruption of who we are by those who have been
destroying us since we appeared in the womb because they were all defined too.
We can become very headstrong, harsh and aggressive with others, even though we
think we are doing the right thing by being honest, etc, and performing so-called, good
hearted surgery on the make up of another because we say so, but we are actually
recalling the brutality of our youth and we cannot sense the affect we are having on
those who come into our lives. We have to keep recalling the trauma of the e-go
because otherwise it would disappear and there would be no right or wrong and true
peace and calm would reign supreme.

There would be no artificial need to subjugate another MAN over right or wrong.
When we think that the e-go is who we really are, letting go of the e-go feels like death
to who we are which is why we cling on so tightly to our righteousness, feeding the
power of the e-go to uphold it because we think that this is who we really are. The
persona that we have formed is a result of the survival mechanisms we developed to
cope with the horrors that were inflicted upon us.
We are compensating for a lack of heart through a steely intellect where we play the
part of the knight fighting for right, recalling the hellish scenarios of our childhood over
and over again as adults, never free from this hell of our own making (imagining).
Instinctively, as children, we try not to be broken because it is natural to be whole
(undefined), but we are broken because we have fallen into a pattern of reacting to all
the perceived sleights, so, no matter how much we want to form deep relationships
with others, we cannot resist picking up the sword and the shield and going into battle
for the intellect of the e-go that has formed the split between who we really are and the
fake front of the righteous knight.
The e-go is formed out of a battle of wills and the righteousness of each of the
participants protects them from feeling dominated and defeated because they never
have to admit the affect that others are having on them and their pride remains intact
as the vessel perpetuates the domination over their vessel. We play out the domination
over the vessel so that this can be played out elsewhere too, and we do this for the pay
off of our righteousness which perpetuates the victimhood state of being subjugated by
dominators who we believe have undermined us.
The e-go is ALWAYS directed at another MAN and the power of the e-go is the use,
abuse, rape, pillage and plunder of those we go into battle with to feed the domination
of the e-go over our vessel. The whole of "The System" is built on this conflict with
reality because we no longer sense the uniqueness and originality of everything of
reality. We cannot sense their true intentions as their purpose of life and accept it for
what it is so that we are at peace and calm with everything and have no need to invade
another.
The conflict comes because the e-go is now impersonating reality through kidnapping
and hijacking reality around them to play out the game of the domination of the e-go
with its righteousness.
Everything of "The System" plays out this game because "The System" is the demonic
possession of all of MAN under the subjugation of another MAN where one MAN'S free
will is seen as greater and more justified than the free will of another MAN and this is
what happens for everyone in "The System".

When we wake up to the clock, go to the shops, pay the bills, vote, send our children to
school, drive a car on the roads, go to a movie, use the engineering, technology and
telecommunications of "The System", etc, the domination game is being played out
because you are either the subjugated or the subjugator, depending on your status in
"The System". Either way, it is all the righteousness of the e-go.
Everyone is being defined by the subjugation of their vessel because this is how they
play out their righteousness as a good mother, father, citizen, freedom-truther, etc. It is
all the e-go and the e-go can only play it out with another man or woman in conflict.
Divorce, courts, counselling, psychology, psychotropic drugs, performance reviews,
etc, are all about conflict amongst the vessels subjugated by the e-go.
If a child was brought up in nature without ever coming across others who have been
infected acting out these conflict roles, the child would never fall into these patterns
because there would be no one to play the game of dominator and dominated with.
But the righteousness of the e-go does not accept that the e-go is being dominated
because they believe that this is who they are and that this is the life of a MAN, which
is why we have to protect the e-go and do whatever twisted thinking we have to do to
make our subjugation feel better.
We justify and butter things up, exaggerate, have delusions of grandeur, etc, and, if
that doesn't work and we are sincere, we often give way to the subjugation of
depression and suicidal tendencies because we feel powerless to withstand the force
of that broken will of the subjugation of the e-go, whereas, if we woke up to what was
happening, we could just let it all go and move on without the domination of the e-go
subjugating us, being instead a MAN of peace and calm.
Everything of "The System" is designed to play out conflict, including all the alphabet
languages because everything is defined and the definitions can ONLY play out in
conflict with another MAN. If everything was undefined, there would be no need to play
out conflict with another MAN or nature.
There is no need to fight "The System" of this conflict between MAN and MAN and
MAN'S nature because there is nothing real to gain from battling with fantasy except
the confirmation of the lie we live as that fantasy of the e-go, imagining that is who we
really are.
All those lost to the conflict don't yet realise that everything of "The System" is a bluff of
immense proportions.
The bluff cannot be played out, if we don't enter it as the conflict of the domination of
the e-go with another MAN.

The bluff can only happen when we imagine death as being real, a loss as being real,
which shows that we have fallen so far from the big picture of who we really are that
we have become lost in the tiny detail where the devil as the e-go operates.
The righteousness is the pay off that gives the e-go the charge of life energy from
those they are in conflict with and they think that they never have to play out the
invalidation of their broken wills but all of it is actually the battle of the broken wills
being played out as the domination over their vessels.
They all have broken wills and all of them are subjugated under another MAN because
they need another MAN to set into motion the e-motion that feeds the e-go that they
think is who they are. This is the split personality going from one battle to another to
another, day after day after day. An undefined MAN would not be caught up in any of
this.
What is the pay off? The pay off is going to the shops to buy food, the water coming
into your house, buying clothes, the car you drive on the road, and everything you use
from another MAN who has been subjugated so that you can get the benefits of that
subjugation that keeps you subjugated.
We are all spoonfed slaves in need of the pay off to set into motion the survival of the
lie of the e-go under the domination of the subjugators, sucking on the nipples they
offer to their incarcerated, perpetual slaves.
The supposed security and certainty of system life, the ORDER, is actually all CHAOS
overseeing a fake dream world of slaves. This is the 24/7 lifestyle of everyone in "The
System" as they allow the subjugation of their lives in exchange for the pay offs so the
domination continues relentlessly.
Being caught in the battle blinds us to the harm we are causing as we pick up our
swords and shields, having the battle played out between the ears and then directing it
at others, constantly justifying their stance and playing it out in their relationships, their
work environments, the tradespeople they deal with, the bureaucrats they engage with,
in short EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE, ALWAYS. This is how we are destroying the
forests and the rivers, the tribes and the mountains and everything of
nature/earth/reality.
When something of this destructive pattern is pointed out to someone, they will
continue to justify, excuses and all, because they are still playing out conflict that is
their false sense of security. So the engineer will still plan to destroy the forest to make
an "eco-friendly, sustainable" road, even if the engineer has to then plan for carbon
credits to offset the destruction.

But the real problem is still the subjugation of MAN under the domination of another
MAN that leads to the construction of the road in the first place where the subjugation
is being played out on the roads of commerce.
Everything of commerce is this subjugation in practice.
If we cannot drop the swords and the shields and step aside from the battles of right
and wrong, we continue to be the perpetrators of the worst crimes imaginable being
waged against MAN, and MAN'S true nature, earth, reality.
Our consumption of everything of "The System" is the harm that we are acting out and
spreading all across earth, starting locally where we all live and spreading out
commercially though the rule of law of "The System" and all the international
foundations, trusts, corporations, etc, as we import and export things that were
moulded out of harm and continue to do harm when we use them locally as the
collective of subjugated slaves with broken wills.
This is becoming the One World devastation of the whole of earth (life, reality, nature)
set into motion by all of MAN with broken wills, righteous and all, pointing our fingers at
everything going wrong all the while we are still consuming reality and justifying the
consumption, invading the lives of every MAN and everything of reality, using social
and mainstream media or not, because this is the only way we can sustain and nourish
the lie searching for the pay offs of the righteousness of the e-go which is only causing
reality to vanish before our lives as we vanish through that fall from reality that has
become us, the righteousness and the conflict with all its wrongs.
We invade the tree, the rivers, the mountains, the frog, the insects, the creatures and
every man, woman and child across earth in the righteousness of science and the
progress of civilisation and yet nothing of reality has ever given its permission for us to
invade and decimate it as we impersonate it, leading to young people like Greta
Thunberg, scripted by others or not, confronting everyone who is stealing her future
away from her and all other children.
The vanishing of reality is escalating so fast that all of MAN is losing control over the
vanishing affect, in spite of all the conversations about becoming greener in our
lifestyles and cutting down the consumption.
Either way, we are in denial if we believe that we are not in a slave collective and that
we don't have an e-go, a broken will. We don't know who we are anymore and we are
faking everything, using our righteousness as a cover, the intellectual programming of
the subjugated slave setting into motion the justification of our righteousness that
becomes a vicious circle that we are stuck in for the rest of our lives.

We are playing off other men and women to perpetuate our subjugated state and the
vanishing of reality will continue until we stop the subjugation and all the righteousness
that comes with it.
As adults, we are still being dominated and subjugated by others and nothing has
changed from our childhood.
The same patterns continue. The massive supermarkets of the oppressors provide us
with myriad distractions from the fact that we are subjugated as we choose our
careers, our lifestyles, our entertainment, our status and the appeasement of our
addictions to harm doing in every way imaginable from their overflowing shelves,
including the fashion statements of our fake, designed personas.
Everything on sale at the supermarkets is designed to appease the e-go and
perpetuate the CHAOS of our subjugation so that they can provide the ORDER of their
ongoing subjugation.
When we step aside from all of this, we stop seeking the pay off of the justification of
the righteousness of the e-go because we are intact and have no need to play anything
off against anyone else so we always come as a MAN of peace, calm and abundance.
The knight with no one to play out the conflict with is left clinging to the crumbs of
scarcity and mediocrity of his righteousness that is the subjugation of his broken will as
he searches "The System" for his freedom, peace, calm and abundance but he will
never find it because it does not exist in "The System" of e-gos, and he is left living as
a parasite of others with no direction to get out of this mess in this life, surviving the lie
of the over abundance of consumerism and a throw away society without the
confidence to break away.
Many try to climb out but they fall and go back to the misery because they have no
confidence in their determination to break away so they go back to the loveless
relationships, the grind of work, the bills, the fake material security, the appeasement
of the e-motional states of those around them and back to the consumption of earth,
nature, reality, still posting on social media to make them feel better about their broken
wills.
All of this is still bound to other men and women because they need them to play out
the game of domination. All they have to survive out of is the domination of the e-go
over the vessel because they have no dreams that they have created unique to them.
Everything is borrowed and copied and they have a fake sense of belonging with this
system of subjugation. This is why they comply and acquiesce to their subjugators,
relying on their fake fronts to feel good about themselves, just as they have since their

childhood when they learnt to become a knight defending the castle to compensate for
the abuse and invalidation they suffered.
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
7th October 2019
http://loveforlife.com.au
Note: Themes touched on in this article are only brief and sections of it are to be
expanded on in great detail in the free Love For Life e-book.
------------------------------------------------------------------Copy Paste of a recent FB chat with a friend
Sanitised
Overload. Have other things to do also.
Am just reading the 'subjugation' piece.
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220160368587518
------------------------------------Sanitised
Well - a rapid read. And yes, you are onto a key dynamic in human society. Denied
only by traditional aboriginal culture as far as I understand aboriginal Australia. But
what to do about it is less clear. Reinhold Neihbor (sp?) had some ideas on this.
For me, I think we need to distinguish between right and wrong, and expect people to
behave in a rightful way. Nor can I see any charm in reversiing the wheel of time, and
living an aboriginal.
We'd just have to go through all the same traumas all over again. Nor can we enjoy the
'fruits of civilisation' without acknowledging the costs in blood, sweat and tears.
Your utopia must necessarily include giving up your computer. My utopia includes the
computer. I have no answer. It is a dilemma. Dd you read my post put up on my FB
page in July this year? Re why and how the (sanitised) can criminally exploit the
'criminal' justice system via obtaining legislative sanctions for 'higher penalties'?
It is this kind of detail we need to master.

it took me a LONG time to figure out how they got away with what they get away with.
But having figured it out was a significant intellectual relief.
Once you know how a process works you can being to figure out how to deal with it.
BEGIN to figure out....(I loathe autocorrect and don't know how to turn it off !!!)
------------------------------------Sanitised
In life, love, knowledge, skills, rituals, beauty, achievements are ALL important,
Childhood socialisation is a fact that can't be done away with. We can only work
towards making it the best we can. Culture is important too, and children to be
inducted. The blank slate approach is a cruel deprivation. Etc. More later if we get to
organise a discussion.
------------------------------------Arthur
Have spoken to a few people about your present needs. Another still to happen in the
near future. Lets see what comes. Can call you around 12.30pm or a bit later. ??
Also and briefly, we were never meant to be defining anything about anything for
children as this not only breaks their will and places them under subjugation but also
causes them to imagine fantasy as being their reality and this misleads them into
placing the good heart with fantasy and this has them set into motion the immense
harm and destruction upon not only who they really are but also upon their true nature,
earth, reality.
With everyone around them, close or not, doing this, there is a collective effort called
"The System" to completely destroy reality all the while believing they are doing the
right thing and this is the very best they can be.
When we define reality to innocent children - while directly observing a sensory life
form...... "that is a yellow daffodil",......... we are not only importing the lies of fraudulent
pictures/images in their heads for them to "illuminate", but we are also telling them that
they are no longer magnificent, that they can't work things out in their unique original
ways through the direct experience of their senses (touch, taste, feel, smell., hear see)
= the "yellow daffodil" image with its accompanied storytelling dil did not come directly
from the sensory lifeform, instead it came from a 3rd party impostor, a man/wombman
acting as the "yellow daffodil" and therefore, we are instructing them to break their wills

and place the whole of their lives under the domination/subjugation of other men and
wombmen.
These suggestions, as in hypnosis (we are all taught to spell to be under their spell),
are instructing, educating, explaining, brainwashing, indoctrinating and inculcating
innocent children to BREAK THEIR WILL and in doing so, they must not/never trust
what they directly sense (experience) of reality/nature/earth all around them, and
instead default by proxy into always sucking on the nipples of everything that defined
who they are, what they are, etc, etc, and use the vocabulary nipples to SURVIVE a
fake, hijacked, contrived, manipulated life in this man made matrix ("The System") that
really is a prison with their real lives now behind bars and under the
occultists/subjugators peace treaty, a Pax Romanus..
The are trained to rely on the fantasies (definitions) that tells them, who they are, what
they are part of, how to think, feel, act, etc, etc, and this causes them to willingly accept
subjugation in every area of their lives, from the womb to the grave.
Worst of all, they are banned (censored discriminated against) creating unique,
original dreams (thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts that are images) of
their undefined living-soul and to always default by proxy suck into sucking all the
nipples of everything that has been defined to them so they can survive a fake life in
"The System".
"The System" really is a man-made matrix of pure fantasy, delusion and illusion with
everyone raised in it under subjugation, and they have all been conned into giving up
FULL RESPONSIBILITY for everything they think, feel and do all-the-while being
cushioned by tens of thousands of man made statutes/rulings and belief systems
(beLIEf = be/live/feel/set into motion the lie) that enFORCEs them to always live under
LIMITED RESPONSIBILITY/LIABILITY while using, ubusing, raping, pillaging, and
plundering other men, wombmen and children and through non-full-disclosure, permit
their real lives (vessels) to also be used, abused, raped, pillaged and plundered by
other men, wombmen and children all around them, and collectively under this insane
Pax Romanus, benefiting ONLY their occultic slave masters who are syphoning most
of the fruits of MANS labour so that the only follow through that can be passed on to
the generations to come (legacy/inheritance) are mediocrity and scarcity and from their
chaos with its destruction, fatal diseases, etc, etc.
We were all meant to be passing on magnificence and abundance, expanding
everything even greater than what we were all gifted with by our good hearted
ancestors of long ago. This is the only real culture and we can't define/contrive it either.
We are meant to be the undefined good heart and live it naturally in undefined ways
because its built naturally into everything of MANS dreams of life including our vessels.
We already have it all built in and so much more but were trained to doubt the good

heart and have uncertainty about MANS true magnificence inspired by the good heart
and we've ended up meddling, manipulating and toying with innocent children,
believing we are doing the right thing.
Nothing of nature/reality/earth performs this defined brainwashing program on their
babies, seeds, etc... NOTHING.
Only delusional MAN performs this distrust.
We don't have to jump 10 feet across a room to grab our next breath because its
already there where it has always been.
The sun is always shining and nature constantly produces abundance and the sun and
nature/earth/reality have never abandoned us.
It is fallen MAN lost to fantasy, illusion and delusion who has abandoned
life/reality/nature/the good heart with all its virtues.
Brainwashed MAN is now so deeply confused, lost and misguided, that we started
claim ownership over everything of reality when we already have it all and so much
more, that we are now fighting to survive the existence of these lies that we are now so
close to bringing extinction to the living dreams of MaNS undefined lives and this
includes belief, faith and associated opinions with whatever and whoever, all of it
rooted in doubt, uncertainty, distrust, complacency, apathy, denial, fear, greed,
selfishness, etc, etc...
"Father, Forgive Them For They Know Not What They Do" (so to speak).
To contrive (define) is to attempt murder which occurs through the cause of defining
innocent children not permitted to create a unique and original undefined soul (dream
of MANS life). They must be soulless machines, robots, drones, zombies and
educated-slaves. The occultists (high level Freemasons) do not permit anything else.
In being and living all the virtues of the undefined good heart, we were all meant to be
naturally setting the example so that children, without instruction, can observe and be
inspired by MANS undefined good hearted examples and this access to the NATURAL
SUBSTANCE OF REALITY (THE GOOD HEART) is the ONLY way to create real
tribal-community life living amongst peace, calm, freedom, truth, joy and abundance
without govern-men-t, (govern the mind of MAN) required.
NO MAN IS MASTER OF ANOTHER MAN.
The free LFL ebook will cover all this ground in great detail. Arthur

------------------------------------Sanitised
Now on deck, sort of.....no time now to respond adequately to your message - however
I can see there are a few things we need to sort out. The first would be re the nature of
culture. You see culture as all bad, and all transmission as domination. I think this is
not true. I would go as far as to say that a child left to rediscover the entire world
without any adult input has been neglected.
We see the theoretical consequences with the 'wolf children'. There are ways of rearing
children that are not based on domination but which do transmit ways of life that are
beneficial. Even animals learn from their elders. See Jane Goodall's description of
Felicity teaching Ferdinand how to find and enjoy eating termites.
Right now I have to deal with some admin aspects of my life - boring but necessary.
Let's talk later - maybe late afternoon.
------------------------------------Arthur
The wolf children did not have MAN there living/being the example of what it is to be an
undefined MAN.
The tribe of undefined MAN holds up the big picture of what a MAN is and the children
expand their undefined consciousness through observation, scrutiny and most
importantly, being raised by bears, lions, eagles, wolves etc, etc, all-the-while cocreating life with the natural (undefined) tribes of MAN.
Raised in "The System" a child will spend 20 years plus being defined until it leaves
university as a certified scientist and there they all are, looking through microscopes
and telescopes at reality and not a single thought/dream is coming from what they are
observing of reality - it's all come from the voices/words of other men and women who
deeply brainwashed them.
And for most, they are unable to go back through all the years of his-story/her-story
(history) to where they were innocent and be able to create unique original dreams
through their senses.
We can have 100 men and women all looking together at a sensory life form and each
of them is having a unique experience and no matter how hard and for how long they
try to explain their experiences no one will ever be able to experience what they are
really experiencing (see, hear, smell. taste, feel, touch) regardless of whatever pictures

or alphabet words were used to describe the experience because the description
(definitions) is NOT and never will be what each MAN is/was experiencing
All of creation is unique and original NEVER to be repeated. We can never find two
grains of sand or two leaves or two water droplets or two air particles or two microbes,
molecules, insects, animals, MAN or instance/moment the same (as the next). IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE TO DO.
We were all meant to be unique and original always = undefined.
Everything that has ever gone wrong, where harm is being caused was due to defining
(corrupting) MAN out of which came confusion and chaos = "The System".
Re-presenting whatever of reality and claiming the information (definitions) to be true is
committing fraud, is lying and is potential slander.
No one can bring forward anything of nature to back their claims that the definitions is
truth. Imagining fantasy will never be reality.
Little Mary is MAN,. We of the living MAN can sense (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear,
see) Little Mary because the MAN is present with the presence (pre-sense) of life
before us, the living.
With direct sensory experience already occurring, we do not have to imagine Little
Mary because we are already experiencing (sensing) the living-MAN before us.
No matter how long Little Mary was brainwashed sitting on the laps of those reading
the storytelling of Alice In Wonderland to her while Little Mary is looking at pictures and
practicing (RE-PRESENTING) the imagining of Alice In Wonderland as being her
reality, Alice In Wonderland is still not present with the presence of life before Little
Mary and never will.
Even if Little Mary claimed Alice In Wonderland was true, she could never bring
forward Alice in Wonderland to back her claims that Alice In Wonderland exist. The
only one who can come forward is Little Mary who is not Alice In Wonderland.
We will never experience the wagging tongue or wriggling fingers of Alice or
Wonderland.
The only wagging tongue and wriggling fingers being experienced is coming from Little
Mary.
Even if Little Mary became a great actress and performed a "staged" act of Alice in
Wonderland before an audience (aud i en sense) of 100,000 people who all stood up

and applauded with gusto and bravos for 30 minutes after the show concluded is still
not proof of fact that Alice and Wonderland exist and NEVER will. .
The WHOLE of "The System" works in exactly the same way, all of it in 3rd party and
never in 1st party and this includes a, b, c, 1, 2, 3 and every word, cons-truct, con-cept,
sentence, phrase, paragraph, chapter, act, book, novel, research documents, holy
books, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc......
Imagining definitions (fantasy) IS NOT proof of fact (reality).
The "NAME" registered on the Birth Certificate" IS NOT YOU AND NEVER WILL BE
YOU (who you really are, the living MAN).
The "Name" re-presented on your driver's license, car registration, title deeds,
passport, medicare, govt handouts, back accounts, credit cards, mortgage, ;ease,
contracts, bills, invoices, statements, affidavits, summons, etc, etc, etc, IS NOT THE
LIVING MAN BEFORE THE LIVING.
The "NAME" IS DEAD just as Alice In Wonderland is DEAD.
When you re-present the "NAME" or have the "NAME" called out in court (caught) you
are caught performing the DEAD before the DEAD.
Alice is DEAD just as Wonderland is DEAD.
(Sanitised/Institution) is DEAD just as the Supreme Court is DEAD and just as the
Judge, Barrister, Lawyer, etc is DEAD.
Everyone is acting in 3rd party and no one is there in 1st party under full responsibility
and liability for everything they think feel and do.
They are all under limited liability and limited responsibility and this is how the crime
syndicate has been destroying you so far and will continue to destroy you if you keep
going down this road. representing the fiction in their DEAD world.
You gave to bring all the harm dotes forward in 1st party and only accept 1st parties in
your mateer as a 1st party, where various 1st parties have performed acts of harm
upon you, the living MAN, by all the 3rd party culprits (actors) acting under limited
liability/responsibility.
I've just given you numerous clues into how to completely destroy the RSPCA and the
bar with your present matter. BUT you have to sense who you really are, always in 1st
party, and sense everyone else who they really are in 1st party, and you deal with all of
them in 1st party and NEVER in 3rd party.

Basically, you have to take over the courtroom and bring everyone out of the 3rd party
public domain with insurance policies, and into the private domain still with insurance
policies, where each MAN and wombMAN are now in 1st party with no 3rd party
shields to hide behind for protection, so that the court is turned into a criminal (common
law) court (don't need to claim this) with a jury of peers from your community (watch
out for the scams/trickery behind this too) because everyone is now fully responsible
for the crimes committed against you, the living MAN and you have an arat of laws you
can use to execute and imprison all the liars who were operating as a crime syndicate
of terrorists (more than 1 working together can be seen in the law as a being an act of
terrorism against you) and in the private seek massive damage costs for the crimes
waged against you.
And you must never act/re-present under the NAME" EVER or you (as Alice) are
already defeated and they will exhaust what you have in "The System" (Wonderland)
as legal costs, expenses, damages, etc, etc, as in your land sold off, etc...
And I'm not offering you any legal advice (add vice) - just sharing what this MAN would
do if in your shoes.
And there is still a lot of ground to cover especially with full disclosure and with 3rd
party re-presentation of the (sanitised) or so.
And then there is the massive issue with competency.
------------------------------------Sanitised
Hi Arthur, thanks for going to the effort to write all that out for me. I fear that I cannot do
it justice. It has taken me 20 years to get a grip on the (Sanitised) opus operandi, And I
don't have another 20 years left to try and integrate my current grasp of the realities of
the situation with your somewhat divergent interpretation.
For a start, communication presupposes a common language, and I fear I do not
comprehend many of your key terms, eg 'MAN' and 'Little Mary".
------------------------------------Arthur
Unless MAN stops filtering (what is being clearly and simply shared) all information to
meet present beliefs/perceptions of defined reality, will continue to be set aside and

even write off those operating outside the box (ignore it all) and just carry on in blind
faith with 3rd party strangers hoping they will make right what has been made wrong.
The court is just like quick sand and it changes its flag poles and posts almost
everyday because they can't have any precedence occur that will leave them not in
control of the outcomes, hence the Just-us and NOT justice.
Since 2005, we have met, researched and observed multi hundreds of unlosable court
cases all losing involving children, bank fraud, tax fraud, govt corruption, corporate
crimes, etc, etc, matters of hundreds of millions of dollars being stolen down to
hundreds of thousands of dollars and onwards with whole families and partnerships of
all types being destroyed, some leading to incarceration and suicide because the pain,
shame and pride was just too big a hurdle to jump.
The whole of the Rule Of Law, statutes and all, is deeply rooted in the occults,
basically black magic and you need to fully comprehend and sense the big picture of
what is really going on to beat them or at least come to a fair equitable truce where a
private arrangement is being offered as an olive branch BUT they will never allow a
precedence to occur unless the outcome suits their short and long term agendas. They
will do everything in their power to maintain full power and control over all outcomes.
If you always go where truth takes you, you end up with a much bigger picture offering
many more options that were not available minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years
prior.
The more options you have the greater the power you have too. One of the great keys
in these war zones is Never Make a decision That Stops You From Making Another
Decision To Empower Your Stance.
The knowledge and training going on behind the Rule of Law is very extensive and
intense and its collective discrimanates all the people because only a tiny few are
privileged with exclusivity providing access into the greater secrets and training with
ancient psychological tactics (psyops) developed and furthered on since Ancient EGypt/Greece/Rome/etc, within Tavistock and other Institutes of International Affairs
come the fraternities, brotherhoods, sisterhoods, etc, operating deep (secretly) inside
Cambridge, Yale, Oxford, Harvard, Rugby, etc, etc, etc, etc.....
At the highest levels, the Art/Act Of War Is all about Black Magic and it's ONLY when
DARKNESS BECOMES VISIBLE that you can actually destroy these liars and
deceivers.
Just guessing this.......... if they are still coming after you for damages, costs, etc, they
(their army driven by their tiny few leaders) will push on ahead until you are forced to

sell your property or they take possession and sell it at a ridiculous low price and their
agenda carries on unabated while you are licking your wounds.
Because of stubborness, arrogance, righteousness, pride, etc, we have witnessed
multi hundreds of people end up losing almost everything and everything.
At the time, they were too deep in over their heads and not in complete control of the
big picture, just acting as parrots with no idea how to take control in the courtroom
peacefully and lead it to where truth takes everyone.
We told hundreds of them over the years to sell out, get out now, while they still had
control over the sale and still able to salvage something to keep them and their family
moving forwards only to lose everything.
------------------------------------Sanitised
Every person not only entitled, but encouraged, to view, experience and talk about the
world in a unique way will create a human world that would both implode and explode
like the Tower of Babel ?! The entire point of a classical education inthe humanities is
to widen and sophisticate the shared vocabulary by which humans can exchange ever
more refined and accurate perceptions of reality with each other.
------------------------------------Arthur
Magnificence doesn't need to be defined so that it can be experienced, felt,
communicated clearly etc.
We don't need to define a tree to a child so that the child can feel and experience the
magnificence of the tree and communicate that because its already happening without
an alphabet word uttered.
It's like the bullshit of Christians claiming belief in Jesus will give you God's greater love
when all the victims of this placebo effect and Stockholm Syndrome already had that
love built in only to be deceived since early childhood into believing they did not have
that love until Jesus came along.
What already exists has no need to be widened as it already is widened far beyond the
deeply brainwashed hue-MAN.

What we sense of magnificence has no need for words because it is already
magnificent.
The need for words only happens because there is no sense (real direct experience) of
the magnificence there and the words will never be the experience of that
magnificence.
Words can never fill the void left by the loss of the sense of magnificence.
Look where words has left most of MAN today.
The words are only misguided fixes to the doubt and uncertainty that can never be
fixed by words.
It is the words that is destroying life/reality.
Wherever we find words we find civilisations hell bent on destroying reality and
vanishing leaving NOTHING of any benefit to reality as it was always NOTHING REAL
in the first instance.
This is why nature absorbs all civilisations until nothing of its lie remains.
Civilisation has no ancestors or descendants and NOTHING of nature/reality needs
civilisation with its words to exist so they may exist and be magnificent.
Would the magnificence of life/nature/earth/reality perish if civilisation and its words did
not exist?
Words can only have believers imagine fantasy is reality and the price we pay for
practicing these occultic rituals is DEATH to reality.
------------------------------------Arthur
Maybe the greatest LIE of them all
"In The Beginning Was The Word And The Word Was With God and The Word Was
God"
https://www.kateinneswriter.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/serpent.jpg
The snake is a MAN (occultists).

The forbidden tree / forbidden Apple is explanation, instruction, education, suggestion,
indoctrination, brainwashing, inculcation = DEFINITION = The Word.
Eve is MAN
Adam is MAN
The snake is projecting (illuminating) a defined image into Eve's head (so to speak)
who likens it and tries to con (illuminate) Adam into falling under the spell (illumination)
of the Snakes definition = the beginning of the ocCULTs - The Power (Illumination) Of
The Word over MAN.
In the occults Lucifer IS THE ILLUMINATION = The Intellect of the e-go (Devil/Lucifer).
The definition of the snake is now possessing (illuminating) Eve
Eve is illuminating the definition and now possessing (illuminating) Adam
Adam is illuminating the definition and their determination to project and illuminate the
snakes definition is now possessing their children and their great grandchildren and
their great great grandchildren..................................... and all their descendants = The
Genesis of the Old Testament.
And women are the greatest weapon the occultists have in their arsenal because they
already attack (illuminate/define) their baby boys and girls in the womb and MANS fall
from reality into the hell of subjugation ("The System") maintains complete power and
control over all of Eve's/womens children supported by all Adams raised by
women/Eve's and Adams too.
That's why we have enormous statues of Semiramis (Statue Of Liberty), Diana, etc...
https://s.abcnews.com/images/Politics/statue-liberty-gty-jt190813_hpMain_4x3_1600.jpg
Eve the defined purity and sincerity of the good heart (the rays of the sun coming from
her head = the intellect/e-go of the Virgin Mary), acting as the torch (light) bearer of
illumination (definitions).
Just how long has this ancient occultic (Satanic/Freemasonic) scam being going on
across the generations of MANS fall from reality and into subjugation???
All this is being covered in great detail in the free LFL ebook.
-------------------------------------

Discussion with sanitised continues here:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220215668929992
Original Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220160368587518
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
If only brothers and sisters can get past the self-obsession - there is a lot of stuff for
confused brothers and sisters to work through before they are even able to walk-thetalk of a no money way of life we call Kindom, stuff like self-obsession with its vast
horrific dark radiance of trauma. Our next article again goes into this man-made
phenomena.
----Michael E. V. Knight? to BUILD A HYBRID RBE COMMUNITY NOW
15 October
Let's go back to MINDSET. If you want a 100 acre farm out in the Country, in REALITY
(not in this FAKE THUG SCAM SLAVE Money System) should/could you have it?
Main question is could EVERY household have it? After all, if you could have 100
acres should't every household have 100 acres too, or do you falsely believe you are
BETTER than everyone else and deserve more than your fair share?
Let's say there are 8 billion people on the Planet, and to be conservative, say 4 people
in each household that would live on that 100 acre farm. That's 2 billion, 100 acre
farms. Total land needed is 200 billion acres (not including roads needed and land for
manufacturing needs).
How much land is on the earth?
The total land surface area of Earth is about 57,308,738 square miles, of which about
33% is desert and about 24% is mountainous. Subtracting this uninhabitable 57%
(32,665,981 mi2) from the total land area leaves 24,642,757 square miles or 15.77
billion acres of habitable land.
Seems we would be 184 billion acres short. Even if we include the uninhabitable land
we would still be over 140 billion acres short. And what about the animals that occupy

the Planet, where would they live. After all it's not our Planet, it'a a Planet we live on
and share with all life.
This is why we have to get out of this ME ME ME and I WANT I WANT I WANT
Consumerist MINDSET. The Planet can handle our NEEDS not our GREED.
In this fake, fraud, lie, scam, con job, wasteful, destructive, THUG made, THUG run,
THUG forced, free range economic SLAVE control money system, Ted Turner
"OWNS" around 2 million acres of land across seven states, which is just shy of three
Rhode Islands.
Do you really believe that is FAIR?
If you do i feel sorry for you. The THUGS have lied to, brainwashed, programmed,
conditioned, indoctrinated and inculcated you to believe in their system of GREED.
If you don't believe this is fair, then help us work towards a fair world with one day max
work weeks and all needs met at zero financial cost. After all the THUGS will not make
the world fairer for us, they want more and more for themselves on/from a finite planet.
It's up to US to DO the work needed.
PeopleDoEverything(DOT)com
LiveForFreeInRBE(DOT)com
Let's get this done!
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
BROTher' IS a're'liGIous tERm Of THe ocCULTS
THEre' ARE NO ways (methods) 'in" 're'al' LIFE
And talking* 4OTHERS - we, us, OUR etc. is' THE "cult of The E-go/MOzion*
I-al'so ASKed MICHAel* 2proMOTE L4l*inSights AS WELl but he NEVer Did"
That" Made ME WONder...
COMmUnity" (comMON unity) Al'ways NEeds" LEADer-ship (COMmunist)
MINDset=bra-inWASHED (inCulcated)

couldWOULDshould=ASsumpZION=FickZION=FANtasy=NonSENse...
Ref. EveryONE or ANYone: ONE as in UNO or just 1 IS Only' A-Dead* NUMBer.
BETter" USE BODY
WE the" PEople ARE ONLY THE " MASons but NOT their DeludED Slaves!
Earth" 'is'n't A-plan-it* (wanderINGstar) but IT has Aplane" INside"
THEOry=THEOlogy=RELIgious logic based on" FANtasy
HE clearLY brings the" System in: TElegraph ROAD ...
They DOn't own ANYthing - THEY *just" USE TrustS 2CONtrol'
I-al'so CAN SEe THE comMUNist ENVY ... I-want WHAT they HAVE ... I-WANna' be
AS rich as THEM etc. THIS is' ALl" KINDerGARDen!
Is' he an Agent?
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Sanitised
I am so sorry we don't speak the same language. It means that we just can't work
together on any of the purposes we have in common. If you can find someone
interested in challenging what is going on within the language of "the law" that would
be great.
But how can you, when you will automatically have a fundamental philosophical
difference with any such person - such that you would deem them in some way
'unsuitable'.
I need two kinds of help actually - First, someone to be human and competent enough
to keep my house functioning. (Men used to have such people on hand very easily,
They were called 'wives'. One of the early pamphlets of the frustrated professional
women who started the women's movement that generated 'feminism' in the late sixties
and seventies was that they lacked wives but had to compete with professional men
who, with wives holistically integrated into their lives, had no such lack!).
Second, someone to talk shop with, who has a grasp of the humanities and social
science literatures, with a capacity to read and argue with legal texts and ideas, and

who would be willing to listen sympathetically to me expound my ideas, without trying
to convert me to theirs, while forcing me to shape every argument into the briefest
decisive formulation possible. I have, after all, spent two and a half decades embroiled
with those who deal corruptly with the law.
But they can really only be exposed within the framework of the paradigms of 'legal
thinking". Compare how Gunnar Myrdal helped resolve the "American Dilemma".
Meantime my house gets just a little bit more shambolic every day because I simply
can't do the simplest things while needing painkillers and two walking sticks for my
stumbling ambulations. And my brain gets ever more overloaded with ideas that never
get articulated because to communicate anything you must be able to first speak
statements that make sense to at least one and preferably more other humans able to
respond / acknowledge / oblige one to simplify and clarify till the world in general can
grasp the points being made.
----------------------------Arthur
We are no longer interested in fighting them with the law - it is their law and they
change the rules anytime they want to.
To us, it is far more effective for many of us to walk away from them and their law and
create real lives without them and their malevolent influences - we call that Kindom.
When we fight them, we are directing all our life energy into their world which they
control because, as stated above, it is their law and their world that they reign over. We
are feeding their world, which is what they want because it feeds their greed and
selfishness and power and control subjugation dreams and leaves everyone exhausted
of their life energy so they have very little to offer the big picture where everybody
benefits.
No battles are ever won against them in the law when the power structure foundations
of their world are threatened.
So it is not about speaking a different language, more about going in a different
direction. You want to fight them in their law - we are not interested in this, although we
have shared our views on what we would do, if we were in your shoes, under your
circumstances, to fight them in their world.
For us, it would be a huge move to (sanitised) and we are looking to make a
permanent move to somewhere we can settle and create Kindom with others who
share that dream. You do not fully comprehend that dream yet, no disrespect to you.

The certainty we seek is in the air we breathe, the sun that shines and in the
abundance of nature and that no MAN would seek to do harm to another MAN.
People can change but, if they are working with the good heart, they would never seek
to do harm leading to all the problems of displacement from land we are all facing in
"The System".
The subjugation agenda is behind the displacement from MAN on land because
EVERYTHING of "The System" administrates and maintains that bureaucratic
displacement where MAN has been turned into educated slaves to serve the
regulations, rules, rituals, procedures, conditions and contracts to meet the obligations
expected by their slave masters or bear the consequences of not doing so.
The displacement is where everything to do with food, water and shelter has been
compromised, including family and community, and true freedom has been been taken
away from everyone, with food water and shelter, so it can be regulated by the hell of
bureaucracy which has no relevance to freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance, health
etc.
From this manipulation, the quality of life has been depleted for everyone as the
fabricated engineering of the commercial world is all focused on siphoning the fruits of
labour of almost everyone so that scarcity and mediocrity blossom and the evolution of
social engineering dictates how we think, feel and act living amongst the vanishing of
the quality of life, including freedom, to maintain the status quo for everyone.
If you can grasp the big picture of free MAN on the land, not answerable to anyone
unless they have done harm, then you can see that they have full responsibility over
their lives always and it is here, when they are no longer under the lifetime pump of
having to wake up to the clock and serve all the system obligations, that they will be
able to contemplate on their lives and the big picture and bring magnificence back into
the lives of those around them and thus into their lives too.
Tribes and communities who live this way are already working together for the greater
good of the big picture and, whether they have created massive food forests that
provide all their seasonal food and health needs so they no longer have to be
gardeners or agriculturalists or whether they prefer to grow food in abundance as well
and share that food with everyone without barter or trade, this selflessness gets rid of
all the third party bureaucratic lackeys and representatives of the Caesars siphoning
nearly all of the fruits of their labour, because they were displaced from the land and
forced to live under a Pax Romanus of scarcity and mediocrity as subjects of Caesar,
so to speak. The food,water, shelter, family and community has all been severely
tampered with and the vanishing effect (of reality) is spiralling out of control.

When we fix up the problem of the freedom of MAN on the land, we fix all the other
system problems, dramas and rackets too. Fighting the law doesn't fix this big picture
issue; it only perpetuates the tiny details of "The System" of scarcity and mediocrity.
We don't see how the details of your fight are doing anything to fix this problem of
freedom on the land, the big picture, which we shared with you in one of our early
phone calls, when you rang us.
Most of us in "The System" do not have time to dream the big picture and everything of
our lives is affected by this scarcity of time as we are constantly distracted by all the
obligations and entertainment of "The System" so that we are forced to accept
mediocre lives with chemicals and poisons at every turn, heavily processed toxic food
and drink choices, prosthetics for our poor health, retirement homes for our dying
elders and nannies for our children, as the wisdom keepers of our communities are
shunned and ignored so they too are vanishing and no legacy of follow through is there
to pass on to the generations to come.
Are we actually learning from the mistakes of previous generations or are we
degenerating further?
We have been so enchanted by the trinkets of "The System" that we have become lost
in the tiny details where there is no big picture of the greater good of everyone any
more and we have become totally self-absorbed in our e-go bubbles, "what's in it for
me", I, me, mine, own self-obsession which is the root of all the mediocrity and
scarcity.
So we become horses looking over the fence at greener pastures wanting this and
that, comparing our lives with the lives of others and we have become so lost in the
artificial values of "The System" that the tiny details absorb almost every waking
moment of everyone's lives for the whole of their lives.
We dream and leave our lives open for those who see the undefined good heart as the
dominant influence in everything we do so that, in spite of all our differences, we do not
undermine any MAN which we do when there is exclusivity and privilege over land,
food, water and shelter and the immense, long-term corruption that comes with it.
The certainty of true freedom with land, food, water, shelter, family and community
living at a local level is the greatest gift that we have all been given freely as the true
heritage of nature from our ancestors, which is why the air is there to breathe and the
sun is always shining, but this natural gift has been taken from us and the land, food,
water and shelter are now out of reach unless we kowtow to those behind "The
System".
We see that our effort should be put into the things that are going to create a true
legacy of freedom, peace, joy and abundance for the generations to come and, to us,

fighting in the law is never going to achieve that. Many men and women have been
fighting them in their law for years and years and years and yet we are all still
subjugated under the law.
We comprehend that you want to put things to right because you were targeted and
done over BUT, what is your fight going to achieve for the generations to come? The
key is the consistency of the follow through of freedom, peace, truth, joy, abundance,
which means that we have changed how we are thinking, feeling and acting so the
surety of that follow through of life is never hijacked, corrupted or compromised again.
This is the BIG PICTURE of DO NO HARM so we don't get caught up in anything to do
with doing harm again.
We all have to get past all the tiny details where the self-obsession of the e-go (devil)
operates and keep staying focused on the bigger picture so that we don't get bogged
down in the tiny detail and lose sight of the enormous impact it has on everyone else,
particularly the generations to come.
"The System" is all about being trapped in the tiny details so that the big picture is
forgotten or just too hard to handle.
-----------------------------Posted on the Fakebook wall 30 minutes or so ago.....
Scott Andrews wrote
"Love is easy, but can never thrive on a battlefield. To put down the weapons and
armour we all wield for protection from a harmful world, and to instead open up and be
vulnerable, goes against the waring ego, but is the only thing that ever allows a space
to exist, for what comes easy, to stay."
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=741950769563204&set=a.4455141425402
03&type=3&theater
--------Arthur
<3 <3 <3 :) :) :) (Y) (Y) (Y)
In fact, the space is the expansive room that is your dream of life that you grow into,
inspired and directed by your free will. This is where the essential practice of essential

skill sets occurs, providing us with the tools that have us shift to Kindom and away from
all the e-motional crap that keeps us trapped in "The System".
When we keep dredging up the e-motions, the space of these dreams is already filled
with crap and there is nowhere one can grow so we just repeat the same old patterns,
all the while lost and trapped in "The System" espousing good hearted sentiments
here, there and everywhere and none of it comes to fruition thanks to the corruption of
the crap infusing said dreams.
Without an undefined dream, we will never create the real space of freedom, peace
and calm to grow into.
Undefined being where the e-go is not instilling all its self-obsession crap (what's in it
for me, I'm lonely in need of someone to love (me) = "i love you", etc, etc, etc....) before
the dream even has a chance to be grown into.
When we define our dreams we have already deeply fucked them up and they remain
corrupted, distorted, etc, and we wonder why self-obsession continues being all the
rage when its destroying everything we dream from the undefined good heart.
-----------------------------Arthur
This post is related to this FB thread involving sanitised - scroll down to find it.
"The Subjugation Of The Broken Knight":
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220160368587518
-----------------------------Sanitised
Lots of value in what you say. You do drive me crazy with capitalisig MAN
(!@#$%$#@!) and hyphenating after 'e' . You do not address the problem that humans
are social beings, and think that the enlightened ones can just opt out, and that is OK.
Sociology is an academic discipline that addresses the patterning as well as the
problems of living in groups.
The first thing to study and understand is what happens when idealistic people decide
to opt out together and create their own independent utopia. It NEVER ends well.
Therefore it is better to deal with the world as it is, not as you would like it to be. This is
the world that needs fixing.

You may be interested to know that I have been very interested in the great divide that
provoked the fathers of sociology to get to work on this kind of analysis. What they
came up with was this great divide between "TRADITIONAL" and "MODERN"
societies, with the modern linked to the "Enlightenment".
Well, re your ideas, the traditional society is first and foremost characterised by its
grounding in, yes, KINSHIP - a basis I think you are trying to get back to, with
KINDOM. ...... About which a book needs to be written, and if I have time, I plan to
take up this challenge. . But it does require a book, and no time this evening.
-----------------------------Arthur
MAN = there is no word in the English language that defines men/man, women/woman
and children/child collectively as MAN so we decided to express this collectively as
MAN.
There are other older alphabet languages that do this but not English.
We are not a hue-MAN as the phonetics of hu is hue and hue-MAN is a type, shade,
colour, shadow, etc, of a MAN, but is not a MAN.
Basically MAN is God, but that is another subject for another time because to us God
means authority = full responsibility for everything we think feel and do.
The letter e = ecclesiastical as in high level occultists/Freemasons who are the high
priests/priestesses of the occults, and they are the snake coiled around the forbidden
tree of explanation, instruction, education, suggestion, brainwashing, inculcation,
indoctrination, etc, that are the definitions that form the fantasies of perceived realities.
The definitions are the suggestion, etc, in recent his-story-her-story (history), now
referred to as the Forbidden Apple, that the snake passes into Eve's head (so to
speak) from the MAN-(snake)-made tree of life that is the snake's knowledge
(definitions) and is not the real, sensory life that Eve is directly senses of reality, Eve's
life.
Alphabet letters and words are definitions as in meanings.
What Eve is sensing (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) of life is always unique and
original to Eve, instant (sense) by instant (sense) throughout Eve's life and no one else
will ever sense (experience) what Eve is directly experiencing of reality/nature/etc.

Definition is an image/picture containing both the occultists encoded storytelling of the
defined (CALLED OUT) picture/image and the encoded intentions of the occultists to
manipulate Eve to set into motion their intention/intentions.
This programming is no different to a dreamer dreaming to create a robot to carry out
the intentions of the dreamer and produce the outcome they desire. So they build the
robot, then install the program into the robot and then flick the switch on to start the
performance of the robot.
The occultists attack innocent children in the womb through Eve to get their intentions
encoded in the child (future Adams and Eves) until the scripts are plentiful and the
child has been practicing the performance of the alphabet scripts that CALLS OUT out
to the child to do this, do that, do this, do that, feel this way, feel that way, etc, etc,
repeatedly 24/7 until they mature into a fully certified adult robot that will act (CALL
OUT) the instructions (intentions) encoded in all the alphabet definitions of English.
This programming is the trauma of everyone in "The System" because the whole of
"The System" is crafted out of this trauma.
It is trauma because it is the intention of a MAN to break the will of another MAN and
dominate that MAN under subjugation. All e-motion is the intention of the occultists
running as their programming through everyone they dominate and, as their intention is
not coming from the good heart but from their dreams of subjugation, the affects of the
e-motions reflect the image power (intentions) of the occultists over their hosts.
This is why we put a hyphen in the word e-go and e-motion; it is the programming
running the vessel of every MAN who has walked the plank of the pirates or been
locked up in the bilges of their vessels. The e-go is the e-motion of all the wards of the
state, the persons in and under the law, under the brain control of the occultists - the
rules, regulations, rituals, procedures, conditions, contracts, etc, that govern their
system lives under the occultists govern-men-te. Govern-mente = govern the mind.
The English alphabet language is an action program constructed to manufacture a
civilisation of robots under govern-mente, all of whom are educated slaves under their
auspices. This is why the occultists back in the 9th and 10th centuries of their recorded
his-story called English their New World Language.
Through their Norman Conquest, the occultists planned the scripted End Times 1000
years Golden Reign of Je-Zeus in advance as a self-fulfilling, reenactment/performance prophecy set into motion by all their slaves where all the
slaves will have English as their first language, leading to the One World Government
overseeing a cashless economy based on quota, no different to the serfs and
commoners under the mostly brutal quotas determined by their Land Lords, Land

Barons, High Priests, etc. The letters S and Z are interchangeable. All this is encoded
in their Bible.... Buy Bullshit.
What Eve is imagining of definitions is not the real sensory experience Eve is having
through the senses. While imagining, Eve can only fantasise about what she is
experiencing of reality/life and this is MANS fall from the garden of Eden (so to speak)
into being a hue-MAN manufactured by the occultists intentions and now trapped in
"The System" (hell - the domination of MAN over MAN).
Every definition is a dream (thought) not created by Eve, therefore Eve is now under
the image power (control) of the occultists (snakes).
Imagine a film projector being Eve's imagining and the definitions are the rolls of
animated film passing across the lens of Eve's imagining of life (Eve's life), and Eve is
illuminating and projecting the occultists animation on to the cinema---->screen of
life/nature that Eve is imagining to be true (Eve's life), and all the while Eve is believing
in the definitions Eve is focusing on, Eve is already mesmerised, discombobulated and
deeply brainwashed by the occultists, all of Eve's doing.
Eve is now in (under) the image of Eve's maker - the maker of the e-go of Eve. E-v-e.
Remember, these definitions are NOT Eve's dreams - Eve never created them. Instead
Eve is copying, borrowing, renting, mimicking, emulating, etc, these dreams under the
belief that they are collectively forming Eve's real life. But Eve is confused because the
e-go is not Eve, even though Eve really believes that the defined Eve is Eve. This
confusion is what happens to every ward of the state in the mental asylum of "The
System" of confusion, distraction, etc, because none of them sense (know) who they
really are.
How easy is it to manipulate and control people who don't know who they really are or
what they are really part of?
Eve is now a hue-MAN, a type of MAN that is defined but is not a MAN because Eve
never created the dreams Eve is now living. The definitions of the occultists are the
social engineering that has defined Eve into what Eve now believes is Eve's life, the ego.
By imagining strings and strings and strings of definitions, the scripts of English in
action, Eve is illuminating the images and projecting them (CALLING OUT) into Eve's
dream of life that Eve is now setting into motion as the robot Eve.
God is Eve because Eve has free will and Eve is fully responsible for everything Eve is
creating and experiencing as Eve's life. However, Eve is illuminating the intentions of
the occultists which have trained Eve to default Eve's life under the standing

(understanding) of the definitions that have defined Eve's perception of reality and
therefore the occultists have been raised above Eve to become the God over Eve's life.
Eve is CALLING OUT the name Eve, the e-go, and all the action scripts are for the ego that Eve must perform on behalf of that registered name, Eve.
Eve is God over Eve's vessel.
This is why the name is always CALLED OUT in the court rooms, in government
arenas, institutions, bureaucracies and the media, etc, because the name is the mark
of the beast of burden, Eve, ploughing the fields of Eve's Landlord's domain.
This now operates as manorialism with a gang of these sold-out men and women
operating as the racketeers (we call them the black marbles) behind all the scams they
perpetrate as a crime syndicate (terrorists) against all their deeply unconscious wards
of the state to steal, use abuse, rape pillage and plunder their fruits of labour under the
colour/rule of law, and to incarcerate their vessels in the hell of "The System".
Everything that is happening to Eve has been called out by Eve who is unconscious of
the power of what Eve is calling out under the name Eve, going right back to when Eve
the vessel was given birth and launched on the seas of Eve's defined reality.
All those under the registered name are born into original sin because they already
believe in the lie of the e-go that has become (defined) them and all Eve's are invoking
the original sin because they are CALLING OUT the name of every child that comes
into their womb to be defined by them because they were already defined from long
ago.
This is the original sin that is a curse because all lies are curses and all liars are
committing fraud under the name (definitions), believing that the definitions are reality,
their life and is who they really are, and they are therefore processing the curses of
everything they are CALLING OUT out under the name in "The System", the mental
asylum of the wards of the state.
Eve has given up full responsibility for everything Eve thinks, feels and does but Eve is
not conscious that Eve is doing this.
Eve has now fallen into the fairytale of "The System" defined by the occultists who now
see Eve as their ward of state, meaning the occultists recognise the psychotic
condition that Eve is now under the influence of. "The System" is now the psychiatric
hospital better known as a mental asylum where all wards of the state are admitted of
their own doing without them realising what they have done.

It is here that the wards of state have been trained to give up full responsibility for their
real lives, passing that responsibility over to the psychopaths, the occultists, who run
the mental asylum. The psychopaths determine Eve's needs because Eve has allowed
them to come into Eve's life and do what they want as the appointed authorities over
Eve's life in "The System".
Eve is now under limited liability with limited responsibility because Eve isn't using
Eve's full faculties. Eve is not well, hence a ward of the state, better known as a citizen
or person in law.
This is how the law works, how the government works, the religions and all the
institutions and bureaucracies, corporations, departments, etc, - everything of "The
System". All of them are telling Eve how to think, how to feel, how to act and what is
right and wrong.
Everything is automated for Eve to be the good citizen robot machine at the beck and
call of Eve's masters.
All hu-mans are wards of the state.
The seas of the occultists that the vessels sail (see where they are heading) across as
the e-go is the egregore, the criss crossing of all the knowledge defined by the
occultists and driven by their intentions that forms the vast ocean of system information
that everyone lives their daily lives out of from the moment the alarm goes off in the
morning to when their heads hit the pillow at night.
The e-motion of the egregore is the e-go performing the tasks and rituals of the human under the name day in, day out in "The System", collectively raising up the
egregore of the whole of civilisation that is no different to the Borg collective in the Star
Trek series, because they all see where they are heading, just as the Queen Borg has
the Borg all see where they are all heading.
The imagining of the programming, DEFINITIONS, that compels Eve to perform is not
the natural instincts of a MAN inspired through the sensory experiences of reality. One
of them is artificially induced, DEFINED, while the other is natural, UNDEFINED.
But every MAN has free will which makes them God over the whole of their lives
because there is no one else there in control of the vessel (body). Every MAN has
given up the full responsibility over the control of the helm of their vessel, instead using
their free will to allow the occultists to take over the helm of their vessel and guide it for
the whole of the life of the vessel, even though they are unconscious of how they are
using their free will to be unconscious.

Every MAN now acting as a ward of the state has chosen this outcome and only each
MAN in each vessel can set into motion the definitions to illuminate and project their
life as the fashion statement of their chosen social engineering orchestrated by the
occultists.
The free LFL e-book goes into some of these themes in great detail, full of illustrations.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
"Everything to MANS experience is MAN-made - it's just that most of MAN are not yet
conscious enough of what they are creating as a collective experience, prodded by the
Occultists "psychic-reign" offerings that work as placebo effects amongst the deep
asleep and expand as those Stockholm Syndromes that come as the collective life
experience by those participating in such malevolent inspired dreams. Conscious or
NOT. Everyone is receiving/experiencing EXACTLY what they dreamt for."
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
The Libyan's were gradually heading back to Kindom but the Freemasons/Occultists
put a stop to it.
Read The Green Book by Gaddafi. More on all this below.
Declassified Emails Reveal NATO Killed Gaddafi to Stop Libyan Creation of GoldBacked Currency - https://www.kiafriqa.com/post/declassified-emails-reveal-nato-killedgaddafi-to-stop-libyan-creation-of-gold-backed-currency?fbclid=IwAR2Cj5uaUwDnY5weRepWmCf1S2SBsSX1TpLGbn2fuaDLnYnH4DBT5YVT8s
------Gaddafi abdicated from his throne (so to speak) in 1972 and gave all the power to the
Libyans to run their democracies at a local level, community by community.
All medical, medicine, hospitals, dentists, etc, were free, including education, etc.
If the help required was not available in Libya, the family affected were paid all the
money required for as long is it took to go overseas until the healing was completed
and this included covering all the air fares, accomodation, transport and food. It was all
covered by the Libyan democracy/people.

If you wanted to be a farmer, they gave all the land you required for free
unconditionally, and all the tools required were free too and they even covered all the
costs to travel anywhere in the world to gain the experience and knowledge required or
covered all costs to bring skilled others from overseas to Libya to assist the farmers
until they were no longer required.
When a couple got married the Libyan People/Government gave half of the costs for a
home up front for free with the other 50% provided interest free and with all the time
required until it was paid off/back.
When you had children the government regularly gave lots of money to the young
families to make sure they could properly cared for the children until they were adults
The list of what really went on in Libya for the greater good of the Libyans is extensive.
And Gaddafi inspired the Libyans to use their petro dollars to fund the greatest fresh
water catchment EVER known to MAN and all this water was free and was to be
provided not only for the Libyans but to all the countries surrounding Libya who needed
the water to restore food forests, etc, too.
Besides funding all the subterfuge of counter terrorism and revolutions in Tripoli and
elsewhere in Libya, the first two things the allies and NATO did was to bomb the shit
out of this multi billion dollar fresh water catchment system and put in place overnight a
Rothschild controlled central bank when they finally captured Tripoli... LITERALLY
OVERNIGHT.
Almost everyone of the Western World are mostly supporting the lies of the
Freemasons/Occultists who control all the western world countries, governments, rule
of law and multi-national private corporations in all fields of endeavour.
While we support these low life scum, pieces of shit, the many politicians on all sides,
many of the bar, the churches, synagogues, temples, media, military, private
corporations multi or not, WE ARE THE ENEMY.
Free download of The Green Book
http://openanthropology.org/libya/gaddafi-green-book.pdf
More on The Green Book
https://www.google.com/search?q=the+green+book+gaddafi&rlz=1C1GIGM_enAU767
AU767&oq=the+green+book+gaddafi&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.6496j0j7&sourceid=chro
me&ie=UTF-8
-----

It's Thanks to Gaddafi That Africa Is Now Enjoying 21st-Century Unlimited
Telecommunication Services - https://www.kiafriqa.com/post/it-s-thanks-to-gaddafithat-africa-is-now-enjoying-21st-century-unlimited-telecommunicationservices?fbclid=IwAR2Cj5uaUwDnY5weRepWmCf1S2SBsSX1TpLGbn2fuaDLnYnH4DBT5YVT8s
‘We Purposely Spread HIV/AIDS to Wipe out Blacks in South Africa,’ Apartheid-era
Officer Admits - https://www.kiafriqa.com/post/we-purposely-spread-hiv-aids-to-wipeout-blacks-in-south-africa-apartheid-era-officer-admits?fbclid=IwAR2Cj5uaUwDnY5weRepWmCf1S2SBsSX1TpLGbn2fuaDLnYnH4DBT5YVT8s
Slavery In Libya, Where You Can Buy A Black Man For $400. What is the African
Union doing About it? https://www.kiafriqa.com/post/new-slave-trade-in-libya-whereyou-can-buy-a-black-man-for-400?fbclid=IwAR2Cj5uaUwDnY5weRepWmCf1S2SBsSX1TpLGbn2fuaDLnYnH4DBT5YVT8s
Ghana The Only Country That has Invited African-Americans & Caribbean People to
Return to Africa - https://www.kiafriqa.com/post/year-of-return-ghana-2019-initiativeinvites-african-americans-caribbean-people-back-to-africa?fbclid=IwAR2Cj5uaUwDnY5weRepWmCf1S2SBsSX1TpLGbn2fuaDLnYnH4DBT5YVT8s
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Though we have linked you in to this thread BEWARE because Fiona and Arthur
Cristian and Love For Life are a CULT and those behind the CULT wish to TAKE
OVER YOUR LIFE for the evil agenda of the CULT, namely the creation of free food
forests and the restoration of the land.
For your own SAFETY, you would be advised to contact the Anchor Man of the
Babylon Decoded Current Affairs Program, Jaba the CULT EXPERT, so that he can
warn you of the DANGERS of associating with Love For Life and Fiona and Arthur
Cristian.
You can TRUST Jaba because he uses vast amounts of the Love For Life insight work
dating back to 2005 to back up his claims about the CULT of Arthur and Fiona Cristian
and Love For Life and he is definitely NOT of a DANGEROUS CULT.
Again, BEWARE.
Reminder: all this started because we confronted Jaba about using Love For Life
insight work as a script to attack innocent people who were not causing any harm to
anyone. We had numerous complaints from others about this and we finally confronted

him because we do not support that behaviour and this is not the intention behind the
Love For Life insight work.
We cut ties with Jaba and we have been a DANGEROUS CULT ever since.
We have a huge long history of removing our association with anyone whose intention
is to cause harm to others.
The intention of the Love For Life insight work from the outset, March 2005, has always
been to form a committed determined group of BIG PICTURE, consciously aware
brothers and sisters, that is a team effort to form a bridge out of "The System" in this
life, using "The System" as we need to with the intention to get to the point where no
one is underneath anyone else anymore and we are all standing as free MAN on the
land not answerable to anyone with no one in our heads telling us how to live our lives,
guided only by Do No Harm.
The sentiments of these intentions is found multi-hundreds of times throughout the
Love For Life insight work over the years because this is our ONLY motive.
The building of the bridge is not a following of Arthur and Fiona Cristian, just an
agreement between all involved about a common mutually beneficial direction we are
taking because we all want to be free of "The System" in this life.
We went to so much trouble to discover why our ancestors have never left "The
System", all the tactics and methods applied by high level occultists/Freemasons and
how the e-motional sabotage works to continually keep us trapped with no way out.
Through the scam of OPPT, Jaba came into our lives around 2010 and gradually
became immersed in the Love For Life insight work, even as he was working things out
in his way, and he never had a complaint that Fiona and Arthur Cristian and Love For
Life was a cult in any of the period before we confronted him about his attacks on
Jahnick Leunier.
That's SIX years when Jaba never thought Love For Life was a cult but now he is
obviously a recovering CULT member as he gives his expert commentary of the Love
For Life CULT without ever admitting that a huge amount of the Babylon Decoded work
IS LOVE FOR LIFE!
BE CAREFUL - as you are already reading this, it would seem that you have come
under the influence of the Love For Life CULT so you may need to GET HELP
urgently, either from Jaba or a local government agency.
Bruno Ferro - Adon Bender - Scott Andrews - Blooey Moreno - Ivy Twomey - Lee
Maxwell Judd - Patrick Martian - John Crete - Tobs Boyo - Trex Treks - Ulrich Soms -

Paul Richards - Daniela Ott - Patrick Chater - Sofian Snnn - Hanno Piest - Shaun
Hamer Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220009863224978
-------Arthur
Developing As We Go Along Practicing The Essential Skills Of Living Off Grid Using
"The System" To Get Out Of "The System" In (AS) This Life.
January 2019 to late September 2019
While vacating the 13+year rental property (family home) at 11 Roycroft Street East
Bowral, the following was involved; dismantling and relocating the Love For Life Food
Forest garden into temporary, free storage with its 190 tonnes of deeply enriched
humus-soil (we gave away around 90 tonnes to various locals), multi hundreds of
plants, native and non native shrubs, trees, berries, herbs, fruit trees, and multi
thousands of organic, heritage seeds of all types.
Then there was all the garden infrastructure, hot house, timber, panels, roofing, poly
pipe, pots, bins, mobile wooden beds, etc, etc, as well as all our workshop and garden
tools, and garden goodies, to be removed and stored before we repaired the fences
where required and purchased a new lawn to be laid so that the garden could be
brought back to how it was before we moved in November 2005, as promised.
This was a job that should have cost around $50,000.00 pulled off for under $6,000.00
between Jan 2019 and April 2019 and, with the help of interest free loans of
$26,000.00 provided by supporters, we relocated the household, office and recording
studio into 3 shipping containers (2 x 20 feet and 1 x 30 feet) and 6 indoor crates with
all storage areas provided for free by Fiona's bosses who own the enormous storage
business, Fiona works there 16 hours per week operating forklifts and other machinery
as part of her part time job. In March 2019, we bought a new Black Patron Camper
Trailer with enclosed canvas awning extensions for a kitchen, living and office area.
The camper trailer sleeps Fiona, Arthur, Xanthe our 12 year old, youngest daughter, 2
dogs and a cat. Our three eldest daughters are staying with friends in various locations
in the Southern Highlands.
In late July, we also set up a king size Swag with a very strong tarp over the top for
Hannah to start sleeping in, using very strong, spring loaded guy ropes on stainless
steel and galvanised, extra large pegs that screw into the ground with a battery
powered drill so that the tarp is secure in high winds

With the money we are saving while staying at local caravan parks and showgrounds,
we have been both learning/practicing to live off grid with very little while still in "The
System" and purchasing everything required to create an off grid camp site set up to
get a Kindom off the ground shortly. With Arthur still completely out of "The System"
since 2006, contracts and all, and while creating the free Love For Life e-book full of
simple illustrations to share the big picture we see/sense of reality, "The System" and
the Kindom remedy, we have been researching purchasing and using everything
required to live 100% off grid.
For energy impacting, food, water, kitchen, showers, laundry, etc, and to handle up to
14 people living on site, our two primary fall backs are fire and gas bottles and from
there both AGM (all glass matting) and Lithium dual battery systems with battery
management systems + two portable battery boxes with DC to DC 60 amp charges,
2000-3000 watt power inverters, 6B&S dual cabling with fuses to 50 amp Anderson
plugs, 20 to 60 amp battery chargers, 300 watt Solar Panels running with 20 amp
MPPT regulators,100 amp hour to 300 amp hour batteries both in duel and in parallel
mode, to run an extensive 12 volt system set up. We are upgrading the trailer's current
2 x 100AH AGM batteries to 2 x 240 AH lithium batteries.
The portable battery boxes have 4 x USB and 2 x 12V female sockets and can be
moved from vehicle to vehicle or to a waterhole or stream and can run directly off 300
watt solar panels with 20AMP MPPT regulators for running powerful 12v water pumps.
The battery boxes can also be charged from DC to DC 50 AMP battery chargers
connected through the 6B&S cabling with 50 AMP Anderson Plugs when the car is
driving.
We have purchased a range of dutch ovens, strung steel and cast iron oven, pots and
pans, we have a high quality gas shower system with a series of water pumps,
inflatable sleeping mats, 2 tents (one gifted, a 12 man tent), good quality cotton
sleeping bags that can open up as bed covers, more Ryobi battery systems that will
run off 240V and 12V so that we can run all power tools required, outdoor lighting
systems and power tools to handle the tyres, rims, etc, of the camper trailer, high
powered antenna systems for locking into digital networks, satellites and two-way
radio, water filter systems, many canvas bags with labelling systems, a small, portable
washing machine and we are about to invest in generators, both petrol and lithium and
45kg gas bottles to be set up on site for hot water and running cook tops and ovens.
We already have a 12v marine camp oven and we are soon to import an American fire
system that can be used both inside an awning/shed set up and outdoors. This does
everything, including boiling water. We are going for versatility so,no matter the
circumstances, we can adapt and handle them.

The 12v system, including the generators, will also be set up so that we can run
computers, modems, printers, etc, and other electrical requirements.
Our primary focus will be using fire to do what we need to do, backed up by gas, with
12 v being 20% or less of our dependency on the transition from "The System" until the
Kindom infrastructure is up and running and we can drop all this stuff. We are pouring
multi-thousands of dollars into setting up these off grid rigs and, with the garden in
storage, we are ready to make the big move now to expand the Kindom dream.
The camper trailer is set up for serious off grid, we are going to set up a second trailer
to carry excess stuff safely and, if necessary, we have our old bomb trailer to take stuff.
We already have locals offering to help transport the garden an our shipping
containers. We will have to buy another container or two, or borrow the container
storing our furniture to move everything and then returning it. We have a roof rack
made specifically for the Mazda CX9 that can take another 75kg nd there is a 100kg
boat rack over the top of the camper trailer that can be used for anything. We want to
change the 2 x 30kg AGM batteries with Lithium batteries because they are half the
weight, or less.
There is so much more that we are putting our energy into, but we are a Jaba-defined
cult.
LOLLLLLLLLLL
We are not sitting around waiting for others to rescue us, holding our hands, being the
faithful followers. We are preparing for what we said that we were going to do back in
March 2005. If this is a cult, we would rather be a cult leaving "The System" than
staying in the cult of "The System" where people like Jaba has nothing better to do
than accuse us of being a cult. What has Jaba got to offer as a living, walk the talk
remedy to "The System" that he can help many genuine brothers and sisters to step
out of "The System" all the while he is focusing on us being a cult? We dream that he
does have a fall back but he is keeping it very quiet, if he does.
Includes photos of the new camper trailer and the dismantling and relocation of the
Love For Life food forest garden:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10218357768843651&type=
3
Let's not forget that during this period, the Love For Life website was attacked and
taken down, we were booted out of the home where we were living and the house was
re-rented, our YouTube videos were blocked and some removed, the Scribd account
was closed, there were a vast array of attacks on our characters and claims that we
were a cult on social media, Fiona's PayPal account was frozen and, with the website
taken down, the flow of gifts to support the work we do was stopped. Even

Photobucket was messed with. You can read more on all this on our temporary
webpage http://loveforlife.com.au.
Isn't this what happens to cults? We thought we were going to be driving around in
Rolls Royces with fat bank accounts and harems at every destination!
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Currently as traveling Gypsies of Vagabond, this mp3 file https://clyp.it/ykq4qlrd is a
Fiona Cristian copyrighted demo soundtrack to a Love For Life song we are currently
working on called "When Did The Fires Of Hell Start To Look Like Heaven".
We are not into making money from our original music/songs.
Inside the extended and enclosed awning of the camper trailer, we are using a basic 2
year old pc running at 3.4ghz, 40gb ram, 1T SSD PCMI driver, with an external
Presonus 2 channel usb Studio 2-4 Audio Driver, Aston Origin microphone with xlr
cables, an Aston Vocal booth, Presonus Studio One Pro 4.4 digital audio workstation,
Akai MPK Mini 2 usb keyboard, Waves and Presonus Plug ins, instruments and
samplers, etc.
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
Pretty impressed at the quality sound you guys produce. Your music and songs a
pretty awesome. Who does all this? Guitars and all the instruments? I donno who this
Sivo fella is but if he's a sports star of some kind I think Blaaaah. Never been into footy
or gridiron or golf and soccer etc. Seems like a waste of an awesome track unless this
guy has some extraordinary world views or something :/
-----------------------------Arthur
A much bigger picture is at play here - one day it will all be explained. Glad you like the
music. This song is made out of loops that Arthur twisted, reversed, squeezed, dirtied,
cut into tiny pieces and moved around all over the place, etc, etc, etc. Arthur did all this
inside the Studio One DAW and then used effects from both Waves plugins and
Presonus plugins to create the overall soundscape. Now comes the direct vocals and
backing vocals and other vocal effects replacing existing guidelines.

-----------------------------Wade Libbis
Love For Life Music Sounding amazing. Music and songs with profound lyrical content
for our times. Priceless stuff (y) !!!
-----------------------------Arthur
The above comes out of this link:
https://www.facebook.com/tobs.boyo/posts/471482433707888?notif_id=15687692976
31755&notif_t=nf_status_story
also posted here: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10219996733696748
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Emulating what has been defined is what creates cults. Even this video is forming a
cult out of those emulating what has been defined (conveyed) by Jaba. Then it all
comes back to intention and being conscious of NOT having the intention to form a cult
out of dreams (thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts that are images) that
were defined by others. :) It's all in the intention and we give others the benefit of the
doubt (so to speak) in re-presenting us until they seek to create a controversy where
there isn't one, where others impersonate another's intention (make it all up out of pure
speculation and belief) without providing full disclosure up front of this intention to do
so. :)
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
Haha perfect you are commenting here brother ?????? Lovefor life cult and your cult
leader behaviour have contribute allot analyse your cult and make this video! ???? But
again you are just showing fully how cultish you are! And no wonder you are coming to
comment ?????? But just keep on arthur! More you provide more you expose yourself
and your cultish behaviour! ??
---------------------------------

Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
the controversy is you, coming making false claims and lies! And really thank you
arthur for getting triggered by this video and DEFENDING CULT! ???? It just shows
how deep you are in the cult making business! The contrheversie is you who making!
There was non before you show up and make false claims and lies! But this is what
cult people do! ??
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
Everything in the system is structured ... it is defined by itself! But YOU are coming
now trying to define jaba and his work as cult! ??There you just backfire on yourself
arthur! You are now trying to confuse the reality of cult and this only because you have
your own cult to defend! (y) ;) Don't harm yourself more then what you are already
processing the curse of your own confusion brother ... your whole family is suffering
from your psychotic life disruption and fantasising reality! No matter how heard you will
try brother ... you know that lying will create harm and no jaba and many other do no
longer take your blatant bullshit! More you give out more bullshit that will just hit you
back! You know it so don't play the satanic game of confusion! Much love to you and
your family! ??????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Arthur Cristian The only intention is as always GOING TO TRUTH brother :* Only you
have doubt about it, because jaba challenge YOUR beLIEf very much ??
--------------------------------Tobs Boyo
bothe of you works help too realize whats going on in this man made hell that all of us
helped too create.
thanks ????
---------------------------------

Tobs Boyo
*and still creating*
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Tobs Boyo Brother see the "cultish pattern" ;) And why is Arthur Cristian in "self
banning social network" coming out to comment THIS VIDEO? ;) Can you see how he
MUST defend HIS CULT? Why otherwise he would come out "his silence" ;) He know
that it expose his and LFL cultish structure! Analyse and verify what is really going on
here (y) ???? Not just RE-ACTING as arthur do!
--------------------------------Tobs Boyo
sure he has too defend his believe but the truthe need no master/Guru ect it speaks fot
it self????
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Read again............. "Emulating what has been defined is what creates cults. Even this
video is forming a cult out of those emulating what has been defined (conveyed) by
Jaba. Then it all comes back to intention and being conscious of NOT having the
intention to form a cult out of dreams (thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts
that are images) that were defined by others. :) It's all in the intention and we give
others the benefit of the doubt (so to speak) in re-presenting us until they seek to
create a controversy where there isn't one, where others impersonate another's
intention (make it all up out of pure speculation and belief) without providing full
disclosure up front of this intention to do so. :)"
LOLLLLLLLLLLL
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The NOTHING
Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba

Just What Has Become Of You
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
19th October 2018
https://docdro.id/n9Aoem9
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Arthur Cristian thank you Arthur for showing more of your psycho cultish guru behavior.
Trying to black mail and discredit the message that could expose LFL is just another
1st party proof of fact being a cult! ??????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Arthur Cristian there would not be a better confirmation of LFL cult then what you
provide here! ????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Arthur Cristian just keep on brother Love you no matter how much bullshit you will
bring you just provide everything by yourself. Not even need Jaba’s help you do your
own destruction work by your own ????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Exposing the systematic structure of a cult is not "Emulating" and is not cult! Only
CULT PEOPLE would claim this! ????????
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
A cult is just a man made image being copied by another man. Emulation is a form of
copying, imbued with e-motion. An image is a story embodied in the image. And the
story being emulated forms the cult. The image, the story, is just a dream and none of

these dreams were uniquely created by the copiers. Unique original dreams are not of
a cult.
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Jaba, you have been running lies as part of a cult that you have created for others to
emulate through your commentary, lies that you are unable to back up because you
are the only claimer to the lies you have peddled about us through your social media
commentaries, And so the lies are always coming ONLY out of your mouth, tongue
and from your wiggling fingers, and nowhere else.
Your controversies are just the running commentaries as head of your cult and they
are just imaginary forms of current affairs your have promoted of your own doing to
meet your promulgating agendas. We are just addressing the evidence of this running
commentary of yours and that's all.
You act as if you are an expert but you are not. All you do is run systems of
commentary. Like all roads lead to Rome, all your commentaries lead back ONLY to
Jaba, the claimed expert who is in fact just a fraud, a liar.
And there is no grievance behind what you do in running this campaign of lies you
have waged at us since it first started.
Refer to the document attached above for the full disclosure of all the transpiring
events where this running commentary of Jaba's first started. The campaign to
associate us with Jaba's claims that we are a cult is clearly based on a planned
agenda and not from any form of grievance where Jaba was directly harmed/injured by
us.
--------------------------------Arthur
The above was in response to this post we were notified about by Facebook
Tobs Boyo
17 September at 16:18
Cults - Structure and Danger
Babylong Decoded (Jaba the user of vast Love For Life insights to run his
condemnation campaign that Arthur & Fiona Cristian and Love For Life is a cult LOLLLLLLLL)
https://youtu.be/kpyVhZYC5d4

Tobs Link on his Facebook Wall:
https://www.facebook.com/tobs.boyo/posts/471482433707888?notif_id=15687692976
31755&notif_t=nf_status_story
Up until the 20th/21st September 2019, the Tobs Boyo thread involving Jaba is now
included in this document (there is much more posted by Jaba)
The NOTHING
Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba
Just What Has Become Of You
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
19th October 2018
https://docdro.id/n9Aoem9
When we get some more spare waking life we will copy paste everything else not yet
included in the above document. "The NOTHING".
Fiona & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
24th September 2019
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Currently as traveling Gypsies of Vagabond, this mp3 file https://clyp.it/ykq4qlrd is a
Fiona Cristian copyrighted demo soundtrack to a Love For Life song we are currently
working on called "When Did The Fires Of Hell Start To Look Like Heaven".
We are not into making money from our original music/songs.
Inside the extended and enclosed awning of the camper trailer, we are using a basic 2
year old pc running at 3.4ghz, 40gb ram, 1T SSD PCMI driver, with an external
Presonus 2 channel usb Studio 2-4 Audio Driver, Aston Origin microphone with xlr
cables, an Aston Vocal booth, Presonus Studio One Pro 4.4 digital audio workstation,
Akai MPK Mini 2 usb keyboard, Waves and Presonus Plug ins, instruments and
samplers, etc.
--------------------------------Wade Libbis

Pretty impressed at the quality sound you guys produce. Your music and songs a
pretty awesome. Who does all this? Guitars and all the instruments? I donno who this
Sivo fella is but if he's a sports star of some kind I think Blaaaah. Never been into footy
or gridiron or golf and soccer etc. Seems like a waste of an awesome track unless this
guy has some extraordinary world views or something :/
--------------------------------Arthur
A much bigger picture is at play here - one day it will all be explained. Glad you like the
music. This song is made out of loops that Arthur twisted, reversed, squeezed, dirtied,
cut into tiny pieces and moved around all over the place, etc, etc, etc. Arthur did all this
inside the Studio One DAW and then used effects from both Waves plugins and
Presonus plugins to create the overall soundscape. Now comes the direct vocals and
backing vocals and other vocal effects replacing existing guidelines.
Wade Libbis
Love For Life Music Sounding amazing. Music and songs with profound lyrical content
for our times. Priceless stuff (y) !!!
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Emulating what has been defined is what creates cults. Even this video is forming a
cult out of those emulating what has been defined (conveyed) by Jaba. Then it all
comes back to intention and being conscious of NOT having the intention to form a cult
out of dreams (thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts that are images) that
were defined by others. :) It's all in the intention and we give others the benefit of the
doubt (so to speak) in re-presenting us until they seek to create a controversy where
there isn't one, where others impersonate another's intention (make it all up out of pure
speculation and belief) without providing full disclosure up front of this intention to do
so. :)
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
Haha perfect you are commenting here brother ?????? Lovefor life cult and your cult
leader behaviour have contribute allot analyse your cult and make this video! ???? But

again you are just showing fully how cultish you are! And no wonder you are coming to
comment ?????? But just keep on arthur! More you provide more you expose yourself
and your cultish behaviour! ??
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
the controversy is you, coming making false claims and lies! And really thank you
arthur for getting triggered by this video and DEFENDING CULT! ???? It just shows
how deep you are in the cult making business! The contrheversie is you who making!
There was non before you show up and make false claims and lies! But this is what
cult people do! ??
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
Everything in the system is structured ... it is defined by itself! But YOU are coming
now trying to define jaba and his work as cult! ??There you just backfire on yourself
arthur! You are now trying to confuse the reality of cult and this only because you have
your own cult to defend! (y) ;) Don't harm yourself more then what you are already
processing the curse of your own confusion brother ... your whole family is suffering
from your psychotic life disruption and fantasising reality! No matter how heard you will
try brother ... you know that lying will create harm and no jaba and many other do no
longer take your blatant bullshit! More you give out more bullshit that will just hit you
back! You know it so don't play the satanic game of confusion! Much love to you and
your family! ??????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
The only intention is as always GOING TO TRUTH brother :* Only you have doubt
about it, because jaba challenge YOUR beLIEf very much ??
---------------------------------

Tobs Boyo
bothe of you works help too realize whats going on in this man made hell that all of us
helped too create
thanks ????
--------------------------------Tobs Boyo
*and still creating*
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
Tobs Boyo Brother see the "cultish pattern" ;) And why is Arthur Cristian in "self
banning social network" coming out to comment THIS VIDEO? ;) Can you see how he
MUST defend HIS CULT? Why otherwise he would come out "his silence" ;) He know
that it expose his and LFL cultish structure! Analyse and verify what is really going on
here (y) ???? Not just RE-ACTING as arthur do!
--------------------------------Tobs Boyo
sure he has too defend his believe but the truthe need no master/Guru ect it speaks fot
it self????
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Read again.............
"Emulating what has been defined is what creates cults. Even this video is forming a
cult out of those emulating what has been defined (conveyed) by Jaba. Then it all
comes back to intention and being conscious of NOT having the intention to form a cult
out of dreams (thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts that are images) that
were defined by others. :) It's all in the intention and we give others the benefit of the
doubt (so to speak) in re-presenting us until they seek to create a controversy where
there isn't one, where others impersonate another's intention (make it all up out of pure
speculation and belief) without providing full disclosure up front of this intention to do
so. :)"

LOLLLLLLLLLLL
--------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The NOTHING
Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba, Oh Jaba
Just What Has Become Of You
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
19th October 2018
https://docdro.id/n9Aoem9
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
thank you Arthur for showing more of your psycho cultish guru behavior. Trying to
black mail and discredit the message that could expose LFL is just another 1st party
proof of fact being a cult! ??????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
there would not be a better confirmation of LFL cult then what you provide here! ????
--------------------------------Jaba Abaj
@ Arthur Cristian
just keep on brother Love you no matter how much bullshit you will bring you just
provide everything by yourself. Not even need Jaba’s help you do your own destruction
work by your own ????
---------------------------------

Jaba Abaj
Exposing the systematic structure of a cult is not "Emulating" and is not cult! Only
CULT PEOPLE would claim this! ????????
--------------------------------Tobs Boyo
just too clear it the reason why jaba made a backup account is not because l4l its
because
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2643601438995102&id=3870744213144
93
------------------------------Fiona Cristian
To us, it is irrelevant as he used it repeatedly to post garbage in the Love For Life
Kindoms - The Co-Creation Of Do No Harm Communities page and or in the Love For
Life Discussions - Why Aren't We Free? How Can We Be Free? FB page which we
quickly deleted and got rid of all his crap, AND IT IS ALL CRAP.
We indicated to you around 2 weeks or so ago that we have moved on from Jaba.
We have basically written him off.
We don't read any of his comments since then - we just delete it all and block
wherever, whenever.
The latest article has some samples of Jaba's current attitude included
The Subjugation Of The Broken Knight
https://www.facebook.com/fiona.cristian.33/posts/157664452102533
All the best to you and your family
Fiona & Arthur Cristian
------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Copy Paste of a recent FB chat with a friend

Sanitised
Overload. Have other things to do also.
Am just reading the 'subjugation' piece.
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10220160368587518
------------------------------------Sanitised
Well - a rapid read. And yes, you are onto a key dynamic in human society. Denied
only by traditional aboriginal culture as far as I understand aboriginal Australia. But
what to do about it is less clear. Reinhold Neihbor (sp?) had some ideas on this.
For me, I think we need to distinguish between right and wrong, and expect people to
behave in a rightful way. Nor can I see any charm in reversiing the wheel of time, and
living an aboriginal.
We'd just have to go through all the same traumas all over again.
Nor can we enjoy the 'fruits of civilisation' without acknowledging the costs in blood,
sweat and tears.
Your utopia must necessarily include giving up your computer. My utopia includes the
computer. I have no answer. It is a dilemma.
Did you read my post put up on my FB page in July this year? Re why and how the
(sanitised) can criminally exploit the 'criminal' justice system via obtaining legislative
sanctions for 'higher penalties'?
It is this kind of detail we need to master.
it took me a LONG time to figure out how they got away with what they get away with.
But having figured it out was a significant intellectual relief.
Once you know how a process works you can being to figure out how to deal with it.
BEGIN to figure out....(I loathe autocorrect and don't know how to turn it off !!!)
------------------------------------Sanitised

In life, love, knowledge, skills, rituals, beauty, achievements are ALL important,
Childhood socialisation is a fact that can't be done away with. We can only work
towards making it the best we can. Culture is important too, and children to be
inducted. The blank slate approach is a cruel deprivation. Etc. More later if we get to
organise a discussion.
------------------------------------Arthur
Have spoken to a few people about your present needs. Another still to happen in the
near future. Lets see what comes. Can call you around 12.30pm or a bit later. ??
Also and briefly, we were never meant to be defining anything about anything for
children as this not only breaks their will and places them under subjugation but also
causes them to imagine fantasy as being their reality and this misleads them into
placing the good heart with fantasy and this has them set into motion the immense
harm and destruction upon not only who they really are but also upon their true nature,
earth, reality.
With everyone around them, close or not, doing this, there is a collective effort called
"The System" to completely destroy reality all the while believing they are doing the
right thing and this is the very best they can be.
When we define reality to innocent children - while directly observing a sensory life
form...... "that is a yellow daffodil",......... we are not only importing the lies of fraudulent
pictures/images in their heads for them to "illuminate", but we are also telling them that
they are no longer magnificent, that they can't work things out in their unique original
ways through the direct experience of their senses (touch, taste, feel, smell., hear see)
= the "yellow daffodil" image with its accompanied storytelling dil did not come directly
from the sensory lifeform, instead it came from a 3rd party impostor, a man/wombman
acting as the "yellow daffodil" and therefore, we are instructing them to break their wills
and place the whole of their lives under the domination/subjugation of other men and
wombmen.
These suggestions, as in hypnosis (we are all taught to spell to be under their spell),
are instructing, educating, explaining, brainwashing, indoctrinating and inculcating
innocent children to BREAK THEIR WILL and in doing so, they must not/never trust
what they directly sense (experience) of reality/nature/earth all around them, and
instead default by proxy into always sucking on the nipples of everything that defined
who they are, what they are, etc, etc, and use the vocabulary nipples to SURVIVE a
fake, hijacked, contrived, manipulated life in this man made matrix ("The System") that
really is a prison with their real lives now behind bars and under the
occultists/subjugators peace treaty, a Pax Romanus.

The are trained to rely on the fantasies (definitions) that tells them, who they are, what
they are part of, how to think, feel, act, etc, etc, and this causes them to willingly accept
subjugation in every area of their lives, from the womb to the grave.
Worst of all, they are banned (censored discriminated against) creating unique, original
dreams (thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts that are images) of their
undefined living-soul and to always default by proxy suck into sucking all the nipples of
everything that has been defined to them so they can survive a fake life in "The
System".
"The System" really is a man-made matrix of pure fantasy, delusion and illusion with
everyone raised in it under subjugation, and they have all been conned into giving up
FULL RESPONSIBILITY for everything they think, feel and do all-the-while being
cushioned by tens of thousands of man made statutes/rulings and belief systems
(beLIEf = be/live/feel/set into motion the lie) that enFORCEs them to always live under
LIMITED RESPONSIBILITY/LIABILITY while using, ubusing, raping, pillaging, and
plundering other men, wombmen and children and through non-full-disclosure, permit
their real lives (vessels) to also be used, abused, raped, pillaged and plundered by
other men, wombmen and children all around them, and collectively under this insane
Pax Romanus, benefiting ONLY their occultic slave masters who are syphoning most
of the fruits of MANS labour so that the only follow through that can be passed on to
the generations to come (legacy/inheritance) are mediocrity and scarcity and from their
chaos with its destruction, fatal diseases, etc, etc.
We were all meant to be passing on magnificence and abundance, expanding
everything even greater than what we were all gifted with by our good hearted
ancestors of long ago. This is the only real culture and we can't define/contrive it either.
We are meant to be the undefined good heart and live it naturally in undefined ways
because its built naturally into everything of MANS dreams of life including our vessels.
We already have it all built in and so much more but were trained to doubt the good
heart and have uncertainty about MANS true magnificence inspired by the good heart
and we've ended up meddling, manipulating and toying with innocent children,
believing we are doing the right thing.
Nothing of nature/reality/earth performs this defined brainwashing program on their
babies, seeds, etc... NOTHING.
Only delusional MAN performs this distrust.
We don't have to jump 10 feet across a room to grab our next breath because its
already there where it has always been.

The sun is always shining and nature constantly produces abundance and the sun and
nature/earth/reality have never abandoned us.
It is fallen MAN lost to fantasy, illusion and delusion who has abandoned
life/reality/nature/the good heart with all its virtues.
Brainwashed MAN is now so deeply confused, lost and misguided, that we started
claim ownership over everything of reality when we already have it all and so much
more, that we are now fighting to survive the existence of these lies that we are now so
close to bringing extinction to the living dreams of MaNS undefined lives and this
includes belief, faith and associated opinions with whatever and whoever, all of it
rooted in doubt, uncertainty, distrust, complacency, apathy, denial, fear, greed,
selfishness, etc, etc...
"Father, Forgive Them For They Know Not What They Do" (so to speak).
To contrive (define) is to attempt murder which occurs through the cause of defining
innocent children not permitted to create a unique and original undefined soul (dream
of MANS life). They must be soulless machines, robots, drones, zombies and
educated-slaves. The occultists (high level Freemasons) do not permit anything else.
In being and living all the virtues of the undefined good heart, we were all meant to be
naturally setting the example so that children, without instruction, can observe and be
inspired by MANS undefined good hearted examples and this access to the NATURAL
SUBSTANCE OF REALITY (THE GOOD HEART) is the ONLY way to create real
tribal-community life living amongst peace, calm, freedom, truth, joy and abundance
without govern-men-t, (govern the mind of MAN) required.
NO MAN IS MASTER OF ANOTHER MAN.
The free LFL ebook will cover all this ground in great detail. ??
Arthur
------------------------------------Sanitised
Now on deck, sort of.....no time now to respond adequately to your message - however
I can see there are a few things we need to sort out. The first would be re the nature of
culture. You see culture as all bad, and all transmission as domination. I think this is
not true. I would go as far as to say that a child left to rediscover the entire world
without any adult input has been neglected.

We see the theoretical consequences with the 'wolf children'.
There are ways of rearing children that are not based on domination but which do
transmit ways of life that are beneficial.
Even animals learn from their elders. See Jane Goodall's description of Felicity
teaching Ferdinand how to find and enjoy eating termites.
Right now I have to deal with some admin aspects of my life - boring but necessary.
Let's talk later - maybe late afternoon.
------------------------------------Arthur
The wolf children did not have MAN there living/being the example of what it is to be an
undefined MAN.
The tribe of undefined MAN holds up the big picture of what a MAN is and the children
expand their undefined consciousness through observation, scrutiny and most
importantly, being raised by bears, lions, eagles, wolves etc, etc, all-the-while cocreating life with the natural (undefined) tribes of MAN.
Raised in "The System" a child will spend 20 years plus being defined until it leaves
university as a certified scientist and there they all are, looking through microscopes
and telescopes at reality and not a single thought/dream is coming from what they are
observing of reality - it's all come from the voices/words of other men and women who
deeply brainwashed them.
And for most, they are unable to go back through all the years of his-story/her-story
(history) to where they were innocent and be able to create unique original dreams
through their senses.
We can have 100 men and women all looking together at a sensory life form and each
of them is having a unique experience and no matter how hard and for how long they
try to explain their experiences no one will ever be able to experience what they are
really experiencing (see, hear, smell. taste, feel, touch) regardless of whatever pictures
or alphabet words were used to describe the experience because the description
(definitions) is NOT and never will be what each MAN is/was experiencing.
All of creation is unique and original NEVER to be repeated. We can never find two
grains of sand or two leaves or two water droplets or two air particles or two microbes,
molecules, insects, animals, MAN or instance/moment the same (as the next). IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE TO DO.

We were all meant to be unique and original always = undefined.
Everything that has ever gone wrong, where harm is being caused was due to defining
(corrupting) MAN out of which came confusion and chaos = "The System".
Re-presenting whatever of reality and claiming the information (definitions) to be true is
committing fraud, is lying and is potential slander.
No one can bring forward anything of nature to back their claims that the definitions is
truth. Imagining fantasy will never be reality.
Little Mary is MAN,. We of the living MAN can sense (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear,
see) Little Mary because the MAN is present with the presence (pre-sense) of life
before us, the living.
With direct sensory experience already occurring, we do not have to imagine Little
Mary because we are already experiencing (sensing) the living-MAN before us.
No matter how long Little Mary was brainwashed sitting on the laps of those reading
the storytelling of Alice In Wonderland to her while Little Mary is looking at pictures and
practicing (RE-PRESENTING) the imagining of Alice In Wonderland as being her
reality, Alice In Wonderland is still not present with the presence of life before Little
Mary and never will.
Even if Little Mary claimed Alice In Wonderland was true, she could never bring
forward Alice in Wonderland to back her claims that Alice In Wonderland exist. The
only one who can come forward is Little Mary who is not Alice In Wonderland.
We will never experience the wagging tongue or wriggling fingers of Alice or
Wonderland.
The only wagging tongue and wriggling fingers being experienced is coming from Little
Mary.
Even if Little Mary became a great actress and performed a "staged" act of Alice in
Wonderland before an audience (aud i en sense) of 100,000 people who all stood up
and applauded with gusto and bravos for 30 minutes after the show concluded is still
not proof of fact that Alice and Wonderland exist and NEVER will.
The WHOLE of "The System" works in exactly the same way, all of it in 3rd party and
never in 1st party and this includes a, b, c, 1, 2, 3 and every word, cons-truct, con-cept,
sentence, phrase, paragraph, chapter, act, book, novel, research documents, holy
books, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc......

Imagining definitions (fantasy) IS NOT proof of fact (reality).
The "NAME" registered on the Birth Certificate" IS NOT YOU AND NEVER WILL BE
YOU (who you really are, the living MAN).
The "Name" re-presented on your driver's license, car registration, title deeds,
passport, medicare, govt handouts, back accounts, credit cards, mortgage, ;ease,
contracts, bills, invoices, statements, affidavits, summons, etc, etc, etc, IS NOT THE
LIVING MAN BEFORE THE LIVING.
The "NAME" IS DEAD just as Alice In Wonderland is DEAD.
When you re-present the "NAME" or have the "NAME" called out in court (caught) you
are caught performing the DEAD before the DEAD.
Alice is DEAD just as Wonderland is DEAD.
(Sanitised/Institution) is DEAD just as the Supreme Court is DEAD and just as the
Judge, Barrister, Lawyer, etc is DEAD.
Everyone is acting in 3rd party and no one is there in 1st party under full responsibility
and liability for everything they think feel and do.
They are all under limited liability and limited responsibility and this is how the crime
syndicate has been destroying you so far and will continue to destroy you if you keep
going down this road. representing the fiction in their DEAD world.
You gave to bring all the harm dotes forward in 1st party and only accept 1st parties in
your mateer as a 1st party, where various 1st parties have performed acts of harm
upon you, the living MAN, by all the 3rd party culprits (actors) acting under limited
liability/responsibility.
I've just given you numerous clues into how to completely destroy the RSPCA and the
bar with your present matter. BUT you have to sense who you really are, always in 1st
party, and sense everyone else who they really are in 1st party, and you deal with all of
them in 1st party and NEVER in 3rd party.
Basically, you have to take over the courtroom and bring everyone out of the 3rd party
public domain with insurance policies, and into the private domain still with insurance
policies, where each MAN and wombMAN are now in 1st party with no 3rd party
shields to hide behind for protection, so that the court is turned into a criminal (common
law) court (don't need to claim this) with a jury of peers from your community (watch
out for the scams/trickery behind this too) because everyone is now fully responsible
for the crimes committed against you, the living MAN and you have an arat of laws you

can use to execute and imprison all the liars who were operating as a crime syndicate
of terrorists (more than 1 working together can be seen in the law as a being an act of
terrorism against you) and in the private seek massive damage costs for the crimes
waged against you.
And you must never act/re-present under the NAME" EVER or you (as Alice) are
already defeated and they will exhaust what you have in "The System" (Wonderland)
as legal costs, expenses, damages, etc, etc, as in your land sold off, etc...
And I'm not offering you any legal advice (add vice) - just sharing what this MAN would
do if in your shoes.
And there is still a lot of ground to cover especially with full disclosure and with 3rd
party re-presentation of the (sanitised) or so.
And then there is the massive issue with competency.
------------------------------------Sanitised
Hi Arthur, thanks for going to the effort to write all that out for me. I fear that I cannot do
it justice. It has taken me 20 years to get a grip on the (Sanitised) opus operandi, And I
don't have another 20 years left to try and integrate my current grasp of the realities of
the situation with your somewhat divergent interpretation.
For a start, communication presupposes a common language, and I fear I do not
comprehend many of your key terms, eg 'MAN' and 'Little Mary".
------------------------------------Arthur
Unless MAN stops filtering (what is being clearly and simply shared) all information to
meet present beliefs/perceptions of defined reality, will continue to be set aside and
even write off those operating outside the box (ignore it all) and just carry on in blind
faith with 3rd party strangers hoping they will make right what has been made wrong.
The court is just like quick sand and it changes its flag poles and posts almost
everyday because they can't have any precedence occur that will leave them not in
control of the outcomes, hence the Just-us and NOT justice.
Since 2005, we have met, researched and observed multi hundreds of unlosable court
cases all losing involving children, bank fraud, tax fraud, govt corruption, corporate

crimes, etc, etc, matters of hundreds of millions of dollars being stolen down to
hundreds of thousands of dollars and onwards with whole families and partnerships of
all types being destroyed, some leading to incarceration and suicide because the pain,
shame and pride was just too big a hurdle to jump.
The whole of the Rule Of Law, statutes and all, is deeply rooted in the occults,
basically black magic and you need to fully comprehend and sense the big picture of
what is really going on to beat them or at least come to a fair equitable truce where a
private arrangement is being offered as an olive branch BUT they will never allow a
precedence to occur unless the outcome suits their short and long term agendas.
They will do everything in their power to maintain full power and control over all
outcomes.
If you always go where truth takes you, you end up with a much bigger picture offering
many more options that were not available minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years
prior.
The more options you have the greater the power you have too. One of the great keys
in these war zones is Never Make a decision That Stops You From Making Another
Decision To Empower Your Stance.
The knowledge and training going on behind the Rule of Law is very extensive and
intense and its collective discrimanates all the people because only a tiny few are
privileged with exclusivity providing access into the greater secrets and training with
ancient psychological tactics (psyops) developed and furthered on since Ancient EGypt/Greece/Rome/etc, within Tavistock and other Institutes of International Affairs
come the fraternities, brotherhoods, sisterhoods, etc, operating deep (secretly) inside
Cambridge, Yale, Oxford, Harvard, Rugby, etc, etc, etc, etc.....
At the highest levels, the Art/Act Of War Is all about Black Magic and it's ONLY when
DARKNESS BECOMES VISIBLE that you can actually destroy these liars and
deceivers.
Just guessing this.......... if they are still coming after you for damages, costs, etc, they
(their army driven by their tiny few leaders) will push on ahead until you are forced to
sell your property or they take possession and sell it at a ridiculous low price and their
agenda carries on unabated while you are licking your wounds.
Because of stubborness, arrogance, righteousness, pride, etc, we have witnessed
multi hundreds of people end up losing almost everything and everything.

At the time, they were too deep in over their heads and not in complete control of the
big picture, just acting as parrots with no idea how to take control in the courtroom
peacefully and lead it to where truth takes everyone.
We told hundreds of them over the years to sell out, get out now, while they still had
control over the sale and still able to salvage something to keep them and their family
moving forwards only to lose everything.
------------------------------------Sanitised
Every person not only entitled, but encouraged, to view, experience and talk about the
world in a unique way will create a human world that would both implode and explode
like the Tower of Babel ?!
The entire point of a classical education in the humanities is to widen and sophisticate
the shared vocabulary by which humans can exchange ever more refined and accurate
perceptions of reality with each other.
------------------------------------Arthur
Magnificence doesn't need to be defined so that it can be experienced, felt,
communicated clearly etc.
We don't need to define a tree to a child so that the child can feel and experience the
magnificence of the tree and communicate that because its already happening without
an alphabet word uttered.
It's like the bullshit of Christians claiming belief in Jesus will give you God's greater love
when all the victims of this placebo effect and Stockholm Syndrome already had that
love built in only to be deceived since early childhood into believing they did not have
that love until Jesus came along.
What already exists has no need to be widened as it already is widened far beyond the
deeply brainwashed hue-MAN.
What we sense of magnificence has no need for words because it is already
magnificent.

The need for words only happens because there is no sense (real direct experience) of
the magnificence there and the words will never be the experience of that
magnificence.
Words can never fill the void left by the loss of the sense of magnificence.
Look where words has left most of MAN today.
The words are only misguided fixes to the doubt and uncertainty that can never be
fixed by words.
It is the words that is destroying life/reality.
Wherever we find words we find civilisations hell bent on destroying reality and
vanishing leaving NOTHING of any benefit to reality as it was always NOTHING REAL
in the first instance.
This is why nature absorbs all civilisations until nothing of its lie remains.
Civilisation has no ancestors or descendants and NOTHING of nature/reality needs
civilisation with its words to exist so they may exist and be magnificent.
Would the magnificence of life/nature/earth/reality perish if civilisation and its words did
not exist?
Words can only have believers imagine fantasy is reality and the price we pay for
practicing these occultic rituals is DEATH to reality.
------------------------------------Arthur
Maybe the greatest LIE of them all
"In The Beginning Was The Word And The Word Was With God and The Word Was
God"
https://www.kateinneswriter.com/.../2014/11/serpent.jpg
The snake is a MAN (occultists).
The forbidden tree / forbidden Apple is explanation, instruction, education, suggestion,
indoctrination, brainwashing, inculcation = DEFINITION = The Word.

Eve is MAN
Adam is MAN
The snake is projecting (illuminating) a defined image into Eve's head (so to speak)
who likens it and tries to con (illuminate) Adam into falling under the spell (illumination)
of the Snakes definition = the beginning of the ocCULTs - The Power (Illumination) Of
The Word over MAN.
In the occults Lucifer IS THE ILLUMINATION = The Intellect of the e-go (Devil/Lucifer).
The definition of the snake is now possessing (illuminating) Eve
Eve is illuminating the definition and now possessing (illuminating) Adam
Adam is illuminating the definition and their determination to project and illuminate the
snakes definition is now possessing their children and their great grandchildren and
their great great grandchildren.....................................
and all their descendants =
The Genesis of the Old Testament.
And women are the greatest weapon the occultists have in their arsenal because they
already attack (illuminate/define) their baby boys and girls in the womb and MANS fall
from reality into the hell of subjugation ("The System") maintains complete power and
control over all of Eve's/womens children supported by all Adams raised by
women/Eve's and Adams too.
That's why we have enormous statues of Semiramis, Diana, etc...
https://s.abcnews.com/.../statue-liberty-gty-jt-190813...
Eve the defined purity and sincerity of the good heart (the rays of the sun coming from
her head = the intellect/e-go of the Virgin Mary), acting as the torch (light) bearer of
illumination (definitions).
Just how long has this ancient occultic (Satanic/Freemasonic) scam being going on
across the generations of MANS fall from reality and into subjugation???
All this is being covered in great detail in the free LFL ebook.
------------------------------------Arthur

When civilisation appeared devastation to reality began. Wherever alphabets appear
annihilation to nature occurs. Civilisation, alphabets and nature will never be mutually
beneficial. It is impossible for civilisation to spread without also obliterating reality.
MAN'S fall from paradise is the appearance of civilisation and alphabets in MANS life.
Everything going wrong for MAN is the effect of civilisation and alphabets upon MAN'S
life. Civilisation and alphabets is pure fantasy and is MAN'S confusion with reality and
is the appearance of immense darkness that is eternal death to all who fell into this
trap and remained there.
-----------------------------Devin wrote:
Quitting that which sickens is a solution to a problem. Know why you choose and you'll
realise there's only ever been health.
Arthur replied:
The depth of quitting what sickens MAN is still beyond most men and womens present
comprehension. The scale of the big picture of doing harm is still very tiny for most - it's
like comparing an ant to mount everest and for some, believing the ant is mount
everest. MAN had health and yet fell from the paradise attitude and all the generations
ever since had health amongst some of them and even today the descendants of the
fallen remain fallen even though they believe they have health.
Devon replied: The more man weakens his body and becomes decrepit, the more
existential fear he has of paradise.
Arthur replied: Not necessarily Devin. For many, confusion derived from the
misplacement of the good heart and going with that, can occur without fear involved.
Confusion is often behind the belief in doing the right thing by the good heart, without
the consciousness of a much bigger picture to see/sense what they are doing is still
causing and supporting harm doing practices.
They continue acquiescing to these harmful practices all-the-while believing they are
being good hearted, etc. And besides, fear only comes out of the confusion of doubt
and uncertainty. and with that, complacency, apathy and denial, etc, etc.
Fear is pure fantasy and has no substance of reality embodied in the fear and
therefore, has no basis of fact amongst reality, amongst the living. "The Devil Told Me
To Do It" - well then bring forward the devil, let's hear these claims directly from the
tongue of the devil and not from the wagging tongue and wriggling fingers of a MAN.

https://achievefinancialgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/WOZFeatured.jpg
5th September 2019
Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/
---------------------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
7th September 2019
When civilisation appeared devastation to reality began. Wherever alphabets appear
annihilation to nature occurs. Civilisation, alphabets and nature will never be mutually
beneficial. It is impossible for civilisation to spread without also obliterating reality.
MAN'S fall from paradise is the appearance of civilisation and alphabets in MANS life.
Everything going wrong for MAN is the effect of civilisation and alphabets upon MAN'S
life. Civilisation and alphabets is pure fantasy and is MAN'S confusion with reality and
is the appearance of immense darkness that is eternal death to all who fell into this
trap and remained there.
-----------------------------------------------------Arthur
5th September 2019
Catherine Brooke Barnes shared a link.
https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/one-world-society-forall?fbclid=IwAR19mY4DpfoVqOEDmFw6D8CZU5RQ873wtEp342uH_uVuBep5s6Q_LYKcng
Arthur Cristian replied: Catherine, this is part of the NWO. And has nothing to do with
this Kindom group bar being aware of such psyops and brainwashing and avoiding it.
Refer to the introduction to Kindom group explaining what this Kindom group is all
about. We will take down this post down shortly.
Many joined to this group by others don't or can't be bothered to read, watch and work
things out.
Everyone raised in "The System" have been spoon fed all their lives and have formed
a sense of belonging with cults where their manufactured identity is given a purpose.

They staunchly go with the social engineering of politics, commerce, religions,
philosophies, spirituality, save the earth, one earth/one world, we are one, etc, etc, that
are just revolutions of enslavement repeated over and over again.
This includes diets, entertainments, sexuality, appearances, lifestyles, careers,
hobbies, causes, etc, etc. And they remain deeply enslaved in "The System" as
educated slaves following the one in front, the cause, the movement, the interest, the
revolution, the change, the saviour, the messiah, the commercial, economic, political
remedy etc, etc, etc, etc.
Also, sometimes it can just be intelligence seeking to stir things up with us, to
antagonise us, to flaunt smart-arse-ness, to belittle us, to seek to make us feel
worthless, useless, hopeless, etc, etc. Always best to have no e-motional attachments
with any outcomes.
Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918
----------------------------------------------------Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/
24th August 2019
Arthur Cristian
If Kindom is not already created with MAN living it, being it, doing it, etc, here and now,
then its ONLY E-GO fantasising the delusions of grandeur of Kindom. Words have no
power because there is no living Kindom there. Can we come to Kindom and
experience it without words or can we only come to a MAN in "The System" of E-GO
dreaming and talking the words of a Kindom that just ain't there to experience?
---------------------Michael E. V. Knight
We have to/are using words to get to a no words world
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Michael E. V. Knightl,

It takes immense sacrifice, confidence, fearlessness, no concerns about being harmed
and murdered, clear focus of the big picture, etc, to completely step out of "The
System" in this life to be Kindom, to live it, etc. Leaving behind family, loved ones,
friends, material possessions, etc, bound to "The System", and not look back with any
e-motional attachments to any outcomes, and stand alone and do it without needing to
hold hands with others before doing it. More in the free e-book coming in the near
future.
------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Michael E. V. Knight
NO *thaz* TotALly' WRONG
SORry" 4BEing* "so Straigh' 4ward*
Who Again Is' 'we? Can*you' SPEAK 4Others?
Words" FORM the"worLds' Of" FANtasy* THAD *deStroys" REALity!
*iz* ALl* *just" IMAGi-NaZI-ON
if "we" That ME-Ans YOU can only IMAGine KINdom' Then it DIminISHes 2a*
FickZION as UbunTU or the VENus" are.
---------------------------Michael E. V. Knight
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
YOU just used WORDS to say that ;)
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Michael E. V. Knight
YES as it IS 'the only WAY 2COMmunicate' IT HEre'
But ACTions Speak LOUDer than"words"

SO *wot* RU DOing* *right*now* 4ur* dream Of" 'life 2come* true?
Are-you DOing aFOod-GARDEN al're'ady' or @least: CARE for LIFE ??
PS 2me* it loOKs Like That* UR *ignorING *sum*thing OR doYOU FULly AGREe
2what* ArtHUR&me *wrote* 2U !?
-------------------------------Arthur
When e-motionally attached to words, it's the E-GO being re-presented.
If the intention is to reach out to others to share the inspirations of undefined dreams
by using words to communicate with others who can't sense the soul of an undefined
MAN, then all the words will remain as e-motional attachments for them.
The words still triggering the e-motional attachments feeds the ego springing forth from
the host's defined perception of reality ("The System") that's an imaginary, fantasy
dream world crafted out of words by the host.
The words are the intentions of its maker and the recalled images, pictures, stories,
etc, by the host of the words, are the e-motional attachments the host still has with the
maker of the words.
The words of the e-go can't communicate the soul (big picture dreams) of an undefined
MAN. The host can only recreate the stage, settings, props, characters, scripts, etc, for
the ego to enter and perform to this staged/predetermined (very small picture) event,
Being at the effect of words is no different to the host going to the movies, sitting in the
seat and watching the e-go of the host appear on screen as the curtains open and from
there, being fully captivated by the light (illumination) coming from the intention of the
maker of the film projector now inside the head of the host, the words, and the host
being engaged with all the predetermined images and sounds of the makers words
(the matrix/the system) that forms the life (play/broadway production/novel/fairytale,
etc) the host is imaginning as it plays with other egos coming from those hosts sitting in
the cinema watching (imaginning) the same movie.
Thanks to deep persistent brainwashing, they are all inside the imaginary theatre
communicating to each other using the words of the alphabet language defining their
perception of (staged) reality (life).

Kindom has been turned into a movie and this Facebook Kindom group is the theatre
and various members are sitting in the seats engaged as they watch their egos
performing on the collective cinema screen, using words to communicate with each
other. However, the real Kindom is outside the theatre where its always been but most
still believe it's inside the cinema.
It is the e-motional attachments with words that keeps the host disconnected from
living/being the Kindom dream (without words) and instead, uses the ego to remain
incapable of living/being the Kindom dream set amongst nature/reality, prefering to be
in the cinema of Kindom amongst an audience of many other ego's, playing with words
that have no real power to create and expand Kindom here and now in/as this life
(undefined soul) of MAN.
----------------------------Arthur
It is the e-motional attachments with words that keeps the host disconnected from
living/being the Kindom dream (without words) and instead, uses the ego to remain
incapable of living/being the Kindom dream set amongst nature/reality, prefering to be
in the cinema of Kindom amongst an audience of many other ego's, playing with words
that have no real power to create and expand Kindom here and now in/as this life
(undefined soul) of MAN.
---------------------------Arthur
The e-motional attachments with words is trauma and trauma is the distorted feelings
of e-motion coming from the maker who encoded its intention to embody (encode)
destructive e-motional patterns in the words.
The host recalling the words is now at the effect of the trauma and is experiencing the
trauma through the character of the ego they are performing on screen inside the
cinema (between the ears).
Basically, every feeling the host is experiencing (recalling) is only being experienced
on the cinema screen inside the theatre (between the ears) where these dramatical
events are staged.
In reality, nothing of these e-motional events is actually happening outside the theatre.
And while they remain inside the theatre the hosts are using their e-gos to impersonate
everyone and everything of reality and all their claims of truth coming from inside the

cinema are all fake, lies and are committing fraud when they make claims they believe
are true, claims they can't back up with 1st party evidence.
The intelligence networks and the occultists/freemasons who oversee "The System",
the words of their maker, CAN ONLY GET INSIDE THE THEATRE (between the ears
where the e-go is performing social and mainstream media, banking, insurance,
taxation, government/politics, police, military, churches, temples, synagogues, arenas,
courts, statutes, laws, economy, corporations, history, etc, etc, etc, everything made of
words = "The System") TO PERFORM THEIR STAGED EVENTS, = chaos, confusion,
doubt, distrust, uncertainty,, character assassinations, ridicule, abuse, belittle,
undermine, sabotage, hijack, etc, etc, etc,................. but this can ONLY happen if there
are hosts still remaining inside the theatre ("The System"/matrix) glued to the screen.
----------------------------Arthur
Destructive e-motional patterns do not appear outside the defined cinema where
undefined nature/earth/reality is, and this fact clearly shows just how big the defined
cinema of life is today with billions of hosts with their egos trapped in there with no way
out of there. More on all this in the coming e-book.
----------------------------Arthur
No one can be inside the theatre without also being manipulated by another MAN, this
includes all the occultists/freemasons as high or as low as they come from within these
secret or not organisations, societies, etc..... They are all trapped and deceived too.
Definitions form prison fantasies (the e-go) of perceived realities.
It's pure fantasy to be holding each others hands as we journey together on the yellow
brick road heading towards a defined freedom, peace, One Earth/World, eco
community, abundance, all is one, etc,
There is no real-living freedom to be experienced with those lost to words like freedom,
consciousness, truth, peace, joy, abundance, God, Saviour, Messiah, etc, etc... Same
with money, taxation, elections, land title deeds, supreme court, government, NWO,
etc, etc..........
The E-GO on stage(d) performing the characters coming from the words found in
alphabet scripts are based on pure fantasy, All the staged events, no matter the
experience, are being created by the host/hosts.

Just as children can bring to life the words of fairytales.... Superman or Wonder
Woman, such brainwashed children will also grow up to become skilled adults
performing adult words of fairytales in man-made theatres of all types....... theatres of
war, theaters of commerce, theatres of government, theatres of bureaucracy, theatres
of this, that and the other.
Definitions form prison fantasies of perceived realities.
https://achievefinancialgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/WOZFeatured.jpg
----------------------------------------------------------------21st August 2019
Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10219763618709019
Arthur Cristian
Facebook chat/thread copied over from the Love For Life Kindom group.....
20th August 2019
Devin Joseph Derwort shared a post.
If you walk in the woods barefoot, long enough, you will begin to feel the earth
electromagnetically pull the toxins out of you. (Just like sunbathing, etc...)
----------------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
Only the ELecTro-magNEtic MODel' Is' BULl-Shit'
----------------------------------------Devin Joseph Derwort
Just shut up.
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian

The alphabet conversation between the ears is the distortion of MANS fall from
undefined consciousness doing immense harm to the living body of MANS undefined
life.
While this conversation (chit chat) continues, we are the nuclear reactors (re-actors(oars)) creating and directing the fuel that feeds the fantorgasmic E-GO that is part
of the egregore (matrix) of a fake (defined) consciousness.
Alphabets were tailor made only for "i", "me", "mine", "own", etc, the narcissism of selfobsession.
The alphabet conversation is always referring to "i", "mine", "my healing", "my journey",
"my consciousness", "my views", "my life", "my truth", "my land", "my dog", "my
nature", etc, etc, which is all the e-go, the narcissism of self-obsession.
When you are walking barefoot on the earth, to be focusing on the earth drawing toxins
out of your feet is narcissism - the e-go acting as you is still at the forefront of your
picture and the conversation (chit chat) is still going on inside your head. The occultists
still have you exactly where they want you.
Children brought up by nature with no one inside their heads defining everything
around them to define who they are, don't have these conversations in their heads
because there is no self, no I, to refer to, to reflect upon. They don't think about the
toxins being removed by earth. The narcissism is looking over the whole of creation
and reflecting it all back on us, the e-go.
These are the e-motional patterns that have us imagine that everything happening
around us is all about us. This is the narcissism, the reflection in the water. This is how
the original MAN fell. Raised by nature, holding the whole of the dream of life in focus
and seeing it reflected back to the self that he was starting to imagine. This is the
beginning of the civilisation of progress where all our life-energy (labour) goes to
fuelling the e-go, the "I", "my", "me", "mine".......
He became obsessed with his reflection and started to define everyone around him to
fit into his reflection, showing them how to define who they thought they were, not
realising the consequences of this fall from undefined reality, life.
This is "The System" and the progress of civilisation which is all the destructive emotions that are the self-obsession of narcissism.
This MAN became the Grand Architect who defined the whole of the universe ("The
System") of his imagining for everyone and gave them an alphabet to understand,
describe and define it by forming the "I" in his image (reflection), the all-seeing-eye, in

the reflection of his grand plan, so they can journey through his defined
universe/dreaming.
Instead of being the stars of undefined life, raised in "The System", we are now the
unidentified objects of the all-seeing-eye of his reflection, the e-go to his egregore,
floating (sojourning soulless) in his alphabet universe, trapped and lost forevermore if
we don't really wake up and get out of the self-obsession, away from the chit chat of "i",
"me" "mine", "self", etc, between the ears.
The chit chat fuels the matrix and the host's vessels suffer as they slave-labour for his
universe and then walk barefoot on the earth to remove the toxins of hs world.
The E-GO is the vessel of self-obsession sailing on the seas of this fake universe and
the host is using the oars (re-act-oars) to labour wherever they want "i" to be in this
fake, illusive, dream-world of pure fantasy.
Note: no harm intended upon the MAN - just sharing facts as they appear before us.
and this is NOT a contest or the offering of a righteous duel either.
-----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
https://cdn.psychologytoday.com/sites/default/files/field_blog_entry_images/201801/michelangelo_caravaggio_065.jpg
----------------------------------------Devin Joseph Derwort
@ Arthur Cristian
There was no focus of Earth removing toxins from this body. It just did as one
breathes.
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The thoughts of "i" are mesmerising because the survival of the e-go and its
righteousness is all consuming as the e-go's sense of belonging is threatened - hence
the reactions (re-act-oars) = justifications, validations, etc.

The universe of the chit chat of the "i" between the ears is enormous because of the
trauma of being defined that started so early in life.
Under the bondange of "self-obsession", anything threatening the e-go's presumed
existence (everything was defined for "i" in reflection/re-act-ion to "i" from the womb
onwards) is terrifying = DESTRUCTIVE E-MOTIONAL PATTERNS OF SELFOBSESSION, including denial, apathy, ignorance, arrogance, righteousness, "selfdefence", " my view is the right view", etc, of the re-act-oar.
We do what we can to muster to drag others into the reflection of our e-go where the
power of the e-go can be harnessed and thus elevate the host above others.
This is how a cult is formed - the e-go needs a follower and "The System" is a cult of
cults of all the men and women attempting to form cults for their e-gos because they
are already cult members of their e-gos ruling over their vessel.
This is narcissism, the worship of the reflection, the cult of righteous definition.
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The E-GO is what compels us to direct the generation of the life energy that we are
always creating to raise up the dead (fantasy) to glorify the imagining of pure fantasy,
"The System" of narcissism, that is the alphabet chit chat of "i" between the ears.
To generate the life energy to prop up the e-go, t\he e-go can only play off (set) against
others who play the e-go game = CONFLICT.
While the alphabet chit chat is still running between the ears, there is no REAL peace
and calm going on here and now and we can never have the natural space to work out
who we really are, even though the chit chat will be filled with conversations about
peace, calm, freedom, truth, consciousness, etc, with "i",
"my freedom",
"my spiritual journey",
"my life"
"my journey",
"my peace",

"my consciousness",
"my astrology"
"my numerology"
"my date of birth",
"my goddess standing",
"my land",
etc, etc, etc, etc...............
----------------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Devin Joseph Derwort
So then sudDENly *iz* not THe" EARth any-more BUT the"air'
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The beginning of self-obsession spreading as the cult of narcissism, the all seeing "i"
(eye)......
https://c8.alamy.com/comp/M448EK/jan-brueghel-the-elder-and-peter-paul-rubens-thegarden-of-eden-with-M448EK.jpg
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Relying on the storytelling coming out of alphabets will never have anyone depart from
this man-made matrix/illusion/delusion/fantasy that is "The System", no matter the
story they may have on offer that tells them to the contrary.
The spellbinding hypnosis behind narcissism, the self-obsession, is still maintaining its
power over the believers.

The placebo effect of "self-obsession", maintains the Stockholm Syndrome of their
enslavement to "The System" where the alphabet story emanates from.
Definitions form the prison fantasies that continue to enslave men and women behind
the prison walls of their defined, spoon fed perceptions of reality.
The "NAME" is definition and it works just like the pied piper leading delusional rats into
a wonderland of pure fantasy ("The System" under another feel good/god guise) where
they remain trapped and enslaved forevermore = NWO ("The System").
Narcissism
https://cdn.psychologytoday.com/sites/default/files/field_blog_entry_images/201801/michelangelo_caravaggio_065.jpg
The beginning of self-obsession spreading as the cult of narcissism, the all seeing "i"
(eye)......
Adam Eve Apple Snake etc amongst nature/reality
https://c8.alamy.com/comp/M448EK/jan-brueghel-the-elder-and-peter-paul-rubens-thegarden-of-eden-with-M448EK.jpg
and
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/f6/92/cd/f692cd7d0a44afbc6256ab9aa29970db.jpg
Alice Through The Looking Glass
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/63/b2/08/63b20828ddd8117e6737b53cd5f65d14.jpg
Ulysses and the Odyssey challenged by the sirens on the rocks that is the chit chat of
"I" between the ears
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/STotsDd1PaQ/hqdefault.jpg
and
The bird women are the occultists inside your head calling you as the "e-go" to compel
you to act how they want you to be (in their image)...
https://www.audubon.org/sites/default/files/styles/hero_image/public/waterhouse_ulise
s_sirenas.jpg?itok=UgqdEvnw

and
The narcissism of Self-Obsession
https://www.crystalinks.com/sirensulysseus.jpg
and
https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/poster/images/artworkima
ges/medium/1/odysseus-and-the-sirens-english-school.jpg
Leunig - Father & Son looking at the tv with father pointing at a sunrise in the tv while
the real sunrise is going on outside the window
https://alibesanko.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/leunig.jpg?w=630
Young Frankenstein - Gene Weilder "Its Alive"
https://thumbs.gfycat.com/NewVictoriousBorderterrier-small.gif
Star Wars The Emperor talking to Darth Vader "Your Hate Has Made You
Powerful................."
http://33.media.tumblr.com/8109292705ec7d97f37b11ca6987aad1/tumblr_nrz36el8hQ
1tu6tfso1_250.gif
The Matrix with Keanu Reeves acting as (forgot)
https://cdn3.movieweb.com/i/article/xOw6msJtL2YtlnEra7vglma6eLW0yP/798:50/Matri
x-Movie-Code-Secret-Sushi-Recipes.jpg
And the fantasy of the host trapped under the hypnotic power of the occultists, the
narcissism of "self-obsession" will have every slave going down the yellow brick road
all the while being slaves in "The System of another MANS narcissism......
Dorothy, Tin Man, etc, walking/skipping down the yellow brick road
http://www.infosalonsgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/From-Start-to-Sold683x340.jpg
One Ring to rule them all - Lord Of the Rings
https://pics.me.me/one-ring-to-rule-them-all-one-ring-to-find-11596906.png

The horcruxes of Voldemort
https://www.harrypotterfanzone.com/wp-content/2015/07/horcrux-grid-500x500.jpg
The slave labour of the vessel now under the domination of the occultists - Every MAN
raised in "The System"" has been crucified - they are now all slaves.
Jesus Christ (MAN) severely crucified/tortured on the cross
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/yQnPoNW7JyM/WOxIx3PvJSI/AAAAAAAARRs/vCrfbnF8Ho0sfJbkbXppi4B8VrsBQji5g
CLcB/s640/the-passion-of-the-christ.jpg
And finally....
"In The Beginning Was The Word ("NAME"/DEFINITION) And The Word Was With
God And The Word Was God".
Narcissism at its greatest - Michael Angelo's painting of God (grand architect)
reaching down to Adam/MAN
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Michelangelo__Creation_of_Adam_%28cropped%29.jpg
----------------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
INTEResting* 2C That* IT is' the FEMINin' male MAN (ladyBOY) That deCEIVes THE
're'al' MAN - The"bird's PHOENIX-Lucifer / LIlith THE "snake!
NEO&HairyPotTER Are ONE of them!
THE " GODdog Of the" INTELlect (LUCYphor) in the"braIN
And Now let's go deeper in-to the Biblical bull-shit: In the beginning (was) the WORD ...
(it) already existed. ... IN the beginning - not AT / From a - ? or a - z. The word forms
the artificial world. The great lie is That They claim That a word can exist. But
existence means: TO BE alive! DOes a word have life? No! THEre' is the deception
and there-of "misunderstanding of the words, with ITS simplified or DEeper meanings
of pure masonic FANtasy DErived from a crazy, disgraced Namboodiri fucktard: OM ...
The Word was with God. ... That must be THIS Grand ARCHitect then BEcause" the
creator of the LIVing doesn't need any words for it - just SensES ... And the Word was

God. ... So the word became superior. Actually the real God means LIFE & Truth which is identical.
HE existed in the beginning with God. ... So the word is HE or Him - not it. For those"
lost in " fantasy Thoughts are existent. OFcourse the word was with the GA-Mason of
NimRod BabyLon.
God created Every-thing thru him (the word) ... The GA created the world filled with
words. But in his fantasy, he beLIEves to have created also the Earth. Big Liar!
and NOthing was created EXcept through him - the GA words forming the world ...
Thus He is the sole responsible for the mess we are in now.
The word gave life to every-thing That was created. ... The fictional word of a deluded
man was empowered by his life-force energy ONLY and therefore the-motion started.
And his LIE-fe brought LIGHT to Every-ONE ... So his (word or GA) fake-life brings the
INTELlectual ILluminaZION to EveryBODY (hu'man) that thinks as ONE
(civilized,social=robot,slave,drone,monster,zombie-you name it)
THE light Shines IN THE DARKneß* or the DARKneß* has not UNDERstood it. ... The
sterile, white light as contrast to the complete darkness (yin-yang duality) That light is
identical with the MOon That Again Stands for the ILlusion - see the TAOist symbol!
This"light represents the INTELlect or LUCIfer. And the darkneß Stands for the
HUmanity That does not comprehend what really is going on.
We can NEver EXtinguish IT - the LUCIferian force, which seem to be the case when
WE look at our helpLEßneß regarding this problem with the alphabet-thoughts spinning
in our heads.
Any deeper Thoughts TO it?
PS this prove of fact of where you REALly are right now is very VERY deep thinking.
Most of us can't grasp it. I will not use it on my street-work, otherwise they might pick
me up for the mental asylum HAha...
I would have come to close as HEre' & now in this question. THEse are the words
closest to the Truth BUT they ain't true at all AS Every word is a LIE! When you are
undefined then it is impossible to define (prove) where you are, what you are, how you
are AND WHO you are etc.
With this method you can bring the deluded man close to the gate of exit
(nonsense,system,matrix,mental-asylum) if he only can follow you through. Most of
"us" would give up and return to nonsense while there is nothing there.

So the answer must be NO I can't prove it to you ... as it's undefined = no words can
tell. You only can prove it to yourself by using your senses.
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/videos/10217120613795548/
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
And MAN has free will and and it's up to each MAN to get out of this hell hole in/as this
life because no other MAN can do it for them... ever.
In spite of all the good hearted effort, no one can create a soul for another MAN, it is
impossible to do.
We were never meant to be part of a cult, to be under the defined influence of another
MAN.... ever.
The alphabet chit chat between the ears is unnatural and is the intention of another
MAN to rule you.
True freedom and the full power of creation comes when there is no chit chat going on
between the ears anymore - the peace and calm is currently beyond most system
slaves present comprehension.
And watch out for these defined insights because narcissism will kick in by imagining
defined freedom, consciousness, etc, as being their consciousness, freedom etc.
It is so easy to fantasize paradise, kindom, etc, and imagine/believe we are already
there as part of it.
The lie of hell is coated in gold, pearls, silk, etc, to make it look like heaven/truth.
We have to get past all the definitions too otherwise we remain enslaved under the
mesmerising power of the E-GO we raised from the dead of pure fantasy.
----------------------------------------Arthur
The vessel (the fiction/e-go) has to be defined in "The System" so that it can be
addressed and controlled in "The System".

Without being defined there would be no mark, so it doesn't matter how a MAN is
marked, be it micro chip, iris scan, fingertip scan, signature, address, ID, etc, it all
comes out of being defined and the "NAME is definition and is the mark of the beast
(the beast of burden ploughing their slave masters fields = "The System" of covert
slavery).
Definitions form the prison fantasies of perceived realities and the whole of "The
System" is crafted out of definitions = "In The Beginning Was The Word (Definition)
And The Word Was With God (the Grand Architect of Freemasonry/Occults With G In
The Middle Of The Compass & Square) And The Word Was God". This is a massive
scam/lie - We were all meant to be undefined.
"The System" is the matrix built out of definitions to define perceptions of reality. We
can only imagine (illuminate) a definition but it doesn't exist, so we can only fantasise
about definitions.
Truth (reality) is eternal (life), is living, and is already (always) present before us/oursenses (touch taste feel smell hear see), the living. and truth/reality doesn't need to be
defined to exist and be before us.
However, the E-GO needs to always be addressed, hence "i", "me", "mine", etc....
otherwise it fades away from the Matrix, the chit chat between the ears, and the
occultists no longer have power and control over the vessel.
This is why this MAN completely pulled out of "The System" back in the fiction of time,
2006.
Without addressing the E-GO there would be no life-energy directed into the E-GO
(Ken & Barbie dolls) and Ken & Barbie would be LAYING flat on their backs DEAD.
(NOT ANIMATED)
To animate Ken & Barbie, to raise the E-GO from the dead and have it perform (live) in
the matrix/"The System" we need to have the constant ALPHABET LANGUAGE CHITCHAT going on between the ears because it is ONLY there where the e-go of "i", "me",
"my", "mine" feelings, needs, wants, dreams, security,, entertainment, spiritual journey,
career, freedom, consciousness, land, home, universe, astrology, astronomy, tarot
readings, bank accounts, credit cards, drivers license, tax file number, medicare,
government handouts, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc................. can be addressed (under horrific
psycho "states" of pure fantasy, illusion & delusion).
Dragged from the paradise of undefined nature, we are now the trained re-act-oars, the
beasts of burden, ploughing the slave masters fields ("The System").
----------------------------------------

Arthur
The devil is the e-go, is the alphabet chit between the ears, that are the
dreams/intentions/thoughts of occultists determined to dominate your vessel.
The occultists act just like pirates - they seek out and attack vessels (babies/children starting in the womb), so they can board them, make hostage of the hosts-captains-ofthe-ships, murder or send the tied and gagged hostage to the gallows and from there,
take complete power and control over the helms of all the the hijacked vessels
(alphabet education), and from there, perform ongoing rape, pillage and plunder of the
vessels fruits of labour ("The System" of covert and overt slavery).
This ongoing power and control over the vessels is the alphabet chit chat of the e-go,
strawman, mind, intellect, person, agent-in-commerce, steering the helm of all the
boarded vessels.
More on all this here http://loveforlife.com.au and
http://youtube.com/ArthutLoveForLife/videos and http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2206775692947430
-----------------------------------------------------------Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10219786116831458
23rd August 2019
Arthur Cristian
An edited reply to Sanitised who posted a comment in the Love For Life Kindom Group
Facebook Wall, see below, with link provided. While we get everyone's good hearted
intentions for eco-communities, intentional communities, do no harm
lifestyles/communities, Venus Project, save this, that and the other, alternative
lifestyles, greening earth, going to this, that and other lectures, workshops, etc, etc,
Kindom is for those who are serious about moving away from "The System" in this life,
not about remaining in "The System" on eco communities doing all the "right" things as
in growing food, recycling, etc, etc.
There is nothing that we see in what you have posted that talks about getting out of
"The System" of commerce and slavery in this life which is what Kindom is all about.
It is "The System" and all the issues of "The System" that has everyone seeking a
change for the better but no better, as in magnificence, will come if we don't fully

comprehend the big picture of "The System" and clearly see all the tiny details that are,
generally speaking for most, hidden behind multi layers of confusion, distraction,
disinfo, lies, brainwashing, trauma, self-obsession, apathy, denial, complacency,
destructive e-motional behaviour/attitude patterns, slavery lifestyles, fantasy, etc,.
Getting back to the big picture in great detail is getting back to the good heart without
confusion which means when we do this, Kindom, we are not confused about the good
heart and are conscious of all the pitfalls where the good heart is misused to lead us
straight back to "The System" and all the harm-doing issues we are all determined to
escape.
Much of the Love For Life insight work we do about the big picture and zooming into
lots of tiny details is posted on Arthur's Facebook wall., Arthur's Youtube channel and
in the Love For Life website. Links provided below.
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
---------------------------Sanitised
23rd August 2019
Hi, I am enquiring about how people think I should 'announce' my intention to start a
CLT in Northern NSW or south East Qld? It will be specifically and only for older
persons who have little or no super and do not own property. The properties would be
rentals but secure for the life of the person. The house would then pass to next person
needing secure housing. I really love the CLT because it allows for commercial
premises too. I envisage the commercial side could be used to develop ways to earn
extra income as well as providing health care via a combined clinic with natural and
allopathic practitioners. It will be a retirement village for those who still want
independence, their own space, shared facilities, such as commercial kitchen,
recycling, worms farms/composting, etc. and a garden to grow food. These are my
ideas but obviously open to others ideas of how such a place can/will operate. thank
you, please send PM to me if interested. I shall start-up a web page when I think of a
name! any suggestions? Let's do this!!!!!!!!!!!
---------------------Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2208899069401759
Arthur's Facebook Wall: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian

Love For Life Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Arthur's Youtube Channel: http:youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife/videos
-----------------------------Arthur
When e-motionally attached to words, it's the E-GO being re-presented. If the intention
is to reach out to others to share the inspirations of undefined dreams by using words
to communicate with others who can't sense the soul of an undefined MAN, then all the
words will remain as e-motional attachments for them.
The words still triggering the e-motional attachments feeds the ego springing forth from
the host's defined perception of reality ("The System") that's an imaginary, fantasy
dream world crafted out of words by the host.
The words are the intentions of its maker and the recalled images, pictures, stories,
etc, by the host of the words, are the e-motional attachments the host still has with the
maker of the words.
The words of the e-go can't communicate the soul (big picture dreams) of an undefined
MAN. The host can only recreate the stage, settings, props, characters, scripts, etc, for
the ego to enter and perform to this staged/predetermined (very small picture) event,
Being at the effect of words is no different to the host going to the movies, sitting in the
seat and watching the e-go of the host appear on screen as the curtains open and from
there, being fully captivated by the light (illumination) coming from the intention of the
maker of the film projector now inside the head of the host, the words, and the host
being engaged with all the predetermined images and sounds of the makers words
(the matrix/the system) that forms the life (play/broadway production/novel/fairytale,
etc) the host is imaginning as it plays with other egos coming from those hosts sitting in
the cinema watching (imaginning) the same movie.
Thanks to deep persistent brainwashing, they are all inside the imaginary theatre
communicating to each other using the words of the alphabet language defining their
perception of (staged) reality (life).
Kindom has been turned into a movie and this Facebook Kindom group is the theatre
and various members are sitting in the seats engaged as they watch their egos
performing on the collective cinema screen, using words to communicate with each
other. However, the real Kindom is outside the theatre where its always been but most
still believe it's inside the cinema.

It is the e-motional attachments with words that keeps the host disconnected from
living/being the Kindom dream (without words) and instead, uses the ego to remain
incapable of living/being the Kindom dream set amongst nature/reality, prefering to be
in the cinema of Kindom amongst an audience of many other ego's, playing with words
that have no real power to create and expand Kindom here and now in/as this life
(undefined soul) of MAN.
The e-motional attachments with words is trauma and trauma is the distorted feelings
of e-motion coming from the maker who encoded its intention to embody (encode)
destructive e-motional patterns in the words.
The host recalling the words is now at the effect of the trauma and is experiencing the
trauma through the character of the ego they are performing on screen inside the
cinema (between the ears).
Basically, every feeling the host is experiencing (recalling) is only being experienced
on the cinema screen inside the theatre (between the ears) where these dramatical
events are staged.
In reality, nothing of these e-motional events is actually happening outside the theatre.
And while they remain inside the theatre the hosts are using their e-gos to impersonate
everyone and everything of reality and all their claims of truth coming from inside the
cinema are all fake, lies and are committing fraud when they make claims they believe
are true, claims they can't back up with 1st party evidence.
The intelligence networks and the occultists/freemasons who oversee "The System",
the words of their maker, CAN ONLY GET INSIDE THE THEATRE (between the ears
where the e-go is performing social and mainstream media, banking, insurance,
taxation, government/politics, police, military, churches, temples, synagogues, arenas,
courts, statutes, laws, economy, corporations, history, etc, etc, etc, everything made of
words = "The System") TO PERFORM THEIR STAGED EVENTS, = chaos, confusion,
doubt, distrust, uncertainty,, character assassinations, ridicule, abuse, belittle,
undermine, sabotage, hijack, etc, etc, etc,................. but this can ONLY happen if there
are hosts still remaining inside the theatre ("The System"/matrix) glued to the screen.
Destructive e-motional patterns do not appear outside the defined cinema where
undefined nature/earth/reality is, and this fact clearly shows just how big the defined
cinema of life is today with billions of hosts with their egos trapped in there with no way
out of there.

No one can be inside the theatre without also being manipulated by another MAN, this
includes all the occultists/freemasons as high or as low as they come from within these
secret or not organisations, societies, etc..... They are all trapped and deceived too.
It takes immense sacrifice, confidence, fearlessness, no concerns about being harmed
and murdered, clear focus of the big picture, etc, to completely step out of "The
System" in this life to be Kindom, to live it, etc.
To create Kindom means we have to be able to leave behind family, loved ones,
friends, material possessions, etc, all deeply bound to the theatre/"The System", and
not look back with any e-motional attachments to any outcomes, and stand alone and
do it without needing to hold hands with others before doing it.
https://achievefinancialgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/WOZFeatured.jpg
It's pure fantasy to be holding each others hands as we journey together on the yellow
brick road heading towards defined freedom, peace, One Earth/World, eco community,
abundance, all is one, etc,
If Kindom is not already created with MAN living it, being it, doing it, etc, here and now,
then its ONLY E-GO fantasising the delusions of grandeur of Kindom.
Words have no power because there is no living Kindom there. Can we come to
Kindom and experience it without words or can we only come to a MAN in "The
System" of E-GO dreaming and talking the words of a Kindom that just ain't there to
experience?
There is no real-living freedom to be experienced with those lost to words like freedom,
consciousness, truth, peace, joy, abundance, God, Saviour, Messiah, etc, etc... Same
with money, taxation, elections, land title deeds, supreme court, government, NWO,
etc, etc..........
The E-GO on stage(d) performing the characters coming from the words found in
alphabet scripts are based on pure fantasy, All the staged events, no matter the
experience, are being created by the host/hosts.
Just as children can bring to life the words of fairytales.... Superman or Wonder
Woman, such brainwashed children will also grow up to become skilled adults
performing adult words of fairytales in man-made theatres of all types....... theatres of
war, theaters of commerce, theatres of government, theatres of bureaucracy, theatres
of this, that and the other.
Definitions form prison fantasies of perceived realities.

More in the free e-book coming in the near future.
---------------------Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2209669139324752&
Arthur's Facebook Wall: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Love For Life Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Arthur's Youtube Channel: http:youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife/videos
-------------------------------Arthur
An edited reply to Sanitised who posted a comment in the Love For Life Kindom Group
Facebook Wall, see below, with link provided. While we get everyone's good hearted
intentions for eco-communities, intentional communities, do no harm
lifestyles/communities, Venus Project, save this, that and the other, alternative
lifestyles, greening earth, going to this, that and other lectures, workshops, etc, etc,
Kindom is for those who are serious about moving away from "The System" in this life,
not about remaining in "The System" on eco communities doing all the "right" things as
in growing food, recycling, etc, etc.
There is nothing that we see in what you have posted that talks about getting out of
"The System" of commerce and slavery in this life which is what Kindom is all about.
It is "The System" and all the issues of "The System" that has everyone seeking a
change for the better but no better, as in magnificence, will come if we don't fully
comprehend the big picture of "The System" and clearly see all the tiny details that are,
generally speaking for most, hidden behind multi layers of confusion, distraction,
disinfo, lies, brainwashing, trauma, self-obsession, apathy, denial, complacency,
destructive e-motional behaviour/attitude patterns, slavery lifestyles, fantasy, etc,.
Getting back to the big picture in great detail is getting back to the good heart without
confusion which means when we do this, Kindom, we are not confused about the good
heart and are conscious of all the pitfalls where the good heart is misused to lead us
straight back to "The System" and all the harm-doing issues we are all determined to
escape.
Much of the Love For Life insight work we do about the big picture and zooming into
lots of tiny details is posted on Arthur's Facebook wall., Arthur's Youtube channel and
in the Love For Life website. Links provided below.

Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
---------------------------Sanitised
23rd August 2019
Hi, I am enquiring about how people think I should 'announce' my intention to start a
CLT in Northern NSW or south East Qld? It will be specifically and only for older
persons who have little or no super and do not own property. The properties would be
rentals but secure for the life of the person. The house would then pass to next person
needing secure housing. I really love the CLT because it allows for commercial
premises too. I envisage the commercial side could be used to develop ways to earn
extra income as well as providing health care via a combined clinic with natural and
allopathic practitioners. It will be a retirement village for those who still want
independence, their own space, shared facilities, such as commercial kitchen,
recycling, worms farms/composting, etc. and a garden to grow food. These are my
ideas but obviously open to others ideas of how such a place can/will operate. thank
you, please send PM to me if interested. I shall start-up a web page when I think of a
name! any suggestions? Let's do this!!!!!!!!!!!
---------------------Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2208899069401759
Arthur's Facebook Wall: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Love For Life Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Arthur's Youtube Channel: http:youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife/videos
-----------------------------Arthur
Facebook chat/thread copied over from the Love For Life Kindom group.....
20th August 2019
Devin Joseph Derwort shared a post.
If you walk in the woods barefoot, long enough, you will begin to feel the earth
electromagnetically pull the toxins out of you. (Just like sunbathing, etc...)

----------------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
Only the ELecTro-magNEtic MODel' Is' BULl-Shit'
----------------------------------------Devin Joseph Derwort
Just shut up.
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The alphabet conversation between the ears is the distortion of MANS fall from
undefined consciousness doing immense harm to the living body of MANS undefined
life.
While this conversation (chit chat) continues, we are the nuclear reactors (re-actors(oars)) creating and directing the fuel that feeds the fantorgasmic E-GO that is part
of the egregore (matrix) of a fake (defined) consciousness.
Alphabets were tailor made only for "i", "me", "mine", "own", etc, the narcissism of selfobsession.
The alphabet conversation is always referring to "i", "mine", "my healing", "my journey",
"my consciousness", "my views", "my life", "my truth", "my land", "my dog", "my
nature", etc, etc, which is all the e-go, the narcissism of self-obsession.
When you are walking barefoot on the earth, to be focusing on the earth drawing toxins
out of your feet is narcissism - the e-go acting as you is still at the forefront of your
picture and the conversation (chit chat) is still going on inside your head. The occultists
still have you exactly where they want you.
Children brought up by nature with no one inside their heads defining everything
around them to define who they are, don't have these conversations in their heads
because there is no self, no I, to refer to, to reflect upon. They don't think about the
toxins being removed by earth. The narcissism is looking over the whole of creation
and reflecting it all back on us, the e-go.

These are the e-motional patterns that have us imagine that everything happening
around us is all about us. This is the narcissism, the reflection in the water. This is how
the original MAN fell. Raised by nature, holding the whole of the dream of life in focus
and seeing it reflected back to the self that he was starting to imagine. This is the
beginning of the civilisation of progress where all our life-energy (labour) goes to
fuelling the e-go, the "I", "my", "me", "mine".......
He became obsessed with his reflection and started to define everyone around him to
fit into his reflection, showing them how to define who they thought they were, not
realising the consequences of this fall from undefined reality, life.
This is "The System" and the progress of civilisation which is all the destructive emotions that are the self-obsession of narcissism.
This MAN became the Grand Architect who defined the whole of the universe ("The
System") of his imagining for everyone and gave them an alphabet to understand,
describe and define it by forming the "I" in his image (reflection), the all-seeing-eye, in
the reflection of his grand plan, so they can journey through his defined
universe/dreaming.
Instead of being the stars of undefined life, raised in "The System", we are now the
unidentified objects of the all-seeing-eye of his reflection, the e-go to his egregore,
floating (sojourning soulless) in his alphabet universe, trapped and lost forevermore if
we don't really wake up and get out of the self-obsession, away from the chit chat of "i",
"me" "mine", "self", etc, between the ears.
The chit chat fuels the matrix and the host's vessels suffer as they slave-labour for his
universe and then walk barefoot on the earth to remove the toxins of hs world.
The E-GO is the vessel of self-obsession sailing on the seas of this fake universe and
the host is using the oars (re-act-oars) to labour wherever they want "i" to be in this
fake, illusive, dream-world of pure fantasy.
Note: no harm intended upon the MAN - just sharing facts as they appear before us.
and this is NOT a contest or the offering of a righteous duel either.
-----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
https://cdn.psychologytoday.com/sites/default/files/field_blog_entry_images/201801/michelangelo_caravaggio_065.jpg
-----------------------------------------

Devin Joseph Derwort
@ Arthur Cristian
There was no focus of Earth removing toxins from this body. It just did as one
breathes.
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The thoughts of "i" are mesmerising because the survival of the e-go and its
righteousness is all consuming as the e-go's sense of belonging is threatened - hence
the reactions (re-act-oars) = justifications, validations, etc.
The universe of the chit chat of the "i" between the ears is enormous because of the
trauma of being defined that started so early in life.
Under the bondange of "self-obsession", anything threatening the e-go's presumed
existence (everything was defined for "i" in reflection/re-act-ion to "i" from the womb
onwards) is terrifying = DESTRUCTIVE E-MOTIONAL PATTERNS OF SELFOBSESSION, including denial, apathy, ignorance, arrogance, righteousness, "selfdefence", " my view is the right view", etc, of the re-act-oar.
We do what we can to muster to drag others into the reflection of our e-go where the
power of the e-go can be harnessed and thus elevate the host above others.
This is how a cult is formed - the e-go needs a follower and "The System" is a cult of
cults of all the men and women attempting to form cults for their e-gos because they
are already cult members of their e-gos ruling over their vessel.
This is narcissism, the worship of the reflection, the cult of righteous definition.
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The E-GO is what compels us to direct the generation of the life energy that we are
always creating to raise up the dead (fantasy) to glorify the imagining of pure fantasy,
"The System" of narcissism, that is the alphabet chit chat of "i" between the ears.
To generate the life energy to prop up the e-go, t\he e-go can only play off (set) against
others who play the e-go game = CONFLICT.

While the alphabet chit chat is still running between the ears, there is no REAL peace
and calm going on here and now and we can never have the natural space to work out
who we really are, even though the chit chat will be filled with conversations about
peace, calm, freedom, truth, consciousness, etc, with "i",
"my freedom",
"my spiritual journey",
"my life"
"my journey",
"my peace",
"my consciousness",
"my astrology"
"my numerology"
"my date of birth",
"my goddess standing",
"my land",
etc, etc, etc, etc...............
----------------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Devin Joseph Derwort
So then sudDENly *iz* not THe" EARth any-more BUT the"air'
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
The beginning of self-obsession spreading as the cult of narcissism, the all seeing "i"
(eye)......

https://c8.alamy.com/comp/M448EK/jan-brueghel-the-elder-and-peter-paul-rubens-thegarden-of-eden-with-M448EK.jpg
----------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Relying on the storytelling coming out of alphabets will never have anyone depart from
this man-made matrix/illusion/delusion/fantasy that is "The System", no matter the
story they may have on offer that tells them to the contrary.
The spellbinding hypnosis behind narcissism, the self-obsession, is still maintaining its
power over the believers.
The placebo effect of "self-obsession", maintains the Stockholm Syndrome of their
enslavement to "The System" where the alphabet story emanates from.
Definitions form the prison fantasies that continue to enslave men and women behind
the prison walls of their defined, spoon fed perceptions of reality.
The "NAME" is definition and it works just like the pied piper leading delusional rats into
a wonderland of pure fantasy ("The System" under another feel good/god guise) where
they remain trapped and enslaved forevermore = NWO ("The System").
Narcissism
https://cdn.psychologytoday.com/sites/default/files/field_blog_entry_images/201801/michelangelo_caravaggio_065.jpg
The beginning of self-obsession spreading as the cult of narcissism, the all seeing "i"
(eye)......
Adam Eve Apple Snake etc amongst nature/reality
https://c8.alamy.com/comp/M448EK/jan-brueghel-the-elder-and-peter-paul-rubens-thegarden-of-eden-with-M448EK.jpg
and
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/f6/92/cd/f692cd7d0a44afbc6256ab9aa29970db.jpg
Alice Through The Looking Glass
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/63/b2/08/63b20828ddd8117e6737b53cd5f65d14.jpg
Ulysses and the Odyssey challenged by the sirens on the rocks that is the chit chat of
"I" between the ears
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/STotsDd1PaQ/hqdefault.jpg

and
The bird women are the occultists inside your head calling you as the "e-go" to compel
you to act how they want you to be (in their image)...
https://www.audubon.org/sites/default/files/styles/hero_image/public/waterhouse_ulise
s_sirenas.jpg?itok=UgqdEvnw
and
The narcissism of Self-Obsession
https://www.crystalinks.com/sirensulysseus.jpg
and
https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/poster/images/artworkima
ges/medium/1/odysseus-and-the-sirens-english-school.jpg
Leunig - Father & Son looking at the tv with father pointing at a sunrise in the tv while
the real sunrise is going on outside the window
https://alibesanko.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/leunig.jpg?w=630
Young Frankenstein - Gene Weilder "Its Alive"
https://thumbs.gfycat.com/NewVictoriousBorderterrier-small.gif
Star Wars The Emperor talking to Darth Vader "Your Hate Has Made You
Powerful................."
http://33.media.tumblr.com/8109292705ec7d97f37b11ca6987aad1/tumblr_nrz36el8hQ
1tu6tfso1_250.gif
The Matrix with Keanu Reeves acting as (forgot)
https://cdn3.movieweb.com/i/article/xOw6msJtL2YtlnEra7vglma6eLW0yP/798:50/Matri
x-Movie-Code-Secret-Sushi-Recipes.jpg
And the fantasy of the host trapped under the hypnotic power of the occultists, the
narcissism of "self-obsession" will have every slave going down the yellow brick road
all the while being slaves in "The System of another MANS narcissism......
Dorothy, Tin Man, etc, walking/skipping down the yellow brick road
http://www.infosalonsgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/From-Start-to-Sold683x340.jpg
One Ring to rule them all - Lord Of the Rings
https://pics.me.me/one-ring-to-rule-them-all-one-ring-to-find-11596906.png
The horcruxes of Voldemort

https://www.harrypotterfanzone.com/wp-content/2015/07/horcrux-grid-500x500.jpg
The slave labour of the vessel now under the domination of the occultists - Every MAN
raised in "The System"" has been crucified - they are now all slaves.
Jesus Christ (MAN) severely crucified/tortured on the cross
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/yQnPoNW7JyM/WOxIx3PvJSI/AAAAAAAARRs/vCrfbnF8Ho0sfJbkbXppi4B8VrsBQji5g
CLcB/s640/the-passion-of-the-christ.jpg
And finally....
"In The Beginning Was The Word ("NAME"/DEFINITION) And The Word Was With
God And The Word Was God".
Narcissism at its greatest - Michael Angelo's painting of God (grand architect)
reaching down to Adam/MAN
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Michelangelo__Creation_of_Adam_%28cropped%29.jpg
----------------------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
INTEResting* 2C That* IT is' the FEMINin' male MAN (ladyBOY) That deCEIVes THE
're'al' MAN - The"bird's PHOENIX-Lucifer / LIlith THE "snake!
NEO&HairyPotTER Are ONE of them!
THE " GODdog Of the" INTELlect (LUCYphor) in the"braIN
And Now let's go deeper in-to the Biblical bull-shit: In the beginning (was) the WORD ...
(it) already existed. ... IN the beginning - not AT / From a - ? or a - z. The word forms
the artificial world. The great lie is That They claim That a word can exist. But
existence means: TO BE alive! DOes a word have life? No! THEre' is the deception
and there-of "misunderstanding of the words, with ITS simplified or DEeper meanings
of pure masonic FANtasy DErived from a crazy, disgraced Namboodiri fucktard: OM ...
The Word was with God. ... That must be THIS Grand ARCHitect then BEcause" the
creator of the LIVing doesn't need any words for it - just SensES ... And the Word was
God. ... So the word became superior. Actually the real God means LIFE & Truth which is identical.
HE existed in the beginning with God. ... So the word is HE or Him - not it. For those"
lost in " fantasy Thoughts are existent. OFcourse the word was with the GA-Mason of
NimRod BabyLon.

God created Every-thing thru him (the word) ... The GA created the world filled with
words. But in his fantasy, he beLIEves to have created also the Earth. Big Liar!
and NOthing was created EXcept through him - the GA words forming the world ...
Thus He is the sole responsible for the mess we are in now.
The word gave life to every-thing That was created. ... The fictional word of a deluded
man was empowered by his life-force energy ONLY and therefore the-motion started.
And his LIE-fe brought LIGHT to Every-ONE ... So his (word or GA) fake-life brings the
INTELlectual ILluminaZION to EveryBODY (hu'man) that thinks as ONE
(civilized,social=robot,slave,drone,monster,zombie-you name it)
THE light Shines IN THE DARKneß* or the DARKneß* has not UNDERstood it. ... The
sterile, white light as contrast to the complete darkness (yin-yang duality) That light is
identical with the MOon That Again Stands for the ILlusion - see the TAOist symbol!
This"light represents the INTELlect or LUCIfer. And the darkneß Stands for the
HUmanity That does not comprehend what really is going on.
We can NEver EXtinguish IT - the LUCIferian force, which seem to be the case when
WE look at our helpLEßneß regarding this problem with the alphabet-thoughts spinning
in our heads.
Any deeper Thoughts TO it?
PS this prove of fact of where you REALly are right now is very VERY deep thinking.
Most of us can't grasp it. I will not use it on my street-work, otherwise they might pick
me up for the mental asylum HAha...
I would have come to close as HEre' & now in this question. THEse are the words
closest to the Truth BUT they ain't true at all AS Every word is a LIE! When you are
undefined then it is impossible to define (prove) where you are, what you are, how you
are AND WHO you are etc.
With this method you can bring the deluded man close to the gate of exit
(nonsense,system,matrix,mental-asylum) if he only can follow you through. Most of
"us" would give up and return to nonsense while there is nothing there.
So the answer must be NO I can't prove it to you ... as it's undefined = no words can
tell. You only can prove it to yourself by using your senses.
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/videos/10217120613795548/
-----------------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
And MAN has free will and and it's up to each MAN to get out of this hell hole in/as this
life because no other MAN can do it for them... ever.
In spite of all the good hearted effort, no one can create a soul for another MAN, it is
impossible to do.
We were never meant to be part of a cult, to be under the defined influence of another
MAN.... ever.
The alphabet chit chat between the ears is unnatural and is the intention of another
MAN to rule you.
True freedom and the full power of creation comes when there is no chit chat going on
between the ears anymore - the peace and calm is currently beyond most system
slaves present comprehension.
And watch out for these defined insights because narcissism will kick in by imagining
defined freedom, consciousness, etc, as being their consciousness, freedom etc.
It is so easy to fantasize paradise, kindom, etc, and imagine/believe we are already
there as part of it.
The lie of hell is coated in gold, pearls, silk, etc, to make it look like heaven/truth.
We have to get past all the definitions too otherwise we remain enslaved under the
mesmerising power of the E-GO we raised from the dead of pure fantasy.
----------------------------------------Arthur
The vessel (the fiction/e-go) has to be defined in "The System" so that it can be
addressed and controlled in "The System".
Without being defined there would be no mark, so it doesn't matter how a MAN is
marked, be it micro chip, iris scan, fingertip scan, signature, address, ID, etc, it all
comes out of being defined and the "NAME is definition and is the mark of the beast
(the beast of burden ploughing their slave masters fields = "The System" of covert
slavery).
Definitions form the prison fantasies of perceived realities and the whole of "The
System" is crafted out of definitions = "In The Beginning Was The Word (Definition)

And The Word Was With God (the Grand Architect of Freemasonry/Occults With G In
The Middle Of The Compass & Square) And The Word Was God". This is a massive
scam/lie - We were all meant to be undefined.
"The System" is the matrix built out of definitions to define perceptions of reality. We
can only imagine (illuminate) a definition but it doesn't exist, so we can only fantasise
about definitions.
Truth (reality) is eternal (life), is living, and is already (always) present before us/oursenses (touch taste feel smell hear see), the living. and truth/reality doesn't need to be
defined to exist and be before us.
However, the E-GO needs to always be addressed, hence "i", "me", "mine", etc....
otherwise it fades away from the Matrix, the chit chat between the ears, and the
occultists no longer have power and control over the vessel.
This is why this MAN completely pulled out of "The System" back in the fiction of time,
2006.
Without addressing the E-GO there would be no life-energy directed into the E-GO
(Ken & Barbie dolls) and Ken & Barbie would be LAYING flat on their backs DEAD.
(NOT ANIMATED)
To animate Ken & Barbie, to raise the E-GO from the dead and have it perform (live) in
the matrix/"The System" we need to have the constant ALPHABET LANGUAGE CHITCHAT going on between the ears because it is ONLY there where the e-go of "i", "me",
"my", "mine" feelings, needs, wants, dreams, security,, entertainment, spiritual journey,
career, freedom, consciousness, land, home, universe, astrology, astronomy, tarot
readings, bank accounts, credit cards, drivers license, tax file number, medicare,
government handouts, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc................. can be addressed (under horrific
psycho "states" of pure fantasy, illusion & delusion).
Dragged from the paradise of undefined nature, we are now the trained re-act-oars, the
beasts of burden, ploughing the slave masters fields ("The System").
---------------------------------------Arthur
The devil is the e-go, is the alphabet chit between the ears, that are the
dreams/intentions/thoughts of occultists determined to dominate your vessel.
The occultists act just like pirates - they seek out and attack vessels (babies/children starting in the womb), so they can board them, make hostage of the hosts-captains-of-

the-ships, murder or send the tied and gagged hostage to the gallows and from there,
take complete power and control over the helms of all the the hijacked vessels
(alphabet education), and from there, perform ongoing rape, pillage and plunder of the
vessels fruits of labour ("The System" of covert and overt slavery).
This ongoing power and control over the vessels is the alphabet chit chat of the e-go,
strawman, mind, intellect, person, agent-in-commerce, steering the helm of all the
boarded vessels.
More on all this here http://loveforlife.com.au and
http://youtube.com/ArthutLoveForLife/videos and http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2206775692947430
-----------------------------Arthur
Relying on the storytelling coming out of alphabets will never have anyone depart from
this man-made matrix/illusion/delusion/fantasy that is "The System", no matter the
story they may have on offer that tells them to the contrary.
The spellbinding hypnosis behind narcissism, the self-obsession, is still maintaining its
power over the believers.
The placebo effect of "self-obsession", maintains the Stockholm Syndrome of their
enslavement to "The System" where the alphabet story emanates from.
Definitions form the prison fantasies that continue to enslave men and women behind
the prison walls of their defined, spoon fed perceptions of reality.
The "NAME" is definition and it works just like the pied piper leading delusional rats into
a wonderland of pure fantasy ("The System" under another feel good/god guise) where
they remain trapped and enslaved forevermore = NWO ("The System").
More on all this here: http://loveforlife.com.au - and plenty of insight videos to explore
here http://youtube.com/arthurLoveForLife/videos and more insights can be explored
here http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
-----------------------------Sanitised wrote asking.....

"Hi Arthur and Fiona. It is a blessing to see your site online. I would love to become a
part of what you stand for. Would you be willing to help a beginner start to learn?
I am attempting to find information about Claude Mema (can't remember surname
spelling). In the past I attended a few of his Keeper's Watch Ministry workshops (family
law). I didn't think I would have need of them and have lost touch.
Trying to relocate or contact them I have come across your page. Do you have any
knowledge of where I may find him still active? Alternatively do you have any advice
resources that may help me with a family law matter? I am a father being restricted
from my children. I only ask for minimal visitation as I am not in a situation to have
them 50/50. Any help you be very much appreciated. Thank you for your time and
consideration in this matter, Yours Sincerely Sanitised.
-------------Hi Sanitised.
We have no contact with Claude Mema or anyone else featured in the old Love For
Life (LFL) drupal 5 database website which was taken down June-July 2018 due to
intense sophisticated algorithm bot attacks. We currently have a few temporary
webpages up @ http://loveforlife.com.au covering all the LFL insights we share and the
challenges we have dealt with over the past year or so.
As for the law, it takes a lot of research, learning and most importantly, practicing walkthe-talk to deal with the Law and the authorities, etc, and as you are "green" with the
law and its processes and procedures, you are already in over your head.
For now, it is best that you keep things very simple, head uncluttered and always
remain e-motionally detached from all outcomes, stay calm, peaceful and just use your
brain logically, focusing on dealing directly face to face with court officials - no begging,
pleading, crying, anger, tantrums, wimpiness, etc, when in front of
magistrates/judges/etc, and in your writings with court officials/authorities.
Always avoid any victim attitudes & sentimentality and just stay focused on simple
everyday facts as you pursue a fair resolution to your current challenges.
You know best the big picture circumstances and predicaments of your life, family life,
etc.
Things like,

"your honour, I have remained a peaceful, loyal citizen and father, doing my day to day
business without breaking the law, harming anyone and I'm unwilling to break the
peace while taking care of my private life interests for my family.
I have willingly been involved in co-creating my children with my ex-partner (whatever)
and being an equal team player caring for and raising my children as their father and
I'm always committed to being a fully responsible citizen showing my children how to
be good citizens in our society but these full responsibilities are currently being taken
away from me (or whatever) and I'm now (or whatever) being deprived of access to
maintain my heartfelt standing as a good father to my children in our society".
"Your honour, what am I becoming if the law is being used to stop me being a good
citizen raising my children as their father?. Is the law here to tell me that I am scum, a
useless and worthless food eater bereft of responsibilities that are supposed to make
me a good MAN in this society you are here to protect?"
There are hundreds of such approaches to take...... just use your brain and always go
to the big picture.
Don't focus on she is this and that and getting into bitch sessions, etc, etc.
Avoid all such complaints, and definitely ignore whatever crap is raised before, during
or after the court and always remain calm, focused on your good standing and don't
oversell it either.
Just keep everything very simple.
You are there to uphold the responsibilities (the law as a good citizen) vested in you
being a good upright citizen and father setting examples for your children.
Let everything else going on be apparent and self-evident before the court...always.
Avoid distrust in every way possible.
Who you really are, attitude and all, is already more than enough evidence before the
officials and you do not need to flog it with a stick - NO EGO shit.
Avoid getting caught up in all controversies and tantrums and victim mentalities going
on around you at all times, and just stick to the simple obvious facts of what a MAN is,
meaning, always avoid the temptations of e-motional crap on offer that's there to suck
you in to a "poor me" (weakness) showcasing.
Truth is already apparent before the officials so do not flog it and just be it, act it, be a
simple MAN of peace.

Who you really are is already there so trust it and let it be - avoid the contest.
Going to court is NOT a contest.
So just remain calm, peaceful, focused so you do not get confused by e-motional crap
and victim mentalities and always just trust the good hearted power gifted you to be the
MAN you know/sense you are.
The more at peace you are the bigger the picture you will always have readily available
to instantly come back with logic when dealing with court matters or everyday life.
Always go to the bigger picture that has no emotions attached and use that to deal with
whatever unfairness and bullshit is being cast your way.
You do not need to know the law to beat it.
The law and all its libraries, studies, uniforms, procedures, rituals, buildings, standings,
etc, HAVE NO POWER.
The real and only power is the good heart already gifted to you.
Just be a simple MAN of peace.
Caesars world HAS NO POWER over a simple MAN of peace.
Stand on your feet - don't give what you stand on away to anyone else and no one can
rescue you - you are the only one with the power over your life so use it wisely and
never give it away.
We are in Australia, are very busy with much going on.
All the best to you
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
http://loveforlife.com.au
http://youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
-----------------------------Self/Power Foundation
8 August 2019

I found this comment by Arthur Cristian and felt it needed to be shared. He knows
Truth. Follow the link at the end.
Blessings
The homelessness that we are currently experiencing is not our problem; it is the
problem of everyone who supports "The System" that teaches us all to live with
homelessness, poverty, suffering, injustice, sickness, greed and selfishness because
our system lifestyles are the cause of all these problems.
We live in an area where there is a lot of wealth but, generally, the wealthy don't want
to know because they are used to donating to charities and institutions and expecting
them to solve the problems. They don't see that the fabric of their Pax Romanus
system is fraying and coming apart at the seams and that even the lives of the very
wealthy will also start collapsing.
What our homelessness shows is how good people who aren't lazy, who haven't
broken the law or the peace, stolen, cheated, killed, or abused anyone can end up in
our situation and there is no community immunity to stop it.
In doing this Love For Life work, the extent of the suffering that we have come across
is mind boggling. So many hard working men and women who have lost everything
they worked for despite having obeyed the rules and paid their dues, so many
outwardly happy men and women with the nice house, cars and lifestyle that is all built
upon crumbling foundations and could collapse at any minute, so many hiding their
anxiety and depression, their feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, in a cocktail
of prescription drugs, so many living on the bottom rungs of the Western World ladder,
supposedly benefiting from government pensions and payments but, in reality, kept
below the poverty line because all they can do is subsist from one payment to the next,
so many elderly living out their days among cheerful strangers, tended to like herds of
cattle, removed from their roles as elders and wisdom keepers, so many children
falling through the cracks, born of lust, boredom, convenience or coercion to enter a
life where they have no future.
What has happened to us unsettles people because we are a reminder that it is not a
perfect world and that not everyone enjoys the comforts that many in this area do. The
fact is, the comforts of the Western World are available for only a very few who don't
have to worry about the mountainous mortgage, the ever climbing rent, the endless
bills, the increasing cost of living, the threat of sickness and disease creeping closer
and the toll of caring for family members who are mentally ill, autistic, disabled, senile
or dying.
The horrors are all around us and, when they encompass every area of our lives, they
will appear around the sides of the blinkers and seep under the rose-coloured glasses.

Are we really going until that happens before we wake up and do something? How bad
do things have to get? Do we sit up and take notice when the monster has reached the
edge of town or does it have to appear in front of the flat screen TV with children's legs
hanging out of its mouth before we turn the TV off and realise that something has to
change?
continued here: http://loveforlife.com.au
-----------------------------Arthur
Definitions are imaginary pictures of fantasy forming illusory perceptions of reality that
belong only to the deranged locked inside the mental asylum, "The System".
If we cut open the head to go looking for the "mind" we will not find it, its nowhere to be
found/experienced anywhere. Same goes with "e-go", "person", "intellect", "strawman",
"agent in commerce", "name" (definition) etc.
The "mind" is just another "system" conditioned figment of our imagination relying on
trauma to hold images of pure fantasy that can be recalled by traumatised victims
believing the "mind" exists.
There is a massive difference between imagining reality and pretending its reality and
directly experiencing reality through our senses (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see).
There are many "wards" in the "state", the "state" being "psycho" as well as the land
where the "psycho" is being played as the fool = "State Of NSW", "Queensland State",
"State of Victoria".
Everything of "The System" is fiction, predetermined chess pieces of fantasy, illusion
and delusion being moved on the black and white board of this mental asylum by the
deeply brainwashed inmates, the "wards of the state". You have to already be in line
within the walls of this mental asylum to receive the fantorgasmic medication of
commercial remuneration that is nothing more than a vampire sucking the blood from
all the spell-bound victims, the wards of the state.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian to Love for Life Kindoms
31 July 2019
The Force Of Nature (1st Draft) will be updated here when completed - Arthur Cristian Love For Life - 31st July 2019

True freedom comes naturally from the full responsibility we each have to care for
Earth because Earth is the life energy we create and direct with intention that expands
as our force of nature caring for our families. This is what naturally forms the space of
love that is the earthly domain of our full responsibility expanding to care for everything
that lives in the sacred domain (home) that we hold (dream for) and which we are fully
responsible for.
The natural domain of every MAN (men, women, children) is sacred and every MAN
has the inherent legacy ("right") of true freedom on the land to experience that
sacredness. Every MAN is supposed to be gifted land to fully experience the force of
nature that is our (MANS) true nature.
Being raised by nature from the womb, with no one inside our heads defining
life/reality/anything-to-us, before, during or after, is the weather and the atmospheric
conditions (vibes) we experience as that natural environment we hold and live for as
our dream of life, our Earth, our home, our shared Earth/Family/Tribe/Community, our
sacred Motherland.
We are all of Earth which is (was always meant to be) the undefined living body of
MAN'S consciousness expanding the natural life (domain) of the MAN from the womb
of eternal life. As far as we can see/sense life and as far as we can dream/experience
life, Earth is always there in the eternal here and now because there is nowhere the
true nature of MAN'S Earth is NOT.
No matter what is being imagined and no matter what dream is being contemplated on,
it is ONLY MAN there and NOTHING ELSE.
Earth IS the real domain of our consciousness and Earth is always present to MAN,
and there is nowhere to arrive where we can reach outside the true nature of MAN'S
consciousness where we don't experience the force of our true Nature, our domain, our
sacred home.
The whole of creation is the domain of our natural home and every child raised by
nature is expanding the domain of their consciousness as it experiences the big picture
of the whole of creation and this is the natural and sacred dreaming of our true nature,
and for every MAN raised by the force of nature, the life experience is always
undefined and magnificent.
This is what it is to be god-like and the desecration of being raised in “The System”
from the womb to the grave, is what we have sacrificed of our natural domain without
even realising that we are actually doing this. The sacrifice is giving up eternal life (the
big picture of our true nature) in/as this life.

This is why the domain of every MAN is sacred and it's there where descendants,
through the force of their true nature, can use their senses (touch, taste, feel, smell,
hear, see), no matter where they maybe, to visit the magnificent nature of their
ancestors sacred sites to commune with their magnificence, and through stimuli,
uniquely experience their intentions, their creations (fruits of labour), their dreams of
(MANS) life.
What we each sense of reality, instant by instant, can never be the experience another
MAN is experiencing. Even when we are provided with definitions (explanations,
suggestions, instructions, education, indoctrination, conditioning, brainwashing,
inculcation) from another MAN to communicate the experience we are each having
with nature/earth/reality, our communication is still NOT the experience we are each
having as we observe together the "same" life-form. Relying on a definition can ONLY
have us imagine what another MAN is experiencing and what we imagine will NEVER
be the experience another MAN encountered/had.
Raised by the force of nature, all of MAN that ever was and ever will be, their
consciousness IS the natural force of nature (sensory life-forms inanimate or not) they
are all experiencing and their existence continues as the stimuli of our consciousness
(nature) experiencing their consciousness (nature).
Nature IS MANS True Nature.
As nature, everything is in the wholeness of the synergy that is the force of nature but
every life form has its domain and each is unique and sacred because it has never
been defined. Every blade of grass, every grain of sand, soil particle, drop of water,
insect, feather, microbe, tree, leaf, mountain, stream and valley is unique and original
and nothing of MAN'S undefined consciousness will ever desecrate the uniqueness or
damage or destroy the sacred domain of any life form.
This is the true sacredness of the force of nature that we are never meant to invade
any domain and corrupt it. When we invade the domain of another MAN, or another life
form no matter how big or minuscule it maybe, we are forcing our will on another MAN
or life form and moulding them in our image, our intention.
This is desecrating the domain of every life form and corrupting and distorting the
natural purpose behind the force of nature as we create imprints of these intentions
that form the distortion, confusion, harm and destruction of our force (creation) of
nature becoming the hurricanes in our image/intention, the tsunamis in our
image/intention, the floods in our image/intention, the earthquakes and the exploding
volcanoes, the extremes of non-temperate climates, the chaos and wars, the violence
and all the horror and cruelty of system-life with its greed, selfishness, poverty,
malnutrition, ghettos, overpopulation, sickness, disease, homelessness, murder,

genocide and pollution, all the result of us intentionally invading and desecrating the
natural domain of every life form.
This is the true meaning of the occultists/High-Level-Freemasons crucifixion image;
everyone raised in “The System”, the magnificence of their big-picture domain that is
the natural consciousness of their true nature has already been crucified when they
first appeared in the womb because the inherent, sacred, legacy gifted to every MAN
to create a natural (UNDEFINED) domain of life has already been defined (invaded,
dominated, conquered, crushed and destroyed) and now they are fully dependent on
the artificial domains provided by other men and women to supply them, as their
consumers, with what would have been naturally provided for them by the
consciousness of their big-picture domains, the god-like soul of their true nature
providing food, water and shelter, etc.
-----------------The Occultists Intentionally Sacrificing The True Freedom Of MAN’S Domain And To
Turn MAN Into Their Slave - A Whole Lifetime Of Being A Beast Of Burden Ploughing
The Commercial Fields Of Their Slave Masters = Eternal Death To MAN’S
Soul/Domain.
https://i994.photobucket.com/…/ForceOfNature1Resized_zpsvy1…
-----------------This is what this image REALLY re-presents.
-----------------The natural Earth of our families/tribes/communities has already been crucified – our
ancient tribal ancestors were already invaded, conquered and destroyed and we, their
descendants have already been raised in the prison programming of our slave masters
domain.
https://i994.photobucket.com/…/Force%20Of%20Nature2Resized_…
----------------------The occultists have crafted an artificial domain of life for you to live in and for you to
raise their next generation of slaves, desecrators.
The child you put in front of a TV, and the child you are pushing around in a pram as it
sucks a dummy while looking at unnatural things hanging above the child's pram or
listening to the unnatural sounds all around the child in “The System”, is already in the

prison programming of this artificial domain where you are raising your slave-child to
use the force of nature to become another desecrator of MAN'S true nature.
The dead toys the child is given to play with quickly lose any fascination for the child
because the initial stimulus they provide for the child wears off as the child quickly
experiences everything the toy has to offer and then becomes bored and restless until
another dead toy is placed in front of them to provide temporary relief.
As the child grows, the dead becoming paper, plastic, vinyl, tape, micro chips and
digital memories and whatever marks, scribbles, stamps, sounds and images are
encoded on/in them - the dead includes wherever and whatever in "The System" is
being used to store them, transport or communicate them and use them.
This is how we turn our children into zombies/robots/slaves/drones.
The child learns to become dependent on unnatural stimuli provided by others allaround-them, who tell them how to think and feel about the stimuli they provide so that
the child becomes moulded and pliant, easily bored and in need of constant stimulation
from others all around them, to satisfy these unnatural e-motional patterns.
This is how we disconnect children from the moral compass of our true consciousness
that naturally comes from their direct-sensory-connection with our collective force of
nature where we are always conscious of the big picture of our true nature, of our
families, communities/tribes, of our natural environment and where we never do harm
to the natural domain of every living thing, inanimate or not.
This is also how we use the destructive e-motional patterns of lies, deception, fantasy,
illusion, delusion, confusion and distraction, to train our children to imagine the peeling
off from the wholeness of the undefined consciousness of our true force of nature, to
become individuals (in-divide-u-all-s) that are soulless drones disconnected and
desensitised from the synergy (the total is greater than the individual parts) of our
families, tribes, communities and the whole of nature.
In the law of "The System", this unnatural ghostly entity, formed from this peeling
effect, is called a "person" and is the occultists unnatural programming of the "mind",
"intellect" and "e-go" of this artificially induced person or strawman, loaded with all the
contracts, obligations, conditions, rituals and procedures that act as the fake stimuli
that drives the slave along the yellow brick road of its system life.
Instead of being conscious of the consciousness of undefined nature all around our
children, "The System" is now always around our children and as it is an impostor, it
acts as the "natural" stimuli of a surrogate mother offering many nipples of unconscious
destruction to suck from.

Raised in "The System", our lives have become a merry-go-round of bouncing from
one person to another as we play out our e-motional patterns of seeking stimuli from
each other and from the dead things we provide to each other as part of the games of
life we play out in "The System" with each other, and this is the restlessness and
boredom of being stuck in the artificially induced program of our intention by misusing
the force of nature to recreate the artificial stimuli that we need from someone else,
and from there, blame others for our e-motional stuff because they are not providing us
with the stimuli the way we want it from them.
This is why there are so many broken marriages and families and why there are no
true communities/tribes any more.
The social and sexual engineering of the occultists is reaping the results intended as
we are constantly being invited to engage in e-motional entanglement to appease the
e-motional needs of others, money being just one example of this artificial, e-motional
entanglement of self-obsession.
A child raised in nature with a puppy (wolf) for companionship never becomes bored
because the child, the puppy and the natural domain are expanding as the child
creates unique, original dreams inspired by all the sensations of every natural life form
in the domain.
The undefined life experience is always present to the child because the child is
creating it all in the moment of eternal life, and every instance of life already being
unique and original, the life experiences the child is having are ever-changing and are
deeply and powerfully inspiring, fulfilling and invigorating.
Nothing is static, nothing is dead, nothing is soulless and the child doesn't experience
the frustration of trying to find inspiration in a dead world.
In the eternal moment of eternal life, this is how the child experiences true undefined
freedom, peace, calm and never ending joy, satisfaction and abundance. The child
(son) of God has no need for anything of "The System" because it already has it all
naturally and so much more.
Take this direct experience of the force of nature away from a child and the child will
use the force of nature to create the programming of a defined, man-made HELL, in
every way imaginable.
The whole of the dream of life is the child's natural domain and the child is not trapped
in an predetermined/artificial situation (domain) where the child needs someone else to
provide their stimulation. Nature is never too busy to engage with us and be the
inspiration for the creation of our unique lives that fulfills us and is our undefined soul.

A child in a natural domain dreams unique, original dreams that create the magnificent,
big-picture soul of the child.
There is no need/stimuli coming from another MAN for the child to have a soul of
eternal life.
And children with a soul have no need for another MAN to provide them with stimuli
and therefore ALL wars, chaos, harm-doing, etc, have come to an end and the
paradise of MANS true freedom now blossoms and reigns supreme.
The natural, undefined domain that we create is our unique soul, our true original
consciousness, that holds the natural dream of life that we are each supposed to
uniquely create through the inspirations and sensations derived from our senses
directly co-creating with the force of nature that is MAN’S Earth, MAN’S true (force of)
nature.
These inspirations and sensations are already the natural, undefined dreams we are
creating and expanding as our intentions, our force of nature (life).
However, raised in “The System”, our natural domains have already been destroyed
because we have let others come into our lives (domains) and persuade us to rely on
them and in doing so, we have given up who we really are and we no longer have a
soul. The full responsibility to provide us with stimuli throughout the whole of our lives
has now been passed over to other men, women and children to provide the stimuli for
us and thus, we blame others when we don't receive the "right" stimuli we want from
them, out of which comes all the destructive e-motions known to all slaves - this
includes coveting what another MAN has including plotting, invasion, war, chaos,
domination, power and control trips, etc.
The force of nature that we should be working with to create our natural domains has
been severely compromised as we have become dependent on others to provide us
with deeply compromised food, water, shelter, clothing, artificial knowledge,
entertainment, and fake relationships, families, communities, careers, etc.
Due to the desecration of nature, the purity and sincerity of our undefined soul is not
there because every dream we now have and live for has been predetermined for us
and we are now just mimicking the artificial knowledge/programming that has us be
raised in “The System” as willing slaves seeking stimuli for the benefit and privileges of
our slave masters. We are now reliant on the stimuli coming from others raised in "The
System" and from their dead thing offerings to stimulate our actions in "The System"
which is what makes the programming of our slavery.
"The System" is derived from the intentions of others (occultists/high-levelFreemasons) and all their lackeys and willing slaves to define us, and this forms the

fake stimuli that compels us to perform as robotic slaves to their programming
(intentions). This blatant programming (intention to comply, acquiesce, subjugate, etc)
is encoded throughout all read and write alphabets.
Every alphabet letter, word, sentence, paragraph, act, chapter, etc, has a meaning
(instruction) that compels slaves to act and the whole of the Rule of Law and all the
holy scriptures & holy books is this occultists deception in practice.
Wherever we find alphabets across Earth, we find men, women and children are
under-the-standing (understanding = persuasive influence) of another MAN (occultists).
This is why we have been saying since March 2005 that this biblical claim is a massive
lie, "In the beginning was the (alphabet) word and the word was with God, and the
word is God" - the God being an occultist that is just an everyday MAN no different to
you and us, sold out men and women determined through practices of stealth, to
a) get inside your head/life through "alphabet letters and words", and act as a "God" =
the letter G in the middle of the compass and square - G = govern-men-te = govern the
mind of MAN through their programming,
b) with you giving them the full power and control over (subjugate) you so that you will
be their naive and stupid willing slave for the whole of your life,
c) without ever providing you with any idiot friendly full disclosure revealing their true
intentions, clearly and comprehensible,
d) and the real effects and outcomes they will cause to anyone buying into these
claims/beliefs (programs) they have on offer.
And so the occultists travelled to all of MAN on Land across Earth to give them their
bibles so they could steal all the land from underneath all of them and it was these
occultists hiding behind the Church Of England, the Roman Catholic Church and all
their derivatives, and its these same people hiding behind race, culture, titles, other
creeds, standings, etc, who also brought "The System" of their government and their
rule of law, all of it encoded/intended in their buy-bull-shit, and it was this same
international network of Freemasons overseeing and implementing their progress of
civilisation (earth-wide-slavery) and it still them, today, maintaining the high standing of
their status quo = Caesar, Emperor, Pharaoh, King, Queen, Pope, Archbishop,
President, Prime Minister, etc) ever since.
And note: Their LORD is a LAND LORD because the agenda has always been to have
complete power over all of MAN on land across earth, and from there .have complete
control over all the outcomes they have planned for and implemented.

Jesus Christ IS a LAND LORD and both their Anti-Christ and their 2nd Coming of their
Messiah/Savior/Son Of G-od (The Fake Domain Of A One World Government
Leader/Figure-Head) are just the continuation of their LAND LORDS (Kings, Queens,
Emperors, Dictators, Saviors, Messiahs, Caesars, Pharaohs, Promised Ones, etc)
overseeing the full power and control they still have over all their subject slaves.
To rely on others for anything of your life is slavery because you have given up the full
responsibility to care for your life and you have ended up with compromised,
processed food, polluted air, toxic water and limited access to land. When you give up
your true freedom, you give up the strength and passion of your life energy and you
are weakened and docile, obedient to your masters and grateful for the inadequate
rations they allow you.
It is because we have given up the true force of nature that sickness and disease have
crept into our lives. Our ancestors living in paradise didn’t give up that full
responsibility; they created abundance in their domains and shared it with those
around them. Everyone had everything they needed.
Everything of “The System”, including the entertainment, benefits and privileges, is a
tool in the war that has been waged against all of MAN to destroy the domains of MAN
on land and, in doing so, destroy the soul of MAN. This is its only purpose. “The
System” is the evidence of the malevolent intent to commit murder and genocide to all
of MAN and is the intention to deny every MAN the ability to create a soul that is their
domain.
No one can define the force of nature for any MAN because earth is who we are, a
living creation and no one can dictate to us the sensations and dreams we have from
direct experience with nature. The force of nature is the consciousness of the creation
of earth that is the domain of that space of love that we have created. The
consciousness of that is the soul that is eternal.
To deny MAN the natural inherent right that we have all been gifted with to create a
soul is to be complicit in murder and genocide.
To support "The System" is to be complicit, which means that anyone who claims to
own land, wealth, etc, is soulless and denying the right of every MAN to create a soul.
Working with money is working with the commitment to support, condone and
acquiesce to murder and genocide. Wherever there is money, a MAN has been
invaded and broken, the MAN’S domain confiscated and the MAN destroyed by being
subjected to predetermined conditioning about how to think, feel and act.
Wherever we are in “The System”, all across earth, we are destroying the domains
where MAN on the land once lived and creates the natural domains of their souls.

Even the rockets and satellites in the sky are destroying the domains of MAN on the
land.
When we take oil and other resources from the earth, we are raping the domains of the
MAN on the land who once lived there. Sitting in our chicken coops in the cities and
suburbs, we are all part of the invasion of MAN on the land and all the media,
television, technology, infrastructure, construction, transport, education, religion, law,
and politics is the intention to invade and destroy the living soul of MAN on land.
When we have a soul, we do not harm the earth and we do not harm the domain of
another MAN’S life. We do not covet another MAN for our e-motional needs. We were
never meant to corrupt the natural domain of every child by defining the child and
destroying the legacy we are gifting to it.
We are like gods creating severely weakened children instead of creating children who
are adding and expanding to the magnificent inheritance we have left for them.
-----------------------------Arthur
The Farce Of Ownership
Our focus/dream is on co-creating a vast food forest and establishing a
community/tribe who live amongst it, and gradually as part of a large team effort, some
remaining in "The System" while others have already pulled out completely, with all
those committed planning to completely pull out of "The System" in this life together.
We need to set the example that we do not need "The System" to live, to have true
freedom, that no one owns anything because we already have everything we need and
that it's just the gradualism of intense, generational brainwashing that had our
ancestors fall from the paradise of true freedom and into the arms of "system life"
driven by the doubt, uncertainty, complacency, apathy, denial, distrust, confusion,
fantasy, illusion, delusion and all other destructive e-motions we have about our true
nature.
This is the blossoming of "The System".
We say all this because many find this very confronting and we prefer to be up front
about who we are and our intentions.
In the relationships between MAN (men, women, children) and MAN and MAN and
MAN'S true Nature, it is what we are really doing with the fruits of our (MANS) labour

and the confusion about what we are creating with our labour where everything has
gone wrong.
We (ancestors & their descendants) have always been creators of fruits of labour, our
lives, and we have always been working together through the sharing of our fruits of
labour but now we trade our fruits of labour and claim ownership of our fruits of labour
and it's here where a lie has sprung forth amongst us through the generations, from
one of our ancestors of long ago who started this lie that evolved as "The System" we
all live amongst today.
To us, we can only co-create and expand the dream of MANS life that is our true
nature as in do no harm to each other or anything of life, or we can destroy our true
nature by living a lie and believing the lie is truth, is reality, all-the-while destroying
everything of reality, believing we are doing the right thing, until nothing remains of our
true nature.
The basis of ownership, trauma and all destructive e-motions that come with it, is the
progress of civilisation which always leads to extinction of everyone trapped in it.
We were never meant to "own" anything for to do so is to die, to fall from reality into
deep lost states of fantasy, illusion and delusion. Currently, many believe they have the
right to "own" life/things, so we ask them... "why do you breathe out or poo and wee if
that is the case??? You should be able to own your breath, water, food, etc, but you
can't because if you do not let go of them, you die.
Many also believe that "ownership" is being responsible, acting responsibly, but
ownership comes with the loss of true freedom, peace, calm, etc, for everyone, which
is not acting with full-responsibility.
Ownership is self-obsession that comes from the lie of the education of "The System"
that always fills us with the limited responsibility and liability of the doubt and
uncertainty, etc, etc, that we already have everything we need and this plays out as
claims over MAN'S true nature leading to requiring "The System" to protect and
manage the ownership between MAN and MAN and between MAN and MAN'S true
nature.
Ownership always comes with enforcement to protect what we claim that we own, this
includes all the belief systems and conditioning we have endured since we appeared in
the womb. We will even go to war against each other to protect our claims of
ownership/belief-systems.
What makes all this even worse is that we then have to kidnap our fellow men and
women from the womb and turn them into the white collars, blue collars, labourers, etc,

who set into motion the institutions of "The System" that manage, protect and trade
what we claim we own, our fruits of labour.
Now we have slavery and class systems of haves and have nots built around the
artificial machine of "The System" that must kidnap and brainwash everyone from the
womb to the grave into becoming the intellectual property of the claims and beliefs we
now re-present as our lives in "The System" protecting the fruits of labour we slave
over.
And with this insecurity and uncertainty hanging over our compromised ideas of true
freedom, we become greedy and selfish because we never seem to have enough
certainty, security, reliability, etc, etc, and thus we forge the power and control trips
around our claims, that is the extinction showing up as the progress of civilisation, as
we fight over who owns what of MAN'S true nature.
We have turned the fruits of labour of our lives and the whole of nature into
commodities, fictions, and we are commercially trading them as intellectual property
copyrighted (right of copy- right to trade intellectual property as claims of ownership
between each other) in the slave labour stock-market of our assumed, misguided ideas
of what is security, stability, certainty, freedom, abundance, peace, calm, etc, believing
that this is the follow through of what we are creating for the greater good of everyone
when the follow through of what we are doing is a fantasy Wonderland of selfobsession (what's in it for me?) that has become the helter skelter of absolute chaos as
we destroy everything of reality, starting with our own lives, the lives of our loved ones
and the wider communities we interact with because the fruits of our labour are being
used to prop up a fantasy that causes only destruction, including all sickness and
disease known to MAN.
This is what we want to do, breaking down commerce and using the fruits of our labour
for the benefit of those around us and, if we all do this for each other, we become the
wind under each other's wings, passing on the legacy of true freedom for the
generations to come as we raise each other up out of the hell hole of "The System".
This can only be done through the uncompromised good hearts so we want to work
with those who are past the what's-in-it-for-me and work selflessly for the good of the
big picture of creating the vast abundance of food forests so that we can walk away
from relying on "The System" as commercial slaves to survive its lie.
This is the long term goal and we are open to anyone who wants to support this
Kindom dream, whether it be as the long term goal or in offering us temporary
accommodation in the meantime. We are happy to share some of the fruits of our
labour to help anyone who can support what we are doing as we all make the essential
sacrifices necessary to walk away from our current commercial practices that are the
extinction of the progress of civilisation in practice.

While we are all caught up in trading the fruits of our labour for commercial tokens of
fake values that we use to maintain what we think of as the necessities of life, we are
too busy and distracted to be able to put the fruits of our labour towards creating true
freedom, peace and abundance for all around us, as far and wide as we can see, no
matter where we are at any time.
Everyone wants true freedom but it always seems to be at arms reach. It is going to
take a lot of sacrifice, discipline, focus, passion and determination with no back door
attitudes to break down our e-motional attachments to "The System", believing that
"The System" is going to help us fix the issues of reality when it can't because it is all
based on pure fantasy.
As we can in our spare time, we are writing a free e-book, come article, that will be full
of illustrations to explain all this in great detail and ideally be less than a 2 hour read if
we can manage that. In the meantime, for more on all this, go to our website
http://loveforlife.com.au or social media platforms: Facebook
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian - Youtube http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife and
pick up all the pieces from there. And you can ring us here 0418 203204 or email us
action@loveforlife.com.au
While three of our eldest daughters are currently spread out across the southern
highlands staying with friends, we and our youngest of 4 daughters, Xanthe 12, are
currently staying in the camper trailer @ the Moss Vale Village Showground and can
stay here until no later than the 26th August 2019.
It was good to hear from you and thank you for making an effort to help the Kindom
dream we live for.
All the best to you and your family
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
----------------------------------------------The above was in response to this message we received today from Sanitised
Sanitised
I'd noticed this before had to go for dental tourist stint in Thailand last fortnight - though
our vege plot and home plants we'd just transferred from one rental to another survived
ok. We have been renting in Wollongong for last 18m and sounds a bit similar re our
orientation - we are looking to set up permanent permaculture close to Sydney as
possible but elevated with permanent water (when land becomes cheap enough we've been hoping soon). I have elderly in law relatives in Moss Vale (was practicing

Dr there for many years) who may possibly entertain the idea re camper van - yet not
sure what their expectations may be re exchange - ie weekly rental or a negotiation of
some sort as they have horses but their family is also involved with them. It may be a
possibility but I don't want to set up a tar baby situation for you - what rental payment
were you considering - and are you established again now?
-----------------------------Arthur
The homelessness that we are currently experiencing is not our problem; it is the
problem of everyone who supports "The System" that teaches us all to live with
homelessness, poverty, suffering, injustice, sickness, greed and selfishness because
our system lifestyles are the cause of all these problems.
We live in an area where there is a lot of wealth but, generally, the wealthy don't want
to know because they are used to donating to charities and institutions and expecting
them to solve the problems. They don't see that the fabric of their Pax Romanus
system is fraying and coming apart at the seams and that even the lives of the very
wealthy will also start collapsing.
What our homelessness shows is how good people who aren't lazy, who haven't
broken the law or the peace, stolen, cheated, killed, or abused anyone can end up in
our situation and there is no community immunity to stop it.
In doing this Love For Life work, the extent of the suffering that we have come across
is mind boggling.
So many hard working men and women who have lost everything they worked for
despite having obeyed the rules and paid their dues, so many outwardly happy men
and women with the nice house, cars and lifestyle that is all built upon crumbling
foundations and could collapse at any minute, so many hiding their anxiety and
depression, their feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, in a cocktail of
prescription drugs, so many living on the bottom rungs of the Western World ladder,
supposedly benefiting from government pensions and payments but, in reality, kept
below the poverty line because all they can do is subsist from one payment to the next,
so many elderly living out their days among cheerful strangers, tended to like herds of
cattle, removed from their roles as elders and wisdom keepers, so many children
falling through the cracks, born of lust, boredom, convenience or coercion to enter a
life where they have no future.
What has happened to us unsettles people because we are a reminder that it is not a
perfect world and that not everyone enjoys the comforts that many in this area do. The
fact is, the comforts of the Western World are available for only a very few who don't

have to worry about the mountainous mortgage, the ever climbing rent, the endless
bills, the increasing cost of living, the threat of sickness and disease creeping closer
and the toll of caring for family members who are mentally ill, autistic, disabled, senile
or dying.
The horrors are all around us and, when they encompass every area of our lives, they
will appear around the sides of the blinkers and seep under the rose-coloured glasses.
Are we really going until that happens before we wake up and do something?
How bad do things have to get?
Do we sit up and take notice when the monster has reached the edge of town or does
it have to appear in front of the flat screen TV with children's legs hanging out of its
mouth before we turn the TV off and realise that something has to change?
continued here: http://loveforlife.com.au
The ancient ways of life where no one owned anything and lived for the greater good of
the tribe and nature and the self-obsession of surviving in "The System" do not mix and
never will, It's oil to water.
What is happening to the Ab(originals) is no different to the disturbances the white
MAN of the western world has caused to the sensitive fragile eco systems of rain
forests, reefs, mountains, valleys, oceans, forests, soil, air, water, etc, etc,
There is NOTHING in or of "The System" that will fix this massive problem.
We were never meant to interfere with nature, MANS true nature, and fuck with MAN.
The deep disconnection from the good heart behind the force of nature of the
ab(originals) is the alcohol and drugs that they have turned to.
We are telling them that they have to fit into a world that is alien to them and the stories
of their ancestors.
What we are seeing with indigenous people all across earth is how our ancestors
would have responded to the invasion of their natural ways of life many, many
generations ago.
We have just been assimilated for a lot longer so have adapted to this alien world.
"The System" is a Pax Romanus, a fake peace treaty where all of MAN, who all came
from invaded, decimated tribes of MAN on land in nature all across earth, who have

had to survive life apart from their true nature and there will never be a happy ending
for everyone trapped in "The System" of fantasy, illusion and delusion.
All the government, laws, statutes, rules, regulations, etc, ARE the Pax Romanus - the
dictates of the conquerors over the conquered.
The Pax Romanus is actually a continuation of a current war state where all the natural
"rights" and the true autonomy of life for every MAN have been abolished.
Being raised by nature where the true force of nature brings forth the good heart of
every MAN, there is no need for a Pax Romanus to live under.
Expecting indigenous people to fit seamlessly into system life and accept the Pax
Romanus that we have all accepted is like asking them to be beamed up to another
planet.
The progress of civilisation that we are all caught up in today are the dying stages of
the Pax Romanus that will lead only to the annihilation of everyone trapped in "The
System" underneath this Pax Romanus, this alien world.
-----------------------------Sanitised wrote today, 15th July 2019
Hi Arthur you don't know me but my name is Sanitised. I have been following you for
about 6 months now. I do have a brother who is a Sovereign and only follows god's
laws. Like yourself he is the one that got me started that was last year in October and
have been searching and learning from the internet as well as your site. Anyways to
cut it short, I have noticed that all your links on your webpage/website are not working
and comes up with error 404, and what I wanted was, as I am one for action
Components of a Strawman Recapture (for now)
Certificate of Sovereignty
Deed of Evidence
Common Law Copyright Notice
Hold Harmless Agreement
Private Agreement
Security Agreement
UCC 1 – Financing Statement
and the instructions and who I send them to examples would be great. And would be
happy to make a donation to the cause on Friday payday. if you like and if you would
like me to ring you to find out more let me know

Thanks God's Love Grace and Peace to you and your Family
(Sanitised) of the Family Sanitised?
-------------------------------------Arthur
15th July 2019
Hi Sanitised
No MAN is master of another MAN. When we write or complain to someone of
authority and or asking them to fix/improve matters, we are already admitting that we
are their broken-willed-indentured-slaves in their world, "The System".
A real MAN already knows who the MAN is and such a MAN does not write to anyone,
anywhere at anytime about anything because the MAN already is the power and
authority over the vessel of the MANS life.
When you want something of "The System", particularly all the good bits of "The
System", you are not only maintaining "legal" bonds with Caesars
(Freemasons/Occultists) world and accepting their authority (abide by their
statutes/laws) over you, but you are also dragging in all the bad bits of "The System"
because they ALWAYS come together.
With this MAN, the MAN never wrote to anyone about anything, never asked anything
from anyone of authority, etc, to fix any matter involving "The System", instead this
MAN in "The System" (the fiction) of Caesar's time, 2006, just dropped all contracts,
stopped using or renewing drivers licence, tax file number, no government handouts or
medicare, car rego, credit cards, bank accounts, passport, leases, contracts with
corporate suppliers/service-providers, etc, etc, and no longer participated in black
market or wink wink, on the side cash jobs, etc.
The MANS partner, Fiona, kept all the contracts and still remains in "The System" with
our 4 daughters and we (Fiona/Arthur) work together, one in and one out. Nothing has
changed ever since.
To reclaim your eternal soul and break all "spiritual contracts" (broken will) with
Caesars world, you do not use or file their paperwork and you do not make claims
about who you are, etc, because, for example, you already are free - so you don't claim
freedom when you are already free (have it).
To pursue freedom with authorities, etc, is to already admit that you are not free and
are their indentured slave.

You NOW have to really use your brain, use your wits to create a natural way of life
that lives outside the box/prison/circle of "The System".
Just remember "Definitions Form The Prison Fantasies Of Your Perceived Reality".
If this MAN was in your shoes, aware of what this MAN is now aware of, this MAN
would not be creating any documents or writing to anyone about anything at anytime
on behalf of this MAN because NO ONE is this MANS master (authority) so this MAN
does not need to be a spoon fed slave/ward-of-the-state, which continues happening
when you entertain (RE-PRESENT) Caesar's documents, like the ones you have listed
in your email.
Just live it (freedom), be it (freedom) and stop giving it (your soul) away to others to
rule you.
Go to the Love For Life temporary website homepage http://loveforlife.com.au and just
read and contemplate and use intense scrutiny and keep going where the logic of
truth/sense takes you because NO ONE can create your UNDEFINED eternal soul for
you and there is no undefined soul there/existing amongst every alphabet thought
(dream), words, sentences, paragraphs, chapters, acts, books, etc, you have picked up
from others, men and women who were already deeply brainwashed and who then
inculcated you through explanation, instruction, education, suggestion, indoctrination,
brainwashing, etc, to define (illuminate) your perception of reality since first appearing
in the womb, and from there, con you into renting (illuminating) this intellectual property
coming ONLY from Caesars ("The Crown") world, "The System", this includes all
defined measurements (compass and square) you think, feel and dream for as in
quantities, lengths, distance, weight, commercial values, numbers/mathematics,
effects, volume, etc, etc, etc, etc.
All indentured slaves are renters = serfs and commoners = goi/goy = useless food
eaters, trapped in the prisons of Caesars defined imaginings.
It is always best to remember who you really are and get on with creating your real
undefined dream of life.
And always walk away from anything of Caesars world as much as you possibly can.
It is ALL in the intention - use "The System" to get out of "The System" in this life
without ever contracting with it again.
It's always best to co-create and expand a Kindom/community/tribe where a team effort
of brothers and sisters not emotionally screwed up are creating a vast food forest
paradise to live amongst freely, with the intention of setting EVERYONE free from

being underneath each other, all-the-while co-creating and expanding "community
immunity".
Arthur
And to add to the above... It's also best to co-create a mud-room, a small place on a
much larger piece of land that is set aside for Kindom, to become the main hub of a
growing community from the outset.
In the hub of this mudroom, which can be 1 to 5 acres or more, are built all the
community infrastructures that provide food, water, shelter, kitchen/s, laundry, storage,
accommodation, spaces for get togethers, meetings, w/shops, art house, etc, etc, and
only here do some members continue contracting with "The System" while others have
dropped all the contracts.
Those who dropped all the contracts are the FULL-TIME labourers, builders, workers,
gardeners, etc, of this growing Kindom while everyone else who is committed to the
Kindom dream maintain all the contracts and all the excess money they earn goes into
the Kindom mudroom, including whatever resources, materials, tools, etc,
gathered/required for the Kindom workers to work with or acquire along the way and
build the infrastructures of this essential growing community/tribal hub.
As the hub grows bigger and stronger more members can drop all the contracts and
become full-time Kindom workers, etc.
But, the most important aspect of the Mud Room and it will always be the most
important part of creating Kindom, is the commitment of everyone living for the Kindom
dream to use the mudroom as the place where
a) there is no back door due to the lifetime commitment,
b) they bring all their e-motional crap (system brainwashing/orientation/conditioning) so
that the shit can be examined, confronted and healed through changing the way they
think, feel, act/behave, etc, and be free to live (set into motion) these changes in
attitude that forms the heart of the Kindom dream, healing all the aspects "selfobsession", all the "system"/e-motional crap that keeps everyone trapped in "The
System" with no way out,
c) are no longer feeding Kindom with all their e-motional crap to destroy their place in
Kindom while also trying to destroy the domain of others living/dreaming for the
Kindom dream. There is no one to blame, no one to use so they can bounce off all
their system shit = "whats in it for me", "he doesn't love me", "I'm not being appreciated
or listened to", "it's my money, my land, my labour, my this, that or whatever, etc, etc",

and with all of this self-centered crap comes doubt, uncertainty, distrust, fear, etc, etc,
all of which will destroy the Kindom dream.
d), are too busy co-creating and expanding Kindom to be sucked into the e-motional
"system" crap, bouncing of others e-motional crap to destroy Kindom.
From there, spreading out from the mudroom, kindomers healed of all "The System"
shit don't drag anything of "The System" into creating their kin-domains, no more than
1 hectare (2.5 acres) required.
All the best pieces of land is for the community to enjoy while all the worst pieces of
destroyed land due to animal husbandry, agriculture, poor land management, etc, is
where we build our kin domains/food-forests/etc. Each family/whoever can build it all
themselves if they want to or get others to assist where required but everyone still
remains bonded to the mudroom as the community hub.
We don't go into pristine forest's, etc, to create a Kindom - we leave all that alone.
Instead we go into the crap of suburbia, rural madness, etc, to restore paradise out of
the crap that paradise was turned into.
A kindom is undefined, has no political structures, no commercial, religious leanings,
etc. There is no man-made system in Kindom. It's just each MAN (men women
children) being a MAN, fully responsible for everything they/we think, feel and do,
always - all of us living life is a gift on a do no harm path. We just have to sense each
others intentions, aspirations, inspirations and working with that in the moment, of
endless moments (so to speak).
This is a very brief overview and it's how we all get out of "The System" in this life
without creating further miserable issues that hinders the heart from creating what its
inspired to do.
Refer here for more on all this http://loveforlife.com.au
And to add to the above... It's also best to co-create a mud-room, a small place on a
much larger piece of land that is set aside for Kindom, to become the main hub of a
growing community from the outset.
In the hub of this mudroom, which can be 1 to 5 acres or more, are built all the
community infrastructures that provide food, water, shelter, kitchen/s, laundry, storage,
accommodation, spaces for get togethers, meetings, w/shops, art house, etc, etc, and
only here do some members continue contracting with "The System" while others have
dropped all the contracts.

Those who dropped all the contracts are the FULL-TIME labourers, builders, workers,
gardeners, etc, of this growing Kindom while everyone else who is committed to the
Kindom dream maintain all the contracts and all the excess money they earn goes into
the Kindom mudroom, including whatever resources, materials, tools, etc,
gathered/required for the Kindom workers to work with or acquire along the way and
build the infrastructures of this essential growing community/tribal hub.
As the hub grows bigger and stronger more members can drop all the contracts and
become full-time Kindom workers, etc.
But, the most important aspect of the Mud Room and it will always be the most
important part of creating Kindom, is the commitment of everyone living for the Kindom
dream to use the mudroom as the place where
a) there is no back door due to the lifetime commitment,
b) they bring all their e-motional crap (system brainwashing/orientation/conditioning) so
that the shit can be examined, confronted and healed through changing the way they
think, feel, act/behave, etc, and be free to live (set into motion) these changes in
attitude that forms the heart of the Kindom dream, healing all the aspects "selfobsession", all the "system"/e-motional crap that keeps everyone trapped in "The
System" with no way out,
c) are no longer feeding Kindom with all their e-motional crap to destroy their place in
Kindom while also trying to destroy the domain of others living/dreaming for the
Kindom dream. There is no one to blame, no one to use so they can bounce off all
their system shit = "whats in it for me", "he doesn't love me", "I'm not being appreciated
or listened to", "it's my money, my land, my labour, my this, that or whatever, etc, etc",
and with all of this self-centered crap comes doubt, uncertainty, distrust, fear, etc, etc,
all of which will destroy the Kindom dream.
d), are too busy co-creating and expanding Kindom to be sucked into the e-motional
"system" crap, bouncing of others e-motional crap to destroy Kindom...
Refer here for more on all this http://loveforlife.com.au
From there, spreading out from the mudroom, kindomers healed of all "The System"
shit don't drag anything of "The System" into creating their kin-domains, no more than
1 hectare (2.5 acres) required.
All the best pieces of land is for the community to enjoy while all the worst pieces of
destroyed land due to animal husbandry, agriculture, poor land management, etc, is
where we build our kin domains/food-forests/etc. Each family/whoever can build it all

themselves if they want to or get others to assist where required but everyone still
remains bonded to the mudroom as the community hub.
We don't go into pristine forest's, etc, to create a Kindom - we leave all that alone.
Instead we go into the crap of suburbia, rural madness, etc, to restore paradise out of
the crap that paradise was turned into.
A kindom is undefined, has no political structures, no commercial, religious leanings,
etc. There is no man-made system in Kindom. It's just each MAN (men women
children) being a MAN, fully responsible for everything they/we think, feel and do,
always - all of us living life is a gift on a do no harm path. We just have to sense each
others intentions, aspirations, inspirations and working with that in the moment, of
endless moments (so to speak).
This is a very brief overview and it's how we all get out of "The System" in this life
without creating further miserable issues that hinders the heart from creating what its
inspired to do.
-----------------------------Arthur
The Cristian family are now homeless gypsies of vagabond sojourning through tiny
passageways entwined amongst vast and mostly empty landlocked domains set
amongst the Southern Highlands of NSW Australia, nature's free domains that can
provide free shelter, food, water and stability for millions of men, women and children,
only to accept the tender grace of paying $237.00 per week to stay at the Moss Vale
Village Caravan Park for 4 weeks, all the while searching for our next rest stop before
searching, stopping and paying again and again and again and again........ We go
through this important grind just to have a tiny bit of certainty before its taken from us
again and again and again and again.
We are surviving amongst great wealth as part of that glorious progress of civilisation
espoused so often by those who wear rose coloured glasses and extended horse
blinkers. All is good. Now please move on everyone as there is nothing real to see
here. Dreaming for nature's motherland (Kindoms) saturated by the vast abundance of
food forests many of us have laboured for so that many families can live amongst
them as free as birds is just too much of a utopia at arm's length.... "Now get real,
Arthur, pull your shit together bro. You know that Utopia is just fantasy."
It's not even our problem - we did not invent "The System" and we are committed to
creating lives that no longer support, comply and acquiesce to "The System" because
this is where the problem is coming from.

Dismantling The Love For Life Garden 14th Feb to 1st May 2019
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10218357768843651&type=
3&uploaded=10
We are Fiona and Arthur, 51 and 61 years old and we are between homes as we look
for land to fulfill our passion for creating food forests and living amongst them as part of
a community so we would love to look after your home, garden and animals.
We were living in East Bowral for 13 years as very stable tenants but had to move out
in February 2019. We had created a beautiful garden there but had to pull it all down.
Photos of the garden can be seen here (the last two on the profile are before and after
shots):
http://s994.photobucket.com/user/ILoveCasperTheGhost/library/Love%20For%20Life
%20Garden
What is left of it is currently being stored at the Seventh Day Adventist Church
Community Garden, Four Seasons,in Bowral through a friend who is a member of the
church, although we are not.
We have four daughters (21,18,16,12), three of whom still attend schools in Bowral
and Mittagong, The oldest three are currently staying with friends, spread out across
the Southern Highlands and they are all secure, happy and stable. We also have 2
dogs (9 year old border collie/kelpie sisters) and a 4 year old, male cat.
I work part time at Mittagong Warehousing and Storage in Braemar and Arthur does
research work and has plenty of time with me for gardening, maintenance, etc. I have
experience with horses as I grew up with them and I am happy to look after any
animals.
We also have a close friend, Hannah (30), who has been involved with us since 2011
and who runs the front end at Harris Farm Markets in Bowral. She is also very
passionate about gardening and food forests.
Arthur, our youngest daughter and I have been living at the Moss Vale Showground in
a camper trailer, which is roughly 60% off grid (working towards 100% off grid), for the
last three months and we now have to leave here by the 1st July 2019 as we have
reached the maximum stay allowed.
We have arranged to stay at the Moss Vale Village Caravan Park from Sunday the
30th June 2019 but this is not very suitable for our dogs and cat.
As we have the camper trailer, if you have a shed/barn with power, a toilet and a
shower, this is also a possibility.

We are clean living and see life as a gift on a do no harm path. If you have space to
accommodate us, we would be very happy to hear from you.
As we have not done any house sitting before, we do not have references but we can
supply personal references on request.
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Mobile: 0418 203204
Email: action@loveforlife.com.au
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Facebook: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Youtube: http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW
-----------------------------Kathy Rose
Oh my goodness. You are amazing. Are you looking for any particular area to house
sit?
------------------------Arthur Cristian
4 daughters 21, 18, 16, 12, keeps us in the Southern Highlands for now. Ideally, we
are looking for free land to establish a community/tribe living amongst a team effort that
created a magnificent massive food forest of abundance, where all excess is given
away for free and where we all call it home and rest our bodies there forevermore so
that our descendants can commune with us through nature (MANS true nature) to
further on turning earth back into the paradise it was always meant to be. We are no
longer interested in all the trappings of "The System".
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
29th June 2019
We are Fiona and Arthur, 51 and 61 years old and we are between homes as we look
for land to fulfill our passion for creating food forests and living amongst them as part of
a community so we would love to look after your home, garden and animals.

We were living in East Bowral for 13 years as very stable tenants but had to move out
in February 2019. We had created a beautiful garden there but had to pull it all down.
Photos of the garden can be seen here (the last two on the profile are before and after
shots):
http://s994.photobucket.com/user/ILoveCasperTheGhost/library/Love%20For%20Life
%20Garden - What is left of it is currently being stored at the Seventh Day Adventist
Church Community Garden, Four Seasons,in Bowral through a friend who is a member
of the church, although we are not.
We have four daughters (21,18,16,12), three of whom still attend schools in Bowral
and Mittagong, The oldest three are currently staying with friends, spread out across
the Southern Highlands and they are all secure, happy and stable. We also have 2
dogs (9 year old border collie/kelpie sisters) and a 4 year old, male cat.
I work part time at Mittagong Warehousing and Storage in Braemar and Arthur does
research work and has plenty of time with me for gardening, maintenance, etc. I have
experience with horses as I grew up with them and I am happy to look after any
animals.
We also have a close friend, Hannah (30), who has been involved with us since 2011
and who runs the front end at Harris Farm Markets in Bowral. She is also very
passionate about gardening and food forests.
Arthur, our youngest daughter and I have been living at the Moss Vale Showground in
a camper trailer, which is roughly 60% off grid (working towards 100% off grid), for the
last three months and we now have to leave here by the 1st July 2019 as we have
reached the maximum stay allowed.
We have arranged to stay at the Moss Vale Village Caravan Park from Sunday the
30th June 2019 but this is not very suitable for our dogs and cat.
As we have the camper trailer, if you have a shed/barn with power, a toilet and a
shower, this is also a possibility.
We are clean living and see life as a gift on a do no harm path. If you have space to
accommodate us, we would be very happy to hear from you. As we have not done any
house sitting before, we do not have references but we can supply personal references
on request.
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Mobile: 0418 203204
Email: action@loveforlife.com.au
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Facebook: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian

Youtube: http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW
-----------------------------Arthur
The Follow Through
It is ONLY MAN'S fruits of labour that exist with the power of creation that generates
the essential follow through of life. It is the good heart of MAN'S life that directs the
follow through of life for the greater good of life.
Nurture your partner and the follow through of the good heart of life flows on and on
and on and we benefit from that life and no money, commerce, rule of law, religions,
technology, telecommunication, science, engineering, government and its
bureaucracies is required for the follow through of life to happen - the follow through of
life happens anyway.
Love the children and family and the follow through of the good heart of life flows on
and on and on and no money, commerce, rule of law, religions, technologies,
telecommunications, science, engineering, government and its bureaucracies is
required for the follow through of life to happen - the follow through of life happens
anyway.
Care for nature as we co-create with nature and the follow through of the good heart of
life flows on and on and on and no money, commerce, rule of law, religions,
technologies, telecommunications, science, engineering, government and its
bureaucracies is required for the follow through of life to happen - the follow through of
life happens anyway.
BUT you can't do this with "The System" or anything of "The System" because it is all
DEAD, lifeless and, without the essential consciousness of the will of the good heart of
life to hold, create and distribute the follow through of life to benefit all of life, all of
MAN'S fruits of labour stops dead in its tracks.
The architecture of "The System" is made up of delineated boxes designed for us all to
fit into, as is the government and the rule of law, all careers, interests, religions, etc,
and there is nothing of the good heart in any of the boxes of definitions that we are
forced into, if we are to have any place in "The System". These boxes are forced on us
from the moment we appear in the womb because everyone all around us is already
living in and out of delineated boxes of pure fantasy.

Definitions form the fantasies of our perceived realities and "The System" is built ONLY
out of definitions and, collectively, the definitions form the boxes of architecturally
designed, predetermined lives. The alphabet languages are the programming of these
delineated boxes set into motion by everyone forming the fake system lives of roboticdrone-slaves living out of and for these delineated boxes of pure fantasy. The boxes
dominate us and the bureaucracy of the boxes we use to dominate others is played out
in every facet of our system lives as we diminish the follow through of the good heart
because the diminishment of the good heart has become our god.
As we place the good heart into everything we believe is the right thing, as in our
religions, philosophies, job descriptions, lifestyles, etc, all we are doing is regulating the
follow through of the good heart so that scarcity appears where there was none. We do
not realise that all the e-motions that form our opinions, attitudes and actions leading to
our complaints and scarcity of the good heart are the fear of not being in control and of
having to confront and face the delineated boxes we have adopted as a defacto
personality and how they clash with the delineated boxes of others that seem to be
dominating ours.
We imagine sleights and harm where there was no intention to harm and this prevents
us from seeing the bigger picture of the follow through of the good heart and, without
closure, we are left as the aggrieved with accusations about our delineated boxes
having been injured, not realising that the e-motional hurt is just imaginary. With
everyone practising their e-motional injuries since early childhood, the scarcity of the
follow through of the good heart has taken over and is what forms system life with the
social engineering of political correctness, public liability insurance and gender
engineering leading to discrimination, censorship and racism. For more on this topic,
go here http://loveforlife.com.au/ and explore the home page and the links to Love For
Life documents you can read or download.
How easy is it to change the course of a river, if we interfere with nature? A river
naturally has estuaries and off shoots, all of which can have villages and nomadic
tribes living around them, living off the follow through of the good heart of
consciousness that is the river. But, if the course of the river is changed so that it only
benefits a few, the good heart of life that is the river is taken away from all the villagers
and they no longer receive the follow through of the good heart of the river of life. They
are then forced to rely on intermeddlers, interceders and interlopers, mostly complete
strangers, dictating the follow through of the flow of the river of MAN'S life regulating
everything of life.
How easy for some to become overpowered by greed and selfishness and the lust for
power and control over the river of life and then to form the architecture that embodies
the engineering of the lustful so that the villagers never have free access to the river only to the few trickles fed to them through pipes into their homes that they pay for by
their fruits of labour? Where is the follow through of the good heart in depriving MAN of

nature's abundant resources and then forcing MAN to labour to make the fantasy of
money to pay for the resources that were already provided naturally before "The
System" came along?
The follow through of the good heart has been severely compromised, with 99% of
men and women forced into the boxes of the regulations of scarcity while the tiny few
benefit from the control of the follow through. Even those who try to "get ahead" find
more and more boxes of the regulation of scarcity that they have to fit into because you
are not allowed to have the follow through of the access to wealth that would threaten
the power and control of the tiny few.
You are only allowed access to notional, arbitrary wealth which is why everyone in
"The System" experiences legitimised/legal theft, expropriation, misappropriation,
dispossession and displacement.
There are multi-millions of good-hearted men and women who have served "The
System" for the last 40 - 80 years but where is the follow through for their lives at the
end of their lives? It is the scarcity of system life that leads everyone to support the
scarcity of "The System" for everyone else because they have to cling on to the scraps
that they have managed to claw together and they need "The System" of scarcity to
protect their scraps that are the comfort of their system lives, whether they fight for
capitalism, communism, socialism, patriarchies, matriarchies, feudalism, etc.
It is their belief in scarcity that has them keep going to work and keep holding onto
what they think they have with immense fear as the scarcity of the good heart in their
lives pushes out the magnificent abundance of the good heart. This is what they have
been brainwashed into through the education and social and gender engineering of
"The System"; they have been trained to change the natural course of the river that is
the follow through of the good heart.
Most get caught up in the e-motional dramas of their delineated boxes so they forget
about their life creation of the abundance of magnificence of life where the good heart
follows through for the benefit of all. They all practise scarcity, living for it, fighting for it,
dreaming it, worshipping it, upholding it and protecting it.
The supposed wealth of owning acres of land is actually scarcity because they doubt
the abundance of the good heart so they have to turn a blind eye to the horrors of
scarcity around them because not to do so threatens their "wealth", which is empty
because without the follow through of the good heart, there is no soul (real, living
uncompromised freedom, truth, peace, joy, calm, abundance, etc) there.
No matter how much they play with bureaucracy and all the justifications that come
with the e-motional behaviour they have practised all their lives, their wealth is as
nothing because it is the scarcity of the good heart and there is no follow through of the

good heart there. People think that they are doing the right thing but they are just
supporting the scarcity.
Everything of "The System" is scarcity so there is no place for abundance there.
All sickness and disease stems from the denial and blocking of the follow through of
the magnificent good heart and the doubt about the magnificence, even though the sun
still shines, the air is still there to breathe and the abundance of nature is everywhere we have never been abandoned by the good heart yet we live as if we have.
Many try to block the problems of the scarcity with charitable acts and donations but
these are only band aids temporarily mopping up some of the bleeding and allowing
most to spend the whole of their system lives turning a blind eye to this psychotic
sickness that has befallen everyone in "The System".
Everything of "The System" is this e-motion of scarcity being played out, blocking the
follow through of the good heart. The predetermined boxes that define the
soullessness of their lack of the good heart's follow through, is the robotic-drone-slave
status and enterprise in making sure scarcity is upheld wherever possible, and the
magnificence of abundance shunned in every way imaginable.
Peel away all the man-made religions, laws, political preferences, opinions,
philosophies, justifications and praise worthy celebrations glorifying "The System" with
its wondrous phenomena of "system" lives back to its core, and you will see/sense that
we are all living amongst scarcity and this is ONLY what life in "The System" is all
about = homelessness, poverty, malnutrition, displacement from land, cruelty, injustice,
invasion, war, rape, pillage, plunder, persecution, ridicule, abuse, incarceration,
corruption, collusion, deceit, lies, committing fraud, greed, selfishness, power and
control trips, etc, etc.........
There is no good heart in government which is only providing intermediaries,
intermeddlers and interceders between MAN and nature and MAN and MAN when the
MAN only has to go directly to the tree to get the fruit and the MAN only has to go to
the MAN to sort out matters between MAN and MAN.
Instead those in the government manipulate the flow of money so that the dollar, or the
value of whatever currency, is gradually diminished in value over the years until what
you can buy with $1 dwindles to almost nothing as the follow through of the dollar is
squeezed ever tighter until the river villages can no longer afford the water because the
money they receive for their slabour (slave labour) has decreased in value so much
that they have to work all hours of the days, weeks, months and years just to be able to
pay for the most basic necessities, all of which are provided for free as the follow
through of the good heart of life as nature. As the dollar value diminishes, we have
become slabourers

We have already had government for the people and the dollar backed by the Gold
Standard owned by the people and all the assets of the government owned by the
people with a powerful follow through in the blossoming of a middle class and the
chance to build system wealth and look what has happened.
We trusted the men and women, mostly strangers, who acted as the government but
they engineered the disasters we are all facing today because they have created all
the delineated boxes overseen by the rule of law and all the enFORCErs of
bureaucracy and all you want to do is re-set the modus operandi of "The System" to
repeat the disasters of civilisations that are now nothing more than archaic remains all
across earth.
But how are you re-setting all the hearts of those who benefit from "The System" and
don't want to free up the land so that men and women can live peacefully all across
earth enjoying the follow through of the fruits of their labour for the benefit of everyone?
How can you guarantee that your re-set government will not repeat the same
mistakes? Isn't it better to live off the land with everyone having free access to the land
and leaving each other alone?
And if some men and women want to cause trouble, there is a community there to deal
with them at the local level. 99% of men and women do not want to spend their time on
bureaucracy, having power and control over others or on taking advantage of others,
so that those who DO want the power and control can easily get into positions of
influence, even while they use lackeys and puppets to do all their dirty work.
Our problems are always at a local level because we all live locally.
Have you ever met anyone who doesn't live locally?
Across "The System" generations of the enslaved, the greedy and lustful have created
problems wider than local that need to have regulations greater than local. Then they
created problems at state level, leading to more regulations at a local level, and then
they created problems at a federal level and an international level, all of which have
allowed them to create more regulations at a local level.
Can't you see that all the hungry, insatiable mouths of the private corporations and the
institutions are only eating the fruits of MAN'S labour so that the follow through for 99%
of the population has dwindled almost to nothing of value, to scarcity?
Why is it that you feel that you need someone to tell you how to live, what to think and
what to do? Can you not take full responsibility for your thoughts, feelings and actions?
Can't you see that the reason you think you need a government is because you have
been spoon-fed all your life by others telling you how to think, feel and act because

they want to control the follow through of the fruits of your labour and that of other
people? And that you are being spoon-fed crap to keep you thinking that the control of
the river is necessary for us all to live together peacefully?
Where is the follow through of the good heart from the government in your life that
flows on through the generations to come so that they have free access to all the
abundant resources of earth without interference from the intermediaries,
intermeddlers and interceders? Can't you see that the follow through has dwindled to
almost nothing under the flags of the nations that are the Pax Romanus (peace
treaties) of the dominators over the dominated? And you want to re-set slaboury under
a new version of the Pax Romanus?
Since when has a government not been a Pax Romanus?
Can you guarantee that you will be able to oversee the strangers you put in positions
of power in your re-set government of slaboury and that they will not usurp their power
and control over slabourers to keep the follow through of the fruits of labour of the men
and women who bow down to them being diverted to benefit only those in power?
What else does a government govern, if not the follow through of the fruits of the
labour of the people?
The only reason we have a government is to control the follow through of the fruits of
labour of the men and women under the government (govern-men-t, govern-mente =
govern the mind of men), which is just men and women lusting for power and control
over their brothers and sisters on the land that we are all still on but that we have been
conned into thinking that we can divide, sell and own so that most of us no longer have
free access to the land which means that the follow through of the fruits of our labour
can be controlled so that the follow through of our good hearts is only benefiting those
who have gained the power while those that we care for get almost nothing, just the
crumbs from the tables of the rich.
Can you tell us how your re-set government is going to solve the haves and have nots
issues without having to dissolve itself because to have a government is to deny
unconditional, free access to the basic tenets of life that are land, water, shelter and
the space to grow food?
Can you not see multi-millions of people deeply brainwashed and enchanted by fake
entertainments and system controlled distractions all-the-while constantly living in
DEEP STATES OF SCARCITY going to shops, supermarkets, shopping centres, fast
food outlets and restaurants to buy everything they need to live day by day, while
constantly still sucking on the nipples of private corporations for water, energy, shelter,
transport, health, telecommunication, education, etc?

And can you not see that it's ONLY from amongst these deeply brainwashed
slabourers where you find the passionate promoters of "The System" fighting to
maintain scarcity at all cost, peddlers of absolute stupidity determined to put down
others questioning the many foils and pitfalls of "The System"?
Those of us determined to bring back the abundance of the magnificence of the follow
through of the good heart are laughed at, openly or in private, and our efforts
considered "too hard" for most.
The remedy is Kindom where people take full responsibility for their lives and we
create food forests upon all the lands across earth that have been destroyed, leaving
the best bits for all to enjoy. Restoring the worst pieces of land into the magnificent
abundance of food forests, each family/group can have a hectare of land to create
these food forests and share the abundance of the fruits of their labour as part of a
conscious community working together for the greater good of everyone and any
problems in the community are sorted out by the community AT A LOCAL LEVEL.
Each family's domain can never be bought or sold and can be passed on through the
generations of the family unencumbered by death duties, taxes and other forms of
displacement from land.
The food forest is the government because it is the magnificence of the consciousness
of the flow of life of the good heart through everything of life. The follow through of the
flow of the river of life is untampered with, allowing the river of life to flow to everyone.
LIFE IS A GIFT is the natural song the river sings.
Those who want to return to nomadic life are free to wander all across earth without
hindrance and the only guideline is DO NO HARM, leaving a legacy of abundance and
freedom for the generations to come.
To re-set government is to leave a legacy of scarcity. Why would you want to create a
counterfeit government of unconsciousness, of deeply brainwashed men and women
who want to take all the fruits of your labour away from your family so that they have to
live lives of scarcity, and at best, put in place a one world, green, eco-friendly,
sustainable federation of protection for slabourers (everyone) bound to a whole lifetime
of fulfilling community quotas to appease federation representatives, each operating at
a local level?
This is why Arthur Cristian and Adon Bender will never return to "The System" as
bonded slabourers.
Written 23rd February 2019 by Arthur Cristian, Adon Bender, Fiona Cristian and Adrian
Laughery during the dismantling of the Love For Life food forest garden in the rental

property Arthur and Fiona have been living at for 13 years since November 2005 and
the re-location of all the materials into storage until we can move to the motherland to
create in this life where the follow through of our fruits of labour are never interfered
with ever again. See http://loveforlife.com.au/
-----------------------Arthur
This post was in reply to Fab Martin who FB PM'd Arthur the following....... "Hello,
please join this group to help Reset Parliament in Australia. The aim is to restore lawful
government by essentially combine the best features of Independent & Party
Candidates. Please invite more people, that you trust, to the group; and ask them to do
so as well. Thank you.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/982649231926763" RESET Parliament (Australia)
-----------------------Arthur Cristian
23rd February 2019 13:35
Am completely out of "The System" since 2006. ??
-----------------------Fab Martin
23rd February 2019 13:39
sure, but how is that working for you? maybe you should re join it to make the place a
better place?
-----------------------Arthur Cristian
"It is ONLY MAN'S fruits of labour that exist with the power of creation that generates
the essential follow through of life. It is the good heart of MAN'S life that directs the
follow through of life for the greater good of life........................"
-----------------------23rd February 2019

Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10218352145783078
---------------For those who think that the task of restoring the food forests is all too daunting, have a
look at this video about Syntropic farming" "Life in Syntropy":
https://youtu.be/gSPNRu4ZPvE
All garden photos located here:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/photos_albums
Continue here: http://loveforlife.com.au/
All the best :)
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
24th February 2019
-----------------------------------Arthur
Below are links to a series of photo albums located here
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/photos_albums showing how a rental property
in East Bowral, NSW Australia, with a land size of somewhere between 1/10 and
1/16th of an acre around the house, was transformed into a flourishing native and food
garden producing 1.5 ton of living organic food per year, soon to be 2 ton per year with
all the excess given away for free, and there is plenty of it during harvest times.
All of this has been done with very little money since 2011/2012. The land was mostly
all clay with rock and bulldozed work-site garbage underneath, with a struggling lawn
that could not get properly established because there was no humus or topsoil due to it
all being bulldozed away when the developers started building the new rural suburb of
East Bowral back around 1999. ??
1. How It Looked Before We Started
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440.10737
41842.1475329656&type=3
2. 9th & 10th January 2018
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709055867482.10737
41840.1475329656&type=3

3. 12th to 15th January 2018
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709300633601.10737
41841.1475329656&type=3
4. 15th Jan 2018 to 16th March 2018
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215708811781380.10737
41839.1475329656&type=3
5. Working Bee Weekend Preparation 5th April 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215824720319021.10737
41843.1475329656&type=3
6. Building New Garden Bed 7th to 13th April 2018 - 1/2 Way There:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215887526449135.10737
41844.1475329656&type=3
7. New Garden Bed Update 17th to 20th April 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215920640676970.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3
8. Garden Update 22nd to 27th April 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215991933019234.10737
41846.1475329656&type=3
9. Garden Update 27th June 2018 to 13th July 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216458484602732.10737
41847.1475329656&type=3
10. Garden Update 17th July 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216617405615658.10737
41848.1475329656&type=3
11. Removal Of Leylandii Trees 28th July 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10216706916533375.1073741849.14753
29656&type=3
12. Early Spring 2018 Love For Life Garden:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217133427235876.10737
41849.1475329656&type=3
13. Love For Life Garden Early-Mid Spring 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217297376054494.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3

14. Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3
15. Love For Life Garden Mid Summer 2018-2019:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217931094217052&type=
3
16, Late Summer February 2019
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10218246841910547&type=
3
17. Dismantling The Love For Life Garden 14th Feb to 1st May 2019
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10218357768843651&type=
3
-----------------------------Arthur
To prosper from looking at what others have, to invade and dominate leading to
displacing MAN from true freedom on the land strips away the full responsibility for
everything MAN dreams, thinks, feels and does with land, food, water, shelter, family,
community and the expansive domain of MAN'S tribal/village/community life amongst
nature.
It is the ongoing prosperity acquired from "The System" of covert and overt slavery by
those who looked over the fence at what others had, plotting, invading, conquering and
coveting all of MAN on land across earth and placing themselves, their bloodline
families and all their willing brainwashed lackeys and servants as middle men and
women keeping MAN displaced from land so they can continually prosper from the
labour of all their captured (educated) slaves across the generations. Everything of
"The System" is this, cities, suburbs and all.
Nothing else is really going on but it is covered up by myriad distractions that stop
everyone from facing what is really going on IN PLAIN SIGHT and having the strength,
determination and power to do something about it, here and now IN THIS LIFE.
Generation after generation, all remain as deeply broken down, educated slaves
serving their slave masters, the middle men and women interceding between MAN on
the land and MAN on the land and everything of nature in-between.
No matter what the good hearted sentiments, intentions, aspirations and actions of
those in "The System" may be, the effort of everything they do is poured back into "The

System" and nothing changes generation after generation after generation - the middle
men and women remain completely in control and slavery continues rolling along.
All the slaves are still answerable to (underneath) another (middle) MAN and thus real
freedom still does not exist. "The System" maintains tribal MAN'S displacement from
land and it's the slaves looking over the fence at what others have got that leads to
chaos, repression, depression, suicide, loneliness, emptiness, anger, rage, jealousy,
greed, selfishness, doubt, uncertainty, fear, complacency, rape, pillage, plunder,
violence, crimes, social unrest, wars, fantasy, illusion, delusion, apathy and denial all
across earth which keeps the middle men and women in power.
The remedy that stops all harm doing can only be found before MAN was displaced
from land.
Who is prepared to give up everything that maintains this displacement?
The ongoing follow through of misery and the many distractions for all the lives lost to
surviving lifetimes of misery and dread. What you see here is EXACTLY how "The
System" really works and it all starts in the womb and does not end at the grave.
https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/discordparliament/images/3/34/Diaporama-AdamEve_0_445_334.jpg/revision/latest?cb=20180601023817
The Cristian family are now homeless gypsies of vagabond sojourning through tiny
passageways entwined amongst vast and mostly empty landlocked domains set
amongst the Southern Highlands of NSW Australia, nature's free domains that can
provide free shelter, food, water and stability for millions of men, women and children,
only to accept the tender grace of paying $237.00 per week to stay at the Moss Vale
Village Caravan Park for 4 weeks, all the while searching for our next rest stop before
searching, stopping and paying again and again and again and again........ We go
through this important grind just to have a tiny bit of certainty before its taken from us
again and again and again and again.
We are surviving amongst great wealth as part of that glorious progress of civilisation
espoused so often by those who wear rose coloured glasses and extended horse
blinkers.
All is good.
Now please move on everyone as there is nothing real to see here.
Dreaming for nature's motherland (Kindoms) saturated by the vast abundance of food
forests many of us have laboured for so that many families can live amongst them as

free as birds is just too much of a utopia at arm's length.... "Now get real, Arthur, pull
your shit together bro. You know that Utopia is just fantasy."
It's not even our problem - we did not invent "The System" and we are committed to
creating lives that no longer support, comply and acquiesce to "The System" because
this is where the problem is coming from.
We are Fiona and Arthur, 51 and 61 years old and we are between homes as we look
for land to fulfill our passion for creating food forests and living amongst them as part of
a community so we would love to look after your home, garden and animals.
We were living in East Bowral for 13 years as very stable tenants but had to move out
in February 2019. We had created a beautiful garden there but had to pull it all down.
Photos of the garden can be seen here (the last two on the profile are before and after
shots):
http://s994.photobucket.com/user/ILoveCasperTheGhost/library/Love%20For%20Life
%20Garden
What is left of it is currently being stored at the Seventh Day Adventist Church
Community Garden, Four Seasons,in Bowral through a friend who is a member of the
church, although we are not.
We have four daughters (21,18,16,12), three of whom still attend schools in Bowral
and Mittagong, The oldest three are currently staying with friends, spread out across
the Southern Highlands and they are all secure, happy and stable. We also have 2
dogs (9 year old border collie/kelpie sisters) and a 4 year old, male cat.
I work part time at Mittagong Warehousing and Storage in Braemar and Arthur does
research work and has plenty of time with me for gardening, maintenance, etc. I have
experience with horses as I grew up with them and I am happy to look after any
animals.
We also have a close friend, Hannah (30), who has been involved with us since 2011
and who runs the front end at Harris Farm Markets in Bowral. She is also very
passionate about gardening and food forests.
Arthur, our youngest daughter and I have been living at the Moss Vale Showground in
a camper trailer, which is roughly 60% off grid (working towards 100% off grid), for the
last three months and we now have to leave here by the 1st July 2019 as we have
reached the maximum stay allowed.
We have arranged to stay at the Moss Vale Village Caravan Park from Sunday the
30th June 2019 but this is not very suitable for our dogs and cat.

As we have the camper trailer, if you have a shed/barn with power, a toilet and a
shower, this is also a possibility.
We are clean living and see life as a gift on a do no harm path. If you have space to
accommodate us, we would be very happy to hear from you.
As we have not done any house sitting before, we do not have references but we can
supply personal references on request.
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Mobile: 0418 203204
Email: action@loveforlife.com.au
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Facebook: http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Youtube: http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW
-----------------------------Arthur
4 daughters 21, 18, 16, 12, keeps us in the Southern Highlands for now. Ideally, we
are looking for free land to establish a community/tribe living amongst a team effort that
created a magnificent massive food forest of abundance, where all excess is given
away for free and where we all call it home and rest our bodies there forevermore so
that our descendants can commune with us through nature (MANS true nature) to
further on turning earth back into the paradise it was always meant to be. We are no
longer interested in all the trappings of "The System".
-----------------------------Troy Dun
right on brother...ur an inspiration setting example, not compromized by the parasite
system of human slavery
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Troy Dun
RITE =satAnic RITUal'
BROTher= Mason
*inSPI-RA-ZION

*hu'man=MONster' (mun&star)
-----------------------------Cativeiro Capoeira Jamaica
Blessed Love Strength and Guidance to You and your family. This course has been a
key for me. a blueprint for stepping out of the system:
https://www.denniseckart.de/autonomy/
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
This is not opting out of "The System" - Nothing personal intended here but it seems
you don't yet fully comprehend what "The System" really is. It's still 100% fully based
on living off the slave system, the bad bits, to have all the good bits of "The System"
and its basis on self obsession defined as freedom, consciousness, self-autonomy etc,
all of it still happening in "The System" of slavery. And thanks for the good will/cheer
and all the best to you and your extended family. :)
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Arthur Cristian
beLESsed... THEY use the"ocCULT terms.
GUIDance by who?
Slave=DEpenDENT&serv'ing
THE" LOWgo* SHOWs the ocCULTist' Sun-wheEL
COACHing Is' aBIZ# MAKing' moNey Is' KEY
*iz* LIKE diGItal NOmads crap
-----------------------------Troy Dun
It's impossible for most of us today to escape the system 100% there are so many ties
in place so it seems we have to try to use the system to our advantage. For example
we use Facebook YouTube world wide web etc. Fight fire with fire.
------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Nothing is really changing even with the use of Facebook, YouTube etc. Read the ebook when it comes out in the near future. For a small taste of what's to come in the ebook read the comments in this Kindom thread here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2202222953402704
-----------------------------Troy Dun
What do you mean by nothing is really changing even with the use of Facebook
youtube etc ?
-----------------------------Troy Dun
I will read your ebook
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
NOthing Is' #im#posSIBle if YOU only "want. YOU just DOn't" "know* HOW "yet¡¿
Most" Of us" WILl not Even try IT
If* UR *aMAN "on the" LAND and U-make* THE *fud* GARDEN 2live* "from" then* UDOn't* Nid* THE " System* anyMORE
2try* *sum* Thing IS 'an AtTempt and" ATEMPtaZION *is' Agreat* SIN
UcanNot* win WITH the" System Of" DEATH - only' LOSE
As FB&JT R-Systemic* IT wil' NOT MAKE U-leaVE
-----------------------------Troy Dun
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
if u escape relying on the system directly, ur still relying on the system thru whoever is
helping u live that life style. the system has a strangle hold on everything in this world.
unless u can find a secluded piece of inhabitable land somewhere, that they cant find
u. the parasites that run this world are not satisfied til they have EVERYONE in their
grasp.....

-----------------------------Troy Dun
i hope i'm wrong, but it looks this way.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
Ucan* do Thät" ALl aLONE - THE helpER al'so Lives OFf the LANDs *fud*
The" SystemMATRIXworLd is'n't THEre' 'then.
Udo*n't* NID 2RUN-Away* - just DO IT WHEre' Ever you-are NOW
ONE as in UNO or just 1 IS Only' A-Dead NUMBer.
-----------------------------Troy Dun
ever herd of Real Estate tax ? they'll take ur land from u if u dont pay em.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
That" RET (redRAT) #dusn't# EXIST
ONLY if U-claim* "ownERship WITH them!
-----------------------------Troy Dun
@ Mustafa Musti Öztürk
if what u say is true how can i learn how to live on a certain piece of land without
paying THEM? whats stop sombody from coming there & killing us with predator
drones or somthing ?
or takin us to jail fines etc etc
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk

@ Troy Dun
LERNing* by doING - just DO it!
Are'al' MAN 'is' not Afraid!
*ur* life Is' not abOUT *wot* OTHERS do
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
ALl That EXISTs ARE DeludED men That beLIEve in THE " System And THIS is' what
you NEed 2learn* 2DEAL *with: DOn't EXpect TO be ABLE to make THEM
underSTAND !
-----------------------------Troy Dun
i wrote a song once for my dad called "Livin off the Land" but i think the Cristian family
deserves the song insted, cuz my dad suports the system.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
The DEad' loves THE " System 2Much*
-----------------------------Troy Dun
i dont think he knows any better..... generational curses were born down..... that shit
stops here i'm ending it & finding remedy. Justice is Dun.
Vengeance is Mine, i reverse the curse.
-----------------------------Mustafa Musti Öztürk
@ Troy Dun
HE was fucked-OVER by the" System AND now* *iz* 2late* 4HIM
GENeraZION

justICE polICE adVice
---------------------------------------------------------------Arthur Cristian
Dana Horochowski Check this out......
Updated
Tony Soldo
I agree with learning to live free and off the grid, but the people in Palestine have been
dealing with such evil planned collective punishment, they can't get any supplies to be
self sustaining, so lets help free them so they can live and learn like you have. peace.
------------------------Arthur Cristian
But it's in holding the dream of the bigger picture that sets it all into motion - if we don't
hold a much bigger picture from the outset, then the dependency on hand outs
continues add-infinitum (so to speak) and really nothing much has changed.
"Feed a child and you make them dependent on eating from your hand but teach a
child to grow food and the child is free from slavery, free from the burden of eating out
of another MAN'S hand. This is your dilemma and we give you NO sympathy for this."
Tony, do read this thread:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217932192924519
------------------------Tony Soldo
You have the right idea, but the Palestinian people are being harmed in so many ways,
here is one small example, Settlers Destroy Crops in West Bank Village:
http://imemc.org/article/settlers-destroy-crops-in-west-bankvillage/?fbclid=IwAR1kXvT5GxjAtG8wwUfoQI5pDR_Yn81KakysZ9kCn2A2rcdAzFIu1PqrQ0 and if this happened in your town or country, how
would you deal with it and make you plan work?
-------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Agreed, Tony, it is very daunting when there are those who are determined to
undermine all your efforts BUT one of the most weakening things for those who seek to
undermine you is for you to persist regardless of WHATEVER they do; they destroy the
gardens - just make more, as best you can with what you can, even if it is just a few
pots or small plots.
Among the Palestinians in Gaza there must be many who have the experience of both
their ancestors and their lives as gardeners and farmers. So, yes, the people of
Palestine need to be supported with food, clothes, money, etc, in the short term BUT
the big picture dream of growing food and becoming sustainable must be kept alive in
whatever small way possible and this means encouraging and inspiring them to never
give up.
This is what we have come to - whatever they do to us, we keep going on the path we
are on, constantly growing an abundance of fresh organic food, because when we play
this out in the open, ALWAYS, this eventually pricks the conscience of others,
including israelis and the basic tenets of life, food, water, shelter, peace, calm, stability,
security, reliability, certainty, etc, become clearly obvious and paramount.
When we do this, we are the living creator creating paradise because we are the good
heart of the living creator embodied as MAN (each of us). We are living (live-in) the
creator's dream of life that is the abundance of paradise.
This stance of growing abundance of food, ALWAYS, eventually has the harm doers
stand out more and more and more and this breaks down Israel from inside and from
outside. The more the people of Israel see the horrors being done to the Palestinians
in Gaza, the more their consciences will start to prick them, especially when they see
the people of Gaza refusing to be broken by what is being done to them and keep
creating vast abundance of fresh organic food.
The devil (the occultists inside and outside your head, "The System" of rejecting the
good heart) tempts us to give up access to the good heart of the living creator and the
big picture dreams of the good heart of the living creator in so many ways that we
reject the creation of an undefined, unique, original soul that is the good heart of the
living creator embodied as MAN (each of us) living for and being the abundance of the
dream of paradise, and that's due to being raised in "The System" where we can all
come up with a million reasons why we can't do it.
If we don't live the good heart of MAN'S undefined dreams of life, the undefined good
heart of the living creator which we always have access to because we have never
been abandoned by the vast abundance of the good heart of the living creator, and
direct our life-energy into the good heart dreams of MAN'S undefined life, of paradise,

there already is nothing of the good heart, the sentiments and all the virtues of
unconditional love, there to grow and expand from.
The trauma based dreams that tell us that we cannot do anything and that we have to
live as victims to our circumstances are deeply rooted in doubt, uncertainty, confusion,
apathy, denial, weakness, hopelessness, etc, etc, etc, and while we feed these dreams
that are not embodied/imbued with the MAGNIFICENCE of the good heart, there is
NOTHING REAL of the good heart there and there is no paradise around us because
there is no good heart there, being and living this dream of abundance. All there is, is
just the pure fantasy of MAN'S dreaming for MEDIOCRITY, for desolation, emptiness,
isolation, self-obsession, e-go, mind-control, etc, etc...... that is the rejection of the
abundance of the good heart of paradise in and of MAN everywhere possible.
We must always create, hold and expand the magnificent light (life) of the undefined
good heart for those lost in the darkness of mediocrity to return to, because if we/they
don't do this, there will be no magnificent light (life) of the good heart for those lost in
the darkness to return to - basically nothing will change - there is no abundance of
paradise anywhere to be experienced, instead all they have on offer is "The System"
(HELL) of mediocrity and scarcity.
It's all about creating and expanding MAN'S undefined living soul, the living abundance
of the good hearted creator of paradise, which is ALL that matters.
While we get caught up in all the distractions of the horrors, cruelty, injustices, pain and
suffering, etc, coming from the dreams of "The System" where the harm doers of MAN
are not holding the living (live in) paradise dream of MAN'S good heart, and we
continue to react to them, we continue to hold dreams without the embodiment of the
good heart of paradise and we are actually expanding hell all around us as we
continue to feed hellish dreams.
Hell is just a way of life where the abundance of paradise is rejected, ignored,
despised, ridiculed, abused, scorned, etc. This IS the makeup of the character of an
occultist who worships another MAN'S voice inside their head guiding them to reject
and hate any MAN with the abundance of the good heart and the power of creation to
live and be that dream of MAN'S life, the undefined soul.
Generally speaking, these people, judges, members of the bar, politicians, priests, the
media, big business leaders, educators, academics, scientists, professors, actors, rock
stars, intelligence agents, military, police, government agents, etc, etc, are deeply
infected with a terrible sickness of mediocrity and scarcity that despises the
magnificent good heart of abundance in any MAN and they all are those zombies in
horror movies drifting amongst desolation, emptiness, chaos, war and cannibalism,
determined to destroy and murder the magnificent good heart.

They are the Romans in the Coliseum of "The System" rejoicing in the spectacle of the
destruction and murder of the good heart in every MAN. Anyone loving and living for
the paradise of the good heart of abundance is found guilty of crimes against hell and
thrown to the lions and the gladiators.
This is very different to the symbol of a crucified MAN drinking the wine of his
oppressors. The wine is the blood of the body and the bread is the flesh - this is
cannibalism and ritual sacrifice and we are all cannibals as we use and abuse each
other in this system of use and abuse of each other's slave labour. No God of
unconditional love would come to tell us to live like this.
The true message of the crucifixion is that, if you know who you really are, they cannot
kill you, however much they mutilate and murder your body. Don't live in fear for your
life, your childrens lives and the lives of your family - don't live in doubt and uncertainty.
The living creator gave us the magnificence of a living paradise to create abundance
with; if you only have two rocks, create with them, if you only have one hand, create
with that hand.
We and our dreaming are incredibly powerful if only we would stop doubting it.
It is very simple to create paradise and enjoy its fruits forever and this is the eternal gift
of life given to us by the creator. We don't have to live our lives out of "What's in it for
me?".
We were all meant to live for the dream of paradise, not for the dream of no paradise
because we doubt our ability and think its hard work so we fob it off and live off the
charitable handouts of others that give us the impression we are creating something
God-Like when we aren't at all.
The original people of the land we now call Israel and the surrounding lands would
have been the original "Christians" (undefined MAN on land) co-creating Kindoms of
abundant food forest gardens, in that they were turning away from the scarcity of food,
water, shelter and the horrors of dictatorship and destruction to the truth, freedom and
abundance, etc, etc, of lives as MAN on land.
The occultists (zombies of desolation and scarcity) seem to be seeking their revenge
on the people of the lands where their plans for world domination were thwarted, which
is why they have set up such scenes of horror, destruction, degradation, suffering,
conflict, war and possibly nuclear devastation down the line for Is---Ra---El.
But there are many of us across earth beginning to turn our backs on their cruel
system, as, when and however we can so they will have to nuke the whole of earth, if

they are to stem the tide of those who are completely walking away from Rome and
Babylong, "The System" of a MAN-made HELL.
From the research we have done into the occultic symbols of Canberra and its
surrounds, we feel that this area, including the region we live in, from Sydney to
Canberra, is probably now the head-office of their current attempt at world domination
and we are in the middle of it, holding a dream of truth, freedom, abundance, joy and
do no harm that is the magnificent lighthouse of MAN'S undefined soul (God-Like-MAN
co-creating the abundance of a living paradise) in the darkness of their despicable
agenda, just as other men and women across earth are the lighthouses holding the
undefined, living dream of truth, freedom, peace, joy, abundance, etc, etc, and do no
harm in the midst of despicable harm.
To the Palestinians we say, don't forget who you really are. Grow magnificent gardens
of abundance for the greater good of everyone around you and be the wind under each
others wings raising each other back to paradise in this life because, while you hold
your dreams with unwavering focus, the dream of the occultists weakens and you have
already beaten them in spite of what they do to you.
There is nothing as powerful as the dreams of the good heart held in focus.
And do read this post too Tony: "The Cyborg Jukebox":
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217943282521752
------------------------Link:
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2126824317361313&id=1518117
28195925&__tn__=K-R

